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Taiko is a highly physical and theatrical form of ensemble drumming that was 

popularized in 1950s Japan and has been widely practiced in Japanese American and 

other Asian American communities since the late 1960s. Taiko’s visual and sonic 

largesse—outstretched limbs and thundering drums—contrasted with pervasive 

stereotypes of Asians as silent and passive. This dissertation uses ethnographic 

participant-observation, archival research, and performance analysis to examine how 

North American taiko performance produces and is produced by the shifting contours of 

racial, gender, and sexual identity and community. Taiko groups create, re-shape, and 

challenge familiar notions of Asia, America, and Asian America through their public 

performances and in their rehearsal processes. While sometimes implicated in Orientalist 
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performance contexts, taiko players use performance strategically to commemorate Asian 

American history, to convey feelings of empowerment, and to invite feminist, anti-racist, 

and queer forms of spectatorship. 

This dissertation explores taiko’s roots in the Asian American Movement of the 

1960s and 1970s, its implications for 1990s multiculturalism, as well as its intersections 

with contemporary queer communities. My analysis focuses on three case study groups 

whose origins, philosophies, and geographic locations offer a diverse view of North 

American taiko and the Asian American/Canadian communities with which they are 

associated. Chapter One considers how San Jose Taiko’s early articulation of their 

identity as an Asian American taiko group continues to influence its practices and 

performances, particularly their taiko-dance piece, “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” and their national 

tours. Chapter Two examines how Minneapolis-based Mu Daiko negotiates its members’ 

diverse racial, ethnic, and gender identities within a Midwestern context that values 

multiculturalism. Chapter Three considers how the all-women’s group Jodaiko conveys 

Asian American lesbian identity and invites queer spectatorship through theatrical 

performance choices and its members’ everyday gender performances. My analysis 

extends from my ethnographic participant-observation, which includes personal 

interviews, attendance at workshops and performances, and spending time with 

performers; archival research in formal collections, groups’ internal documents, and my 

personal archive of taiko programs, posters, photographs, DVDs, and other ephemera; 

and performance analysis that is informed by my twelve years of experience as a taiko 

performer. 
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Introduction 

North American Taiko, the Asian American Movement, and 
Performing at the Intersections of Identity 

 
 

My knees begin to ache slightly, as they always do during the long intro of 

“Journey to Toji Temple.” I squat over my feet, my right knee digging into the stage 

floor, my left one jutting slightly forward and out. My arms are extended out from my 

body, my hands rest on my bachi, which support the weight of my arms. It’s not good 

form to let the drum sticks bear my weight, but I struggle to stay balanced over my feet as 

Rick plays the slow crescendo on the set of shime-daiko behind me: Ten tsuku ten tsuku 

ten tsuku ten ten/ Ten tsuku ten tsuku ten tsuku ten ten. I try to keep my back straight and 

my eyes fixed on a piece of spike tape about three feet in front of me. It’s in just the right 

spot to keep my eyelids cast downward, allowing me to look stoic for the somber opening 

of the song, and to keep me from peeking out at the audience. In some of the songs I 

perform with Mu Daiko, I am half hidden behind a drum, but for “Journey,” the drum sits 

just to my left, and I face the audience directly. To my right, though I can’t see her, 

Rachel remains kneeling beside the odaiko, the largest drum on stage. To my left, in my 

peripheral vision, Jen has already begun to rise for her cue on the other chudaiko. That 

means two more measures before I stand. Before us a crowd has gathered to watch the 

last of the weekend’s performances at the Powell Street Festival, Vancouver’s long-

running Japanese Canadian gathering. If I looked up, I would see hundreds of Japanese 

and other Asian Canadians, and a smattering of others who have come to celebrate, 

sitting on blankets or in low-slung camp chairs in the warm August evening sun and the 

long shadows it casts across the grass. Behind them, more spectators stand in groups 
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around the makeshift stage set up on the baseball diamond of Oppenheimer Park. It is 

August 6, 2006, and I am performing with Mu Daiko at the 30th annual Powell Street 

Festival, which has also long been a venue for taiko performance. Mu Daiko leader Rick 

Shiomi, playing on the shime behind me, was one of the festival’s original coordinators in 

1977, and after our set, he will be officially recognized by the festival staff. It is a 

momentous performance. 

 I hear Jen’s slow beats to the center of her barrel drum, Don don do-don don, and 

shift my weight to rise. As I unfold my legs, I draw my arms toward each other, cross 

them in front of my body, then up and outwards as I reach a full standing position. I shift 

my weight back to my right leg and circle my left arm down and around one more time. 

Almost as soon as I reach my desired position, I shift to my left and strike the drum, in 

unison with Jen on the other chu-daiko: Don don do-don don/ su don su don su don don. 

The tempo is slow and the volume soft, and I have to hold back my nervous energy to 

avoid playing too loudly. In a few measures, in one of my favorite phrases of the song, 

we can play all-out. Su DON su DON DON/ su DON su DON su DON DON! In the rests 

(su) between the beats, I stretch my arms out, away from my body, and in a split second, 

use my core muscles to pull my right arm toward the drum, elbow first, then wrist, all 

part of a progression that propels my bachi into the center of the drum head. Another rest, 

and I pull both arms back, and swing first my left, then right arm toward the drum again, 

using a slight twist of my hips to whip my upper body toward the drum. “Journey” is full 

of these satisfying moments that allow the drummer to elicit thunder from the drum’s 

sweet spot and to make her body expansive. The tempo builds throughout the song, and 

hitting those outstretched poses becomes more and more challenging. “Yoh!” Do-don! 
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By the time we finally reach the last, resounding beat, sweat has soaked the back of my 

red-and-purple happi coat and I am out of breath. I am sure that my face nearly matches 

my costume, and that wisps of hair have escaped from the two blond braids that hang 

down my back. But I am elated nonetheless. The crowd is cheering in a way that only 

audiences littered with other taiko players do.  

I open by placing myself at the center of this momentous Japanese Canadian 

scene because it offers my readers a window into my perspective as both researcher and 

taiko player. This dissertation is informed by my twelve years of experience as a taiko 

performer, teacher, and aficionado, and is also influenced by my expertise as a scholar of 

Asian American performance. Through my practice of taiko and, more specifically, 

through my longtime involvement with Mu Performing Arts as a stage manager, staff 

member, and taiko player, my outlook is of one who is often in proximity to, but not part 

of, various configurations of Asian American community. Taiko is a practice I share with 

a great number of Asian Americans, and through this practice I have forged an intimacy 

with its attendant communities, even if my whiteness figures me as an outsider. Often, 

taiko performance situates me and other white performers alongside Asian Americans on 

stage. It is from this position that I have witnessed the day-to-day racism, egregious 

Orientalism, and rapt curiosity that audiences bring to Asian American performance. It is 

also where I have experienced the instances of transformation, inspiration, and coalitional 

politics that taiko can instill in its audiences. I use the term “witness” as dance scholar 

Ann Cooper Albright does, to indicate a “responsiveness, a response/ability of the viewer 

toward the performer” rather than a consuming, one-way gaze.1 While Cooper Albright’s 

                                                
1 Ann Cooper Albright, Choreographing Difference: The Body and Identity in Contemporary Dance, 
(Hanover and London: Wesleyan University Press, 1997), xxii. 
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witnessing happens from an audience perspective, I often experience taiko performance 

from the liminal space between the audience and other performers or as a performer 

myself. As a fellow performer, I witness any number of everyday performances between 

audiences and performers, poignant scenarios that take place during audience Q & A’s, 

drumming demonstrations, and off stage as we pack up our drums. This project is, in part, 

an act of witnessing, my “interactive” response to how race, gender, and sexuality are 

bound up in the performances that happen both on stage and off.2 

 It is fitting that I begin this dissertation with a memory of myself as taiko player. 

This Powell Street Festival performance happened at what I now recognize as a turning 

point in my life. It was one of the last gigs I played as a full-fledged member of Mu 

Daiko before I moved to Austin, Texas to begin my doctoral work. It was also an honor 

to perform in a venue that had hosted some of the first taiko performances ever in 

Canada, and regularly invites renowned performers to its stages. It was certainly a 

privilege to support Rick at this festival he had helped build thirty years earlier. I had 

traveled there, along with several other members of Mu Daiko, voluntarily and gratis for 

all of these reasons.  

I invoke this scene to highlight the ways that taiko is intimately tied to Japanese 

American/Canadian—and to a great extent—Asian American/Canadian communities and 

histories. The Powell Street Festival emerged in the 1970s, at a time when Asians in the 

U.S. and Canada were organizing around common political agendas to fight 

discrimination. As such, identities—or more accurately, the overlapping and multiple 

identities that inhere in “Asian America”—are part and parcel of many taiko groups’ 

                                                
2 Albright, xxii. 
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mission and philosophy, including the three groups in this study. Whether through group 

members’ identities or affiliations, or the venues in which they perform, most North 

American taiko groups overlap with Asian American communities in some way. The 

history of taiko in the U.S. and Canada, as I will demonstrate, has roots in Japanese 

American institutions and traditions, such as Buddhist churches, celebrations, and 

musical forms.  

 Through the practice of taiko, I have come to appreciate the stakes of visibility for 

Asian American performers. On the one hand, as I elaborate later in this introduction, 

certain early taiko groups felt that taiko provided a kind of politically efficacious 

visibility for Japanese and Asian Americans, a large and loud presence that contrasted 

with prevailing images of Asians as quiet and passive. This push toward, rather than 

away from, visibility markedly contrasts with the ways earlier generations avoided being 

visible as Japanese Americans. The Nisei, or second-generation Japanese Americans, had 

lived through the trauma of internment, and their political strategies have been seen as 

more “accommodationist and assimilationist” than those of radical Sansei.3 In 1941, Life 

magazine published its now-infamous article, “How to Tell Japs From the Chinese,” 

which illustrated such alleged differences through photographs and explanations of 

height, build, and other facial features, as a way to distinguish enemy Japanese from 

allied Chinese.4 Visibility for Asians in the U.S. has often resulted in discrimination and 

violence, as illustrated by anti-Chinese sentiment during the late nineteenth century.5 

                                                
3 Jere Takahashi, Nisei/Sansei: Shifting Japanese Identities and Politics (Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1997) 2. This sentiment was also echoed in the interviews I conducted and the oral history transcripts 
I read. 
4 “How to Tell Japs From the Chinese,” Life Magazine 11.25 (22 December 1941), 81-82. 
5 See, for example, Yuko Matsukawa, “Representing the Oriental in Nineteenth-century Trading Cards,” 
Re/Collecting Early Asian America: Essays in Cultural History, Josephine Lee, et al, eds. (Philadelphia: 
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Throughout U.S. history, different Asian ethnic groups have been targeted as victims of 

violence. Perpetrators of racially motivated violence have often successfully identified 

Asians, but failed to distinguish between Asian ethnicities, as was the case in the beating 

death of Chinese American autoworker Vincent Chin, whose killers mistook him for 

Japanese when they felt threatened by the Japanese auto industry in the 1980s, and event 

I explore in the conclusion of this dissertation. 

 Performance requires its participants to put their bodies on the line, to be 

recognized or misrecognized, to be subject to critique, evaluation, or adoration. Although 

I cannot experience the world as Asian Americans have, or fully empathize with the 

experience of being racially marked as Asian American, my practice of taiko has 

compelled me to write from an Asian Americanist perspective, as far as such a thing is 

possible for a white woman. To borrow from civil rights parlance, I situate myself as a 

fellow-traveler, both figuratively placing myself as witness and ally to Asian American 

communities, and literally riding alongside my group members on our way to countless 

festivals, school cafeterias, and concert halls to teach our audiences about Asian 

American performance.   

 This dissertation examines the ways taiko performance both produces and is 

produced by constantly shifting notions of what constitutes Asian America, including the 

racial, gender, and sexual identities with which it intersects. Through three case study 

groups—pioneer group San Jose Taiko, Minneapolis-based Mu Daiko, and the all-

women’s group Jodaiko—I focus on the range of meanings of the taiko body in 

performance and in practice between the early 1970s and the present. In its forty-year 

                                                                                                                                            
Temple University Press, 2002), 200-217; and Erika Lee, At America’s Gates: Chinese Immigration 
During the Exclusion Era, 1882-1943, (Chapel Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press, 
2003). 
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history in the U.S., taiko has been seen as a Japanese practice, an Asian American 

musical form, and multicultural or world performance. In taiko, practitioners find any 

number of satisfactions, including a creative outlet, physical and mental exercise, social 

space, Asian American community, and for some, even a spiritual practice. Through 

ethnographic participant-observation, feminist performance analysis, and archival 

research, this dissertation considers the relationship between actively performing bodies 

and bodies observed in performance. Two research questions guide my analyses. First, I 

am interested in how taiko players see their own practice of taiko as a space for 

negotiating overlapping identities and communities, and for creating meaning through 

performance and in their lives. My focus on players from a range of skill levels, 

ethnicities, genders, and sexual orientations seeks not consensus on such matters, but a 

multiplicity of perspectives. Second, I ask how taiko performances themselves reflect, 

shape, or challenge the ever-changing gendered and racialized constructions of 

Asianness, Americanness, and Asian Americanness in the U.S. and Canada.   

 

Cultural Context: The Asian American Movement 

My project begins in the late 1960s, during the height of the Asian American 

Movement. It was from this social landscape that San Jose Taiko eventually emerged in 

1973. The first two U.S. taiko groups formed in the late 1960s, in a larger context of 

social change for Japanese American communities and a newly articulated Asian 

American identity. In the following section, I briefly outline a history of the Asian 

American movement, pointing to key moments of political organizing and cultural 

production that were part of the articulation of Asian American identity. Out of this 
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artistic, cultural, and political network, the first North American taiko groups formed and 

later inspired hundreds more to develop throughout the U.S. and Canada.6 

Until the 1960s, the political organizing of Asians in the U.S. was for the most 

part based on ethnic, rather than racial, commonalities. According to historian William 

Wei, in the wake of the Civil Rights era, many Asian Americans came together under the 

realization that they were “in American culture, but not of it.” Anti-war activism during 

the Vietnam War spurred the formation of pan-Asian coalitions. Many Americans of 

Asian descent had been involved in feminist, New Left, and civil rights activism, but 

anti-war activism “brought them together psychologically and politically.”7 The student 

strikes at San Francisco State College and UC-Berkeley, organized under the auspices of 

the Third World Liberation Front, not only resulted in the implementation of Ethnic 

Studies in those universities, but also “critically transformed the consciousness of its 

participants” whose actions echoed earlier activist movements. As Glenn Omatsu writes, 

these student activists “reclaimed a heritage of struggle” set forth by “earlier generations 

of Pilipino farm workers, Chinese immigrant garment and restaurant workers, and 

Japanese American concentration camp resisters.”8 The widespread establishment of 

social services organizations among Asian American communities followed Mao’s 

“power to the people” philosophy.9 In 1969, a conference at UC-Berkeley called “Asian 

American Experience in America—Yellow Identity” attempted to create a sense of pan-

                                                
6 I use the term “North American taiko” to refer generally to taiko groups in the U.S. and Canada (I am not 
aware of any taiko groups in Mexico).  
7 William Wei, The Asian American Movement, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993), 2. 
8 Glenn Omatsu, “’Four Prisons’ and the Movements of Liberation: Asian American Activism from the 
1960s to the 1990s,” Asian American Studies: A Reader, Jean Yu-wen Shen Wu and Min Song, eds. (New 
Brunswick, NJ and London: Rutgers University Press, 2000), 168. 
9 Wei, 13-15. See also Omatsu, 165. 
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Asian solidarity among mainly Chinese and Japanese American student groups.10 Many 

activists in the movement were inspired by black activism, both civil rights organizing 

and the Black Power movement. Many Japanese Americans in Los Angeles in the 

postwar years grew up in largely black neighborhoods, and were culturally and politically 

informed by these experiences.11 Many movement activists were also inspired by 

peoples’ uprisings in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, and opposed U.S. imperialism.12 

Los Angeles and San Francisco, where the first two taiko groups formed, were major 

centers of activity for the Asian American Movement, as well as for Japanese American 

community organizing.  

In addition to student strikes and formation of service organizations, the Asian 

American Movement also included cultural components, some working under the Maoist 

philosophy that artists were also cultural workers creating art “for the people.”13 

Musicians, writers, and performers began to create art works, both as individuals and as 

organizations. Folk trio A Grain of Sand performed at activist events and college 

campuses around the nation. The title of their 1973 album, A Grain of Sand: Music for 

the Struggle by Asians in America, makes their position within the Asian American 

                                                
10 Wei, 45. 
11 See Laura Pulido, Black Brown, Yellow, & Left: Radical Activism in Los Angeles, (Berkeley, Los 
Angeles, and London: University of California Press, 2006), 54. See also JANM interview with Mas 
Kodani, a Sansei taiko player. The transcript confirms that Kodani lived in black neighborhoods in Los 
Angeles. He recalls speaking “black” English with his peers and feeling in many ways more akin to his 
black peers than other Japanese Americans. Similarly, Roy Hirabayashi, a founder of San Jose Taiko, 
describes growing up in Oakland in a primarily black neighborhood and observing Black Panther members 
driving around the neighborhood, patrolling their community. Many Sansei were not only informed 
politically by growing up in black neighborhoods, but also attribute their musical styles to listening to Afro-
Cuban styles. 
12 Steve Louie, “When We Wanted It Done, We Did It Ourselves,” Asian Americans: The Movement and 
the Moment (Los Angeles: UCLA Asian American Studies Center Press, 2001) xix. 
13 Wei, 64. 
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movement clear.14 Jazz musician Fred Ho created music that was explicitly for and about 

Asian American experiences and causes. In 1970, the short-lived Asian American 

publication, Aion, published its two issues, which included writing and artwork that 

bespoke the need for Asian American activism.15  

In addition to these musicians’ and writers’ works, the 1960s and 1970s also saw 

the founding of several theatre companies and organizations dedicated to providing work 

for Asian American actors. While these and other theatre companies were not “officially” 

part of the Asian American Movement, they were part of a cultural shift toward claiming 

the term “Asian American.” Through theatre, actors once considered “Oriental” began to 

mine their own experiences to produce works by and about Asian Americans. In 1965, 

several Asian American actors in Hollywood (including George Takei, Soon Tek-Oh, and 

Pat Li) founded East-West Players (EWP), a group initially dedicated to showcasing their 

talent to Hollywood agents. Eventually, the company’s efforts turned increasingly toward 

developing acting talent as well as nurturing plays written by and about Asian 

Americans.16 In 1968, actors organized under the name “Oriental Actors of America,” to 

protest the casting of white actors in Asian roles.17 In 1972, writer Frank Chin submitted 

his play Chickencoop Chinaman to EWP’s playwriting contest, and a year later it was 

produced at the American Place Theatre, an Off-Broadway venue in New York City. 

                                                
14 Wei, 66. 
15 Wei, 65. 
16 Esther Kim Lee, A History of Asian American Theatre (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006) 
26-27. 
17 E. Lee, 29. They protested yellowface casting in Here’s Where I Belong and The King and I on 
Broadway in 1968, and later in 1970, protested the casting of Lovely Ladies, Kind Gentlemen at the Lincoln 
Center. 
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Chin helped found the Asian American Theatre Workshop (which would later become 

Asian American Theatre Company) in San Francisco.18 

Taiko may have begun during the Asian American Movement, but its momentum 

picked up, rather than faded, as the headier activism of the Movement itself waned in the 

late 1970s. Asian Americans continued to fight successful political battles throughout the 

late 1970s and 1980s, in contrast with this period of so-called “the winter of civil rights” 

for black Americans.19 Most salient to this study is Japanese Americans’ campaign for 

redress and reparations, which lobbied successfully for monetary compensation for 

interned Japanese Americans’ losses during World War II. And while highly visible 

political events may have been fewer and further between during this period, the 1980s 

also saw the production of several Asian American plays on and off Broadway, including 

Frank Chin’s The Year of the Dragon, R.A. (Rick) Shiomi’s Yellow Fever, and David 

Henry Hwang’s M. Butterfly, which won the Tony Award in 1988.20  

By the 1990s, the Asian American community had changed drastically since the 

1960s, with a much larger, more diverse, and more diffuse population. Growing gaps in 

economic status within the community, as well as in political and ideological outlooks, 21 

further challenged the definition of “Asian American community.” In recent decades, 

increasing attention has been given to the transnational and global facets of Asian 

American community and identity, further complicating the relationship between “Asia” 

                                                
18 E. Lee, 55-56. 
19 Omatsu, 176. 
20 For more about Asian American plays during this period, see Josephine Lee (1997) and Esther Kim Lee 
(2006). Shiomi was part of Katari Taiko, Canada’s first taiko group in the late 1970s, and also founded Mu 
Daiko in 1997. 
21 Omatsu, 184. 
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and “America.”22 Taiko has developed amid and responded to this shifting landscape of 

Asian American activism, community, and identity formation. 

 

Overview: What Is Taiko? 

Taiko is literally the Japanese word for drum. While Japan has a long history of 

many drumming traditions, taiko (also called kumi-daiko or wadaiko) refers to the recent 

practice of ensemble drumming that developed in 1950s Japan and spread to the 

Americas and Europe in subsequent decades. I refer to this contemporary practice as 

simply “taiko,” since that is the most common way for players in the U.S. to refer to their 

art form. Taiko is performed on large barrel drums, usually by ensembles of between 

three and twenty or more drummers, and often incorporates martial arts-inspired 

movement. Although styles vary among groups, most taiko performances are extremely 

loud and focus on the visceral effects of uniform sound and movement. Some 

instrumentation used in taiko performance comes from Shinto and Buddhist rituals23 or 

from Japanese performance traditions, such as gagaku (court music) and Noh and Kabuki 

bayashi (musical accompaniment for Noh and Kabuki theater), but modern taiko 

distinguishes itself from these earlier types of music by making the drumming the focus 

of performance, rather than an accompaniment to dance, theater, ritual, or festival 

activities. Although taiko instruments from the festival traditions initially came to the 

U.S. with the first wave of Japanese immigrants in the 1900s,24 the later tradition did not 

                                                
22 See, for example, Mae M. Ngai, Impossible Subjects: Illegal Aliens and the Making of Modern America, 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004), among many others. 
23 Deborah Wong, Speak It Louder: Asian Americans Making Music, (New York and London: Routledge, 
2004) 203. 
24 D. Wong, Speak It Louder, 203. 
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take the same diasporic route from Japan to the U.S., but rather was taken up by Sansei, 

or third-generation Japanese Americans, as a way to connect to their ethnic roots.25  

In its forty-plus year history in North America, taiko has become popular among 

other non-Japanese Asian American ethnic groups, as well as among non-Asians. While 

some black and Latino/as participate in taiko, the largest segment of non-Asians is white 

people, and nearly all scholarship on taiko estimates that about two-thirds of taiko players 

in North America are women. These numbers remain rough estimates because this 

information has never been formally tracked; however, I have gleaned this information 

anecdotally through my attendance at taiko conferences, concerts, and performing with 

and/or alongside groups across the U.S. and Canada.26  

As a technique, taiko is inclusive in the sense that there is no stated “ideal” 

physicality for taiko players. Performers need not be particularly thin, tall, or even 

muscular to be successful in taiko. I have seen children as young as three, and adults in 

their eighties or beyond, play taiko. Some groups restrict their membership to Japanese 

Americans or Asian Americans, some to women, while others have an open-door policy. 

Jodaiko, the focus of Chapter Three, is one of the few all-women’s taiko groups in the 

U.S. and Canada. Kogen Taiko in Minneapolis built their group largely on familial 

connections, and they and other groups center their activities on Buddhist teachings. I 

                                                
25 For a thorough explanation of the instrumentation, costuming, and other material and practical aspects of 
taiko in the U.S., see Mark Tusler, Sounds and sights of power: Ensemble taiko drumming (kumi daiko) 
pedagogy in California and the conceptualization of power, Diss. University of California, Santa Barbara, 
2003. 
 
26 I had anticipated that the North American Taiko Conference (NATC) would have tracked basic 
demographic information of its attendees, but a phone call with longtime advisory committee member and 
Japanese American Cultural and Community Center (JACCC) employee Johnny Mori confirmed that the 
conference does not, in fact, track such information formally. He explains that in part, this is due to the fact 
that they never anticipated the success or the widespread or long-term involvement that the first conference 
in 1997 generated. He noted that the organizers of the first conference had not even known of many groups 
outside California. 
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have encountered groups comprised entirely of white men, although I would doubt they 

have a specific policy regarding gender and race. Increasingly in the last two decades, 

children’s groups and collegiate taiko groups have emerged across the U.S. and Canada. 

Even when groups do not have members who are Asian or Asian American, they often 

perform at events tied to Asian American communities.  

A typical taiko concert in the U.S. resembles a dance or orchestral concert in that 

it usually consists of a number of short pieces, or songs, from the group’s repertoire. The 

pieces are usually not linked by a particular theme, but rather showcase a mix of new 

compositions and old favorites. Like any concert, groups often attempt to vary the 

program by alternating large group pieces with duets, solos, and smaller works, or by 

providing variation through other means, such as including songs with slow and fast 

tempos, for example. Although there are no official guidelines, most taiko songs are 

between five and ten minutes long. The most typical kumi-daiko song is about six 

minutes long and is played on a row of chu-daiko (medium barrel drums) with one 

shime-daiko (small rope-tied drum) providing a base beat. Any given piece may feature 

more than these two drum types: often pieces are complemented by fue, (bamboo flute), 

or by other small percussion instruments such as chappas (small cymbals), shakere 

(African gourd shakers), or atarigane (small hand-held gong). Some groups prefer to use 

only instruments that come from a Japanese tradition, while others incorporate any 

percussive instruments that they feel complement their songs. 

While there are no rules about what costumes taiko players should wear, groups in 

the U.S. and Canada—as well as many groups in Japan—tend to perform in garments 

from Japanese festival culture. Happi coats, which are short kimono-like jackets, are a 
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staple of taiko costuming. The happi coat is worn with an obi, or sash, tied around it. 

Most players wear tabi, a type of split-toed footwear that manufacturers now fit with 

rubber soles for traction. Other groups wear an outfit referred to as donburi, which 

includes an indigo haragake, or apron (which men wear over a bare chest and women 

usually over a t-shirt) and indigo cotton pants that tie at the waist. Many groups opt to 

wear distinctively Japanese gear; others simply play in comfortable black pants and 

shirts, matching t-shirts, or other custom-designed garments.    

Movement is another major factor in taiko drumming. At the very least, taiko 

players stand in a low stance and use their arms to hit the drum in large strokes. Most 

American taiko groups do much more than this; for instance, all of my case study groups 

consciously incorporate movements inspired by martial arts and dance. Most often, 

movement is part of a taiko song, in that taiko players produce sound and movement 

simultaneously because their movements are coordinated with the beats they play on the 

drum. Put another way, almost all taiko songs are both composed as music and 

choreographed as dance. Sometimes, only the performers’ arms move and weight shifts, 

while their legs remain planted on the ground, while in some songs, they jump and dance 

between and around the drums. But these descriptions should be taken as typical, not as 

prescriptive statements about what taiko should be. Some taiko pieces do entail separate 

dance and drum parts, and some include other elements like singing, flute, or other non-

drum instrumentation. For example, in Chapter One, I analyze a piece by San Jose Taiko 

called “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” in which the dance and drum elements are separate. In this 

instance, drummers play rhythms that accompany a dance in a way that reflects a festival 

tradition, rather than the concert tradition I’ve described above. Similarly, in Chapter 
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Four, the solo performance by Tiffany Tamaribuchi is a fairly typical example of the way 

to play an odaiko. The large drum is set horizontally on a tall stand so the drummer’s 

head and arms face the drum head.   

 

A Brief History of Taiko 

For the taiko scholar, the form’s history is elusive, since its early history 

(especially anything before the 1970s) is not written, but passed down orally in classes 

and performances. Because the stories are often told as part of performances and 

workshops, they are highly condensed for brevity and to engage an audience. As such, 

these orally transmitted histories take on mythic attributes. Some taiko players, such as 

Stan Shikuma of Seattle Kokon Taiko, have begun to document the history of taiko and 

to produce more substantial written accounts. Additionally, the archive from Japanese 

American National Museum’s 2005 exhibit Big Drum: Taiko in the U.S. includes a 

collection of transcripts of oral histories that were conducted with key figures in the taiko 

community. These transcripts, along with an extensive collection of posters, fliers, 

photographs, and other ephemera, have been invaluable resources in constructing 

histories of taiko in the U.S.  

The lack of documentation is not the only daunting aspect of writing this history. 

The sheer number and diversity of taiko groups in the U.S. and Canada is astounding. As 

I flipped through conference programs, fliers, hand-written musical notations from 

workshops I had attended, and visited web sites, I realized that there is no effective way 

to generalize about a “typical” taiko group. There are at least 200 taiko groups currently 

operating in the U.S. and Canada, but many others have formed and dissolved since the 
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1970s. It seems that every year, new groups form, some by experienced performers in 

need of a new challenge, and others by beginners inspired by performances they have 

seen. Jay Mochizuki, a Japanese national living in Houston, Texas, worked for years just 

to build one drum so he and a group of friends could play an actual taiko (several of them 

gathering around a single drum), and now he runs a large and well-equipped ensemble.27 

Karen Falkenstrom and Rome Hamner, a bi-racial lesbian couple in Tucson, Arizona, 

turned their storage shed into a drum-building studio and started a group of their own as 

they were learning to play themselves.28 Groups split up just as quickly when 

relationships end, funding dries up, or members cannot resolve artistic rifts. On the other 

hand, the first three groups started in the U.S. are still operating today. In all of these 

groups, one or two original members still lead or perform, but new people have come and 

gone. My overview of taiko history, then, is both partial and brief, but it offers the key 

moments in taiko history that lay the groundwork for my project’s case studies.   

Reliable English-language histories of taiko in Japanese culture are difficult to 

find. Scholars depend largely on interviews and the orally transmitted histories told in 

taiko classes, workshops, and performances. My own history of taiko touches briefly on 

its emergence in Japan, and concentrates on the first two U.S. taiko groups, San Francisco 

Taiko Dojo and Kinnara Taiko. As I relate this history, I attempt to intervene in and 

comment on some of the narratives that players themselves construct. These contested 

histories inform each of my subsequent chapters and highlight some of the contradictions 

and conflicts within the Japanese American and Asian American communities during the 

late 1960s. 

                                                
27 Kaminari Taiko, 13 March 2011, http://www.ilovetaiko.org/.  
28 Odaiko Sonora, 13 March 2011, http://www.tucsontaiko.org/.  
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The types of drums (themselves called taiko) on which contemporary taiko (the 

style of drumming) is performed have been used in a variety of other musical contexts. 

Taiko drums were—and are—used in Noh and Kabuki theatre performances, in certain 

Shinto and Buddhist ceremonies, 29 and in all manner of festival music. In this sense, the 

genealogy of taiko extends very far back in Japanese cultural history.  

Taiko’s ancient past is often repeated in language that constructs it as 

mythological. As a performer in Mu Daiko, I grew accustomed to telling audiences that 

in ancient Japan, taiko (drums) were used to communicate battle strategies in times of 

war, that the sound of taiko demarcated the boundaries of towns (if you could no longer 

hear the drum, you were beyond the town’s limits), and that taiko was used to celebrate 

the harvest or drive away evil spirits. Taiko drummer Heidi Varian writes in The Way of 

Taiko, “Most villages had at least one drum, and its various rhythms were used for all 

aspects of everyday life. The drum was used to gather townspeople or warn of danger. It 

was beaten to signal war and send samurai into battle. Drummed messages could be sent 

across great distances in the village. Farmers would take the drums to the fields and drive 

pests from the crops or awaken the spirit of rain.”30 Varian’s written account of taiko’s 

past mirrors the many spoken accounts that draw on notions of an ancient agrarian 

Japan.31 As ethnomusicologist Paul Yoon astutely observes, contemporary Japanese and 

American taiko groups “often emphasize (or more specifically, construct and imagine) 

the taiko’s role in premodern Japanese life by highlighting the ‘ancient’ or ‘authentic’ 

                                                
29 D. Wong, Speak It Louder, 203. 
30 Varian, Heidi, The Way of Taiko (Berkeley, CA: Stone Bridge Press, 2005) 16. 
31 Paul Jong-Chul Yoon cites a similar history of Japanese taiko in a documentary about Japanese 
performing group Kodo. The documentary The Spirit of Taiko also draws on these same mythologies. 
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roots of the music or musical endeavor.”32 Yoon’s parenthetical statement that these 

accounts are constructed reveals Yoon’s skepticism about the veracity of these histories. 

These accounts of taiko history construct an idyllic and rural Japanese past that, when 

recited in the context of American taiko, risk casting Japanese culture as permanently 

ancient and of the past. These constructions of taiko’s ancient roots serve to render Japan 

as primitive and ancient. 

 While drums may in fact have been used in the ways Varian’s and others’ 

histories describe, taiko is in neither an ancient nor purely Japanese practice, but rather is 

both modern and global in origin. The emergence of taiko (kumi-daiko, or group 

drumming) in modern Japan began in the late 1950s, against the backdrop of a rapidly 

industrializing post-World War II Japan. Two separate groups, both considered to have 

marked the beginning of this new tradition, began using taiko in a new ways. O Edo 

Sukeroku Taiko (or, Sukeroku Taiko), based in Tokyo, was formed by several drummers 

known for their solo drumming at festivals. They combined movement and festival 

drumming in a way that made the taiko itself the focus of performance.33 Around the 

same time, Daihachi Oguchi, a jazz drummer, arranged several differently pitched and 

sized Japanese drums to create complex rhythms. He combined traditional Japanese 

instrumentation with an American jazz drum configuration to create this new style of 

drumming.34 The group he formed is called O-Suwa Daiko.35 These two groups, who 

                                                
32 Paul Jong-Chul Yoon, “’She’s Really Become Japanese Now!’: Taiko Drumming and Asian American 
Identifications,” American Music (Winter 2001): 417-438. 
33 Shawn Morgan Bender, Drumming between tradition and modernity: Taiko and neo-folk performance in 
contemporary Japan, Diss. University of California, San Diego, 2003.  
34 Bender, 71-74. 
35 For an in-depth history of the first Japanese taiko ensembles, see Shawn Morgan Bender, 2003.  
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would become influential for American taiko drummers, combined new traditions with 

old ones, and Japanese music with American configurations.  

Two stories in particular have emerged and become known as taiko’s origins in 

the U.S. and Canada. One is the story of Seiichi Tanaka’s immigration from Japan, his 

wish for the Japanese American celebrations in San Francisco to be more like those in 

Japan, and his subsequent founding of the San Francisco Taiko Dojo (SFTD). The other 

story describes the beginning of Kinnara Taiko one summer evening when members of 

the Senshin Buddhist Temple in Los Angeles spontaneously decided to play the temple 

drums for hours one night and then decided to continue playing on a regular basis. Both 

stories have been repeated by founders, their students, and taiko performers across North 

America as an authoritative history of how taiko began outside Japan. But often missing 

from these stories are the conditions that made these two supposedly spontaneous events 

possible. When SFTD and Kinnara decided to try their hands at taiko, local Buddhist 

churches already had drums and an annual tradition of playing them. The founders of 

SFTD and Kinnara therefore did not originate taiko in the U.S. so much as found a new 

way to play them, inspired by both live and filmed taiko performances from Japan rather 

than by the traditional performances of Buddhist traditions.  

These histories are passed down to new taiko players in classes, workshops, and 

every two years during the opening session of the North American Taiko Conference. 

Historian Carlo Ginzburg warns against “tak[ing] for granted the relationship between 

evidence and reality,” and reminds scholars that interpretive frameworks must always “be 
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related . . . to the specific codes according to which the evidence has been constructed.”36 

These two origin stories, thus, might operate not simply as evidence of what happened 

“in the beginning,” but as evidence of the kinds of traditions these two parties wanted to 

create. For Tanaka, playing taiko was a way to re-create an authentic Japanese experience 

in the U.S., and for Kinnara, taiko was a uniquely Japanese American experience that 

emerged organically and spontaneously from a community event. These two approaches 

create an ongoing tension within the North American taiko community, within groups, 

and for individual players: whether to maintain continuity and “faithfulness” to Japanese 

traditions or to create a distinctly American style of taiko. 

In interviews conducted by the Japanese American National Museum in 2004 and 

2005, taiko players who were involved in groups during the 1960s and 1970s invariably 

frame taiko in terms of generational differences. These players were almost all Sansei 

(third-generation Japanese Americans) who saw taiko as a way to revive, or reinvent, 

Japanese customs after their Nisei parents had suppressed them during and after the war. 

Because of its specific immigration patterns, the Japanese American community has 

developed a particular nomenclature for its generations: Issei, the first generation of 

Japanese American immigrants, came to the U.S. primarily as laborers before and around 

the turn of the twentieth century; Nisei, the second generation, came of age during the 

1930s and 40s and are most associated with Japanese American internment during World 

War II; and Sansei, third-generation Japanese Americans, came of age during the 1960s 

and 70s, and many became politicized during this era. The naming continues for fourth 

                                                
36 Carlo Ginzburg, “Checking the Evidence: The Judge and the Historian,” Chandler, James, Arnold L. 
Davidson, and Harry Harootunian, eds. Questions of Evidence: Proof, Practice, and Persuasion Across the 
Disciplines (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991) 290-303. 
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and fifth generations, Yonsei and Gosei, but these generations are less pertinent to this 

study. 

  Third-generation Japanese Americans saw taiko as a site through which to stake 

their own claims on both Japanese and American musical traditions. But more than the 

amalgamation of two cultures, taiko was a way for young Japanese Americans to assert 

themselves loudly, visibly, and physically in a changing American culture. As 

ethnomusicologist Susan Miyo Asai writes in her generational study of Japanese 

American music, Issei primarily practiced Japanese music styles brought with them via 

immigration, while their Nisei children studied both Japanese and European music, and 

particularly emphasized European and American styles after internment. By and large, 

music practices of Sansei, Asai argues, are “not that different from the mainstream U.S. 

population,” but a certain subset used music to express ethnic identity through politically 

conscious folk music (the acoustic guitar variety typical of the 1960s and 1970s) and by 

fusing American musical traditions with Japanese instruments and sensibilities. Asai 

includes taiko as an example of a politically conscious hybrid musical form typical of 

Sansei music-makers.37  

The practice of taiko among young Japanese Americans in this period signals 

other larger shifts taking place within the Japanese American community. In the U.S., 

taiko first emerged in cities with large Japanese American populations: San Francisco, 

Los Angeles, and San Jose. Although many of taiko’s early players were part of the 

                                                
37 Susan Miyo Asai, “Transforming Tradition: Three Generations of Japanese American Music Making,” 
The Musical Quarterly 79.3 (Autumn 1995), 429-453. A Grain of Sand’s members were Chris Iijima, 
Charlie Chin, and Joanne Miyamoto, who is now known in Asian American performance circles as Nobuko 
Miyamoto. Well-known Asian American playwrights Philip Kan Gotanda and David Henry Hwang formed 
Bamboo Brew, another activist folk group. According to my research, playwright and Theater Mu leader 
Rick Shiomi also performed with Gotanda and Hwang’s folk group. 
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counterculture and deliberately broke from their Nisei parents’ conservatism, taiko 

nonetheless was quickly incorporated into the multigenerational Japanese American 

communities and considered an unambiguously Japanese American activity. As I discuss 

further in Chapter One, some of Kinnara’s and San Jose Taiko’s first performances were 

presented to Issei audiences, with great success. Taiko quickly became part of Japanese 

American cultural festivals and was integrated into certain Buddhist church traditions. 

Hideyo Konagaya asserts that San Francisco Taiko Dojo’s performance at the 1971 Nisei 

Week festival in Los Angeles served as an “ethnic hallmark that could work as a marker 

of shared identity” between Japanese Americans, newly arrived Japanese immigrants 

(referred to as Shin-issei), and Japanese business interests in the U.S. and specifically in 

the Los Angeles area. Taiko performance at such festivals, Konagaya argues, provided an 

emotional link between these sometimes disparate parties.38 Susan Asai writes that taiko 

became part of the performing arts program (referred to as horaku) at the Senshin 

Buddhist Temple in Los Angeles in 1969, when Kinnara Taiko formed there. Before the 

forced internment of Japanese Americans during World War II, horaku activities at the 

temple included a large number of Japanese music and dance forms. After the war, 

Japanese arts faded and were replaced by English-language songs and performances, 

presumably in response to the nation’s close scrutiny of Japanese Americans’ loyalty. It 

was not until the late 1960s that Senshin began again to incorporate Japanese forms back 

into its horaku activities, including taiko and gagaku (traditional Japanese court music).39 

Taiko was a multivalent performance form embraced by Japanese American audiences as 

                                                
38 Hideyo Konagaya, “Taiko as Performance: Creating Japanese American Traditions,” The Japanese 
Journal of American Studies, 12 (2001) 115. 
39 Susan Asai, “Horaku: A Buddhist Tradition of Performing Arts and the Development of Taiko 
Drumming in the United States,” Selected Reports in Ethnomusicology 4 (1985): 163-172. 
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a Japanese art form, and at the same time was a site of innovation that broke pervasive 

stereotypes of Japanese people as quiet and weak.  

 

Founding Japanese/American Taiko: San Francisco Taiko Dojo and Kinnara Taiko 

A brief look at the development of the two first taiko groups in the U.S., the San 

Francisco Taiko Dojo and Kinnara Taiko, helps to illustrate the different meanings taiko 

players attached to their activities. For many taiko players today, these two groups 

represent a binary in taiko practice, with SFTD representing a “Japanese” way of playing 

taiko, and Kinnara as Japanese American and Buddhist. In theory, they represent opposite 

poles: SFTD is strict, while Kinnara is laid back; SFTD ambitious, Kinnara playing for 

fun. As Yoshitaka Terada notes, many of the taiko players in the 1960s and 1970s played 

taiko to “express themselves artistically and politically, and their interest in taiko music 

was part of their search for a cultural niche within the white hegemony.”40 For both of 

these groups, this was certainly true, though they each sought different niches within 

American culture at large. The close focus on the very first years of North American 

taiko also excludes the tremendous participation of women that would very quickly 

become a key part of the art form’s development in the U.S. 

The story of Seiichi Tanaka’s founding of the San Francisco Taiko Dojo 

emphasizes his direct access to Japanese taiko experts and reinforces his status as an 

arbiter of Japanese authenticity. Tanaka’s status, as Hideyo Konagaya argues, “has been 

kept intact through his professional manipulations, including the dramatization of his 

                                                
40 Yoshitaka Terada, “Shifting Identities of Taiko Music in North America,” Transcending Boundaries: 
Asian Musics in North America, Yoshitaka Terada, ed. (Osaka: National Museum of Ethnology, 2001) 37-
59. 
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legendary image as the founder” of North American taiko.41 As a young boy, Tanaka had 

admired the taiko drummers at festivals in Tokyo, and first encountered contemporary 

taiko in 1953, when he saw Osuwa Daiko perform. He wanted to study with Oguchi, the 

group’s leader, but was rejected because of the group’s elite attitude. Tanaka played 

baseball and practiced martial arts throughout high school and college, and eventually 

emigrated to Watsonville, California, where he worked in the strawberry fields and taught 

martial arts at a Buddhist temple.42  

A year later, he moved to San Francisco, where he attended the 1967 Cherry 

Blossom Festival. Following his disappointment at not hearing drums during the festival, 

he began rehearsing taiko on borrowed drums at a local Buddhist temple along with other 

Japanese and Japanese American men. By the 1968 Cherry Blossom Festival, Tanaka and 

his small group of drummers performed at the festival. In 1969, Tanaka returned to Japan 

to study with Oguchi, who agreed to teach Tanaka. By 1970, SFTD became a more 

serious endeavor, implementing a type of “basic training” that included hundreds of sit-

ups and pushups, running, and “air taiko” (rehearsing the motions of a song without 

hitting the drums) before one could play on the drums.43 Tanaka sought training from 

other prominent Japanese taiko players besides Oguchi, including members of Oedo 

Sukeroku Daiko and Gojinjo Daiko. His goal was to make taiko as common a word in 

American culture as sushi or karate.44 By emphasizing his martial arts training, his study 

with a renowned Japanese taiko leader, and his status as a Japanese national, Seiichi 

                                                
41 Konagaya, 119. 
42 Mark Tusler has written the most detailed account of Tanaka’s history as a taiko player. See Mark 
Tusler, Sounds and sights of power: Ensemble taiko drumming (kumi daiko) pedagogy in California and 
the conceptualization of power,  Diss. University of California, Santa Barbara, 2003. 
43 Tusler, 2003. 
44 “Grandmaster Seiichi Tanaka,” San Francisco Taiko Dojo web site, 13 March 2011, 
http://www.sftaiko.com/about_tanaka.html. See also Konagaya, 119. 
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Tanaka and others who convey this story construct SFTD as an arbiter of authentic 

Japanese culture. His dream of introducing taiko to the U.S., and making it accessible to 

everyone regardless of their ethnicity, indicates that Tanaka was interested in making 

taiko part of American culture—but as an authentic Japanese practice, not necessarily as 

a hybridized Japanese American form. 

Tanaka and his many students term his philosophy and style as “very Japanese,” 

which in a taiko context generally indicates both his training with Japanese teachers and a 

number of practices that people (rightly or wrongly) attribute to Japanese culture. For 

instance, he employs the sempai/kohai system, a hierarchical structure that requires 

students to defer to more senior members for mentorship and guidance. Tanaka’s former 

students often recall his relentless training sessions (sometimes referred to as “taiko boot 

camp”), in which he would require them to repeat certain drills endlessly, pushing them 

to play through their exhaustion.45 Tanaka’s students (as well as most people in the taiko 

community) refer to him as “Sensei” or “Tanaka-sensei,” out of respect for his authority. 

As I demonstrate in the next section and in Chapter One, Tanaka clearly saw himself as 

enough of an authority on taiko to guide and train the other emerging groups in California 

at the time. 

 Like San Francisco Taiko Dojo’s origin story, Kinnara Taiko’s founding story is 

also well-rehearsed in documentaries and at taiko events. The young Reverend Masao 

Kodani, leader of the Senshin Buddhist Temple in Los Angeles, and temple member 

George Abe (pronounced AH-beh) were putting away the drums the temple used for 

obon festival in the summer of 1969, when they began a spontaneous jam session that 
                                                
45 See Life History Interviews (transcripts). Big Drum: Taiko in the United States exhibition, Hirasaki 
National Resource Center, Japanese American National Museum, 369 East First Street, Los Angeles, CA 
90012. [Hereafter, HNRC/JANM archive]. 
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lasted for hours, until their hands began to bleed. Afterwards, sweating and bleeding, but 

energized, they looked at each other and decided they should continue to play. As Kodani 

remembers it, he looked at Abe and said, “George, I think we should do something about 

this!”46 The story offers an originary moment for American taiko that is both spontaneous 

and rooted in a site of Japanese American community, the Buddhist temple. Rather than 

connect taiko to a lineage of Japan’s musical traditions as Tanaka does, Kinnara’s story 

emphasizes that taiko sprung up out of a hot summer Los Angeles night, like Athena 

from Apollo’s head. In fact, however, Kinnara Taiko formed as part of a social landscape 

in California that included the Asian American Movement, demographic shifts in 

Japanese American communities, and young Japanese Americans’ search for their ethnic 

and cultural roots. 

When curator Sojin Kim interviewed Rev. Kodani for the Big Drum: Taiko in the 

U.S. exhibit, she pressed repeatedly for details beyond this well-rehearsed story of the 

group’s origins.47 Kodani eventually explained that the temple had one drum that was 

kept in storage year-round, except when played by a single drummer for the obon 

celebration, the late summer Japanese festival honoring ancestors. The drummer would 

typically keep the rhythm for the bon odori (or obon dancing) that is a central part of the 

festival. George Abe, who had been involved in several aspects of the Asian American 

                                                
46 Samuel Fromartz, “Anything But Quiet,” Natural History (March 1998). 
47 Reverend Masao Kodani, Life History Interview with Art Hansen, Sojin Kim, and Yoko Nishimura 
(transcript), Big Drum: Taiko in the U.S. exhibition, HNRC/JANM archive, 3 December 2004. When oral 
historian Martha Norkunas prepares her students for their first oral history interviews, she points out that 
narrators who are used to public speaking are often the most difficult to interview. For people who have 
told their stories many times, it is difficult for the interviewer to glean new information from a story. This is 
apparent in the transcript of Kodani’s oral history interview. After he tells the origin story—an even briefer 
version than the one I wrote above—the interviewer Sojin Kim presses him for more details.  
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Movement,48 had been learning from the obon drummer, a Mr. Inouye. 49 Kodani and 

Abe had their late-night jam session, and were very excited about playing taiko after that. 

As Abe recalls, “I do remember my hands getting bloody, blisters breaking and just 

feeling tremendous—this energized kind of feeling from playing that drum.”  

Consequently, they decided to put together a group and start playing more often. 

From Kodani’s description, the early days of playing taiko did not resemble today’s taiko 

customs. They began making their own drums using nail barrels from the hardware store, 

and stretching rawhides over the tops with pliers. (Now drums are made with more 

sophisticated equipment.) They experimented with performance elements, too. “And we 

did crazy things,” Kodani says. “[Y]ou know that phosphorescent paint? We actually put 

it on ourselves and on our tongues and we played it under black light. So when you 

[sticks out tongue] it glowed! I mean, we were doing all kinds of crazy things, and it was 

just fun, it was just great fun.” This anecdote reveals not only the ways Kinnara eschewed 

an idea of authenticity in taiko, but it also emphasizes how American taiko has been, 

from the beginnings, equally invested in sonic and visual effects. 

Kinnara’s first performance in front of an audience was for temple members, and 

they soon began playing taiko annually at obon—not as individual accompaniment to the 

dancing, but as a group of drummers. Although Seiichi Tanaka had already founded his 

group in San Francisco, the Kinnara Taiko members had not yet seen them or anyone else 

play taiko before. They learned their kata, or form, not from a teacher, but from watching 

                                                
48 He describes being involved with the Amerasia Bookstore in Los Angeles, and socializing with people 
who published Gidra, both publications associated with the Yellow Power movement. He also had been 
involved with a group called Oriental Concern, a consciousness-raising group that focused on identity and 
“model minority” stereotypes. 
49 George Abe, Life History Interview with Art Hansen and Sojin Kim (transcript), Big Drum: Taiko in the 
U.S. exhibition, HNRC/JANM archive, 10 December 2004. 
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a scene in a 1958 Japanese film called Rickshaw Man [Muhomatsu no Issho, or “The Life 

of Wild Matsu”]. In the scene, a man (presumably the title character) attends a festival 

parade. Upon seeing a large taiko on one of the parade carts, the spectator climbs onto the 

float and begins to drum on it passionately. As his drumming grows wilder, he begins to 

shed his clothing until he is bare-chested and sweating.50 It is no surprise that this scene 

depicting a Japanese man’s joyful abandon in the midst of an otherwise staid Japanese 

cultural event served as an inspiration to these young Sansei taiko drummers. Interviewer 

Sojin Kim inquires whether the group just watched the movie to figure out how to move, 

and Kodani replies, “Yeah, it was all made up. There was nothing traditional about it at 

all.” While it is quite common today to learn new repertoire via technology such as You 

Tube or DVDs, in 1969, drummers would have had to watch the film at a theatre and re-

create their own version of what they saw later in rehearsal. Although Kinnara members, 

perhaps naively, invented their own taiko tradition after seeing Rickshaw Man and 

accessing their temple drum,51 the group’s origins were not as spontaneous as their story 

indicates. Further, this scene in Rickshaw Man, as well as both Kinnara’s and SFTD’s 

origin stories, are focused solely on male performers and leaders. My project explicitly 

focuses on women taiko players because, as all three of my subsequent chapters 

demonstrate, they too have been performers and leaders since early in taiko’s history. A 

gendered history of North American taiko has yet to be written, and this dissertation 

gestures toward such a history. 

                                                
50 The scene is available as an eight-minute clip on You Tube. The scene is entirely in Japanese, with no 
subtitles. The clip is black-and-white, although the film was supposedly released in color in 1958. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oqk-Bflk_Rg. 
51 It is also possible some of them saw the taiko performance that was part of the 1964 Tokyo Olympics 
opening ceremony. See Hideyo Konagaya, Performing the Okinawan woman in taiko: Gender, folklore, 
and identity politics in modern Japan,  Diss. University of Pennsylvania, 2007.  
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When Tanaka heard about Kinnara and saw them play, he initially disapproved of 

their approach to taiko. Kodani recalls: 

Sensei came down. He heard about us and came down to tell us what it 

should be. I think at first . . . we’re on very good terms now, but at the 

time, it was kind of tense. He said, “Well you shouldn’t call it taiko. You 

should call it drumming.” And we said, “We’ll call it whatever we want,” 

you know. And he’s of a school of strict discipline . . . So we said, “No, 

we’re not going to run. We’re not going to exercise. And if you hit me 

with a stick, I’ll hit you with another stick,” you know.52    

Tanaka’s strict mode of teaching and training his group did not fit Kinnara’s Buddhist 

approach to taiko. For Kinnara members, taiko is an activity like any other, practiced to 

observe the ego. Kodani alludes to the relative harmony between the two groups now, 

and even his referring to Tanaka as “Sensei” indicates his respect.  

Over time, the two groups did eventually share resources and even members. 

Tanaka taught Kinnara some basics such as kata, rhythms, and costuming, and Kinnara 

shared their drum-making knowledge with Tanaka. Many taiko players have also played 

with both groups, some starting with Kinnara and then moving on to Tanaka for more 

rigorous training. Perhaps in part because these two histories are so often re-told, these 

two groups continue to function as two ends of a spectrum within taiko circles, even if 

most groups fall somewhere in a spectrum between these two styles. In American taiko 

parlance, then, if a group is more “Tanaka-style,” it indicates that they are organized 

according to some type of seniority-based hierarchy and incorporate Japanese dojo 

                                                
52 Reverend Masao Kodani, Life History Interview. 
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etiquette in their practices. If a group is “Kinnara-style,” it usually means either the group 

connects its taiko practice to Buddhism, or that its members play for fun or operate as a 

collective. 

 

Taiko’s Development in the U.S. and Canada, 1970s-present 

Once these two groups were established, groups began to form after people either 

trained with or simply saw one of these two groups perform, a phenomenon often 

referred to as the “second wave” of taiko groups in North America.53 San Jose Taiko 

(SJT), whose history I visit more thoroughly in Chapter One, is sometimes positioned as 

first-wave and sometimes as second-wave. Like other second-wave groups, they first 

started in 1973 after early members saw Kinnara Taiko perform. After a year of 

performing with very little instruction, they began driving to San Francisco from San Jose 

on the weekends to train with Tanaka. As he had done for Kinnara, Tanaka taught SJT 

some basic rhythms and form, and instructed them about how to wear costumes and how 

to train for performance. Other second-wave groups did not form until the later 1970s, 

and probably for this reason, SJT is often considered one of the first three “pioneer” 

groups and hence, part of the first wave of taiko groups. 

Kenny Endo, who began playing taiko with Kinnara in 1975 before undergoing 

“taiko boot camp” with Tanaka, is perhaps the best known individual taiko player in the 

U.S. After his stints with Kinnara and SFTD, Endo studied taiko in Japan for ten years 

during the 1980s. He studied both both the contemporary kumi-daiko style and hogaku 

hayashi, classical Japanese drumming. He is the first non-Japanese (he is Japanese 

                                                
53 Stan Shikuma, “Taiko: The Fourth Wave,” Unpublished handout, Personal archive, 1998. 
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American) to be honored with a natori, or a stage name in classical Japanese 

performance.54 Before beginning taiko, Endo had played jazz drums, and his musical 

compositions reflect a fusion of classical Japanese, jazz, and other world music. A 

prolific composer and performer, Endo’s name is attached to a number of impressive 

projects. Besides running a taiko school in Honolulu, the Taiko Center of the Pacific, 

Endo also runs the Kenny Endo Taiko Ensemble (KETE) and performs as an individual 

artist. He has performed with symphonies and theatre companies worldwide, and 

recorded several film soundtracks. He has also recorded five CDs of his original music.55 

Studying extensively with Kenny Endo is now a mark of accomplishment for emerging 

taiko players, just as training with Tanaka was for him. 

A handful of taiko groups started in the late 1970s and 1980s in the U.S. and 

Canada, inspired by others. For example, Denver Taiko in Colorado, Soh Daiko in New 

York, and Katari Taiko in Vancouver all started in the late 1970s after seeing taiko and 

then receiving training from Seiichi Tanaka and others.56 L.A. Matsuri Taiko was 

founded by Etsuo Hongo who, like Seiichi Tanaka, had recently emigrated from Japan to 

California, having studied taiko in Japan.57 Besides the three American taiko groups that 

                                                
54 A natori confers a stage name and a master’s degree. Endo’s stage name is Mochizuki Tajiro, which 
indicates that he studied classical drumming with the Mochizuki Saburo. In addition to the natori, Endo 
also has an M.A. in Ethnomusicology from the University of Hawai’i at Manoa. 
55 Kenny Endo, Taiko Artist web site, 18 January 2011 http://www.kennyendo.com/about.  
56 Denver Taiko web site, 3 March 2011 http://www.denvertaiko.org/about_us.html; Soh Daiko web site, 3 
March 2011 http://www.sohdaiko.org/about.html; Katari Taiko web site, 3 March 2011 
http://www.kataritaiko.bc.ca/KT-history.htm. This is not an exhaustive list of second-wave taiko groups. 
Heidi Varian also includes Seattle Kokon Taiko, Shasta Taiko, and Kenny Endo’s group in this category. 
Soh Daiko’s web site also acknowledges the Chicago Taiko Group as an early influence.    
57 L.A. Matsuri Taiko web site, 18 January 2011, http://lamatsuritaiko.com/about_us/index.html. For an 
overview of L.A. Matsuri Taiko’s history and philosophy, see Mark Tusler, Sights and Sounds of Power: 
Ensemble Taiko Drumming (kumi-daiko) Pedagogy in California and the Conceptualizations of Power, 
Diss, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2003; and Mark Tusler, The Los Angeles Matsuri Taiko: 
Performance Aesthetics, Teaching Methods, and Compositional Techniques, M.A. Thesis, University of 
California, Santa Barbara, 1995. 
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were now performing somewhat regularly, the Japanese taiko ensemble Ondekoza had 

begun touring the U.S. by the late 1970s. The combination of seeing an impressive group 

like Ondekoza and having a relative degree of access to an accomplished teacher like 

Seiichi Tanaka, together with the possibility of building drums, enabled subsequent taiko 

groups to emerge.  

Mu Daiko, whose history I discuss further in Chapter Two, is part of a wave of 

groups that started outside of California in the late 1980s and 1990s, many led by people 

who had studied taiko with either San Francisco Taiko Dojo, Kinnara Taiko, or San Jose 

Taiko. Some of these groups were formed by Japanese Americans, while others were 

formed by non-Japanese Asian Americans or white men and women. Mu Daiko formed 

in 1997 as part of Theater Mu, an Asian American Theatre Company in Minneapolis. 

Although the group is not exclusively Asian American, as part of Theater Mu, they 

operate under the mission of the theater company to serve the Asian American 

community. Portland Taiko was established in Oregon in 1994, and although the group is 

welcoming of all people, its membership includes Asian Americans and the group aims to 

“provide a strong and beautiful voice for Asian America.”58 Burlington Taiko in Vermont 

was established in 1987 by Stuart Paton, a white American man who spent much of his 

childhood and adolescence in Japan. In the biography on the group web site, he is 

referred to as “Paton Sensei,” a formal way to refer to one’s teacher (Kenny Endo, for 

example, is often called “Kenny Sensei,” using his first name.) Another group, Fushicho 

Daiko, was founded by a white woman who lived and studied taiko in Japan for seven 

                                                
58 Portland Taiko web site, 18 January 2011 http://www.portlandtaiko.org/about/index.html.  
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years. Her Phoenix, Arizona-based group was established in 1992.59 Tiffany 

Tamaribuchi’s Jodaiko, whose history I detail in Chapter Three, is one of the few all-

women’s groups to emerge in the U.S. and Canada.   

 Three organizations have been instrumental in the growth of taiko in the U.S. and 

Canada. First, the Japanese American Cultural and Community Center (JACCC) in Los 

Angeles, founded in 1980, “effectively introduced Japanese taiko to American audiences” 

through its performing arts programming. Kodo, for instance, played in the Center’s 

theatre five times during the 1980s, while Kodo and other Japanese taiko groups played 

there throughout the 1980s and 1990s. American taiko groups began performing through 

the JACCC’s programming in the early 1980s, including at the first Los Angeles Taiko 

Festival in 1983.60 The Japanese American National Museum (JANM) also supported 

taiko by presenting free public performances and workshops, and through its 2005 

exhibit, Big Drum: Taiko in the United States.  

The third and perhaps most influential institutional development for taiko is the 

North American Taiko Conference (NATC), which brings together hundreds of taiko 

players from across the U.S., Canada, Europe, and Japan every two years. The first 

conference was held in Los Angeles in 1997, with the support of the JACCC. Over 400 

people attended the three-day conference, participating in workshops, discussions, and a 

concert, the Taiko Jam. The conference has most often happened in Los Angeles at the 

JACCC, in the heart of Little Tokyo, although it has twice been held in other West Coast 

cities.61 As anthropologist Hideyo Konagaya notes, NATC “presented a framework 

                                                
59 Fushicho Daiko web site, 18 January 2011 http://taikoaz.com/about/.  
60 Konagaya, 113-114.  
61 In 2003, NATC was held in Sacramento, California; in 2007, Seattle, Washington; and the upcoming 
2011 conference will take place at Stanford University. While the possibilities of a non-West Coast city 
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within which leaders and performers became aware that they had participated, and were 

participating at the moment, in the process of shaping a tradition.”62 The conference’s 

mission has shifted slightly over the years, but four goals have remained constant: “To 

build a network and community between taiko groups in North America. To document 

the history of North American Taiko. To pass on the traditions and repertoire of North 

American Taiko. To support the artistic development of North American Taiko.” What 

the overwhelming majority of attendees look forward to are the many skills-based 

workshops taught by the foremost taiko artists. The opportunity to watch other taiko 

groups in the two concerts, the informal outdoor Taiko Ten and the formal Taiko Jam, is 

always exciting as well. When I was performing regularly, I also relished going to the 

Marketplace to buy equipment that I would otherwise need to order online, often from 

Japan. I could buy satisfyingly smooth pairs of bachi (drumsticks) that still retained the 

slightly piney scent of hinoki or hou before the sweat seeps in; crisp white tabi and 

brightly colored hachimaki that would brighten my next half-dozen school outreach gigs; 

or a smattering of CDs that I would never actually listen to because taiko is really meant 

to be experienced live. All of these things and more can be purchased, admired, and 

desired: customized drum bags, bachi bags made of various Japanese fabrics, drum-

shaped earrings, t-shirts, and an array of instruments.  

But the conference is also much more than a place to acquire skills and 

merchandise. For many taiko players, it is also a community. Mu Daiko member Susie 

Kuniyoshi recalls that the first time she attended the North American Taiko Conference 

in 2001, she found it “emotionally moving.” In our interview, Kuniyoshi’s eyes teared up 
                                                                                                                                            
hosting the conference has arisen, it is usually agreed that only West Coast cities have a large enough 
concentration of taiko groups to supply the necessary equipment and personnel the conference requires. 
62 Konagaya, 115. 
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slightly as we discussed the experience. As a Hawai’i native who had lived in Minnesota 

for many years, Kuniyoshi recalls, “I had been living in Northern Minnesota, where I felt 

completely displaced . . . all of a sudden, I was sitting in this huge hall with all these 

people who were like me, who were Japanese American.”63 The taiko conference creates 

space for disparate communities of taiko players and serves as a site through which new 

connections and communities are formed. 

Despite its growing popularity, taiko remains outside of mainstream U.S. popular 

culture, with a few exceptions. San Francisco Taiko Dojo, KODO, and other taiko 

groups’ music can be heard in film soundtracks, such as Apocalypse Now and The 

Hunted. Taiko groups also make appearances in films such as Rising Sun and Charlie’s 

Angels (2001). Los Angeles-based Taikoproject has made appearances on two Academy 

Awards presentations and was featured in Mitsubishi’s 2005 “Driven to Thrill” television 

ad campaign. As Deborah Wong has written, taiko groups do not always retain artistic 

control in these situations, and taiko players are divided about how best to participate in 

such projects.64   

 
Studying Taiko, Writing Movement: Performance, Ethnography, and Archive 
 

My formal engagement with taiko as research may have begun within the past 

five years, but I repeatedly draw on first-hand experiences and the slow accretion of 

bodily knowledge I gained over the last twelve years as a taiko player. This project, thus, 

has multiple points of origin: two summers ago, when I flew to Los Angeles to visit the 

Japanese American National Museum to look at the archival material on American taiko; 

                                                
63 Susie Kuniyoshi, Personal interview, 19 June 2009. 
64 D. Wong, Speak It Louder, 212-214. 
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eight years ago when I took a graduate course in Asian American History and wrote 

about taiko as Japanese American identity expression; and twelve years ago, when I took 

my first taiko class, surprising even myself by doing something so “different” (the 

Minnesotan word for “strange”). By engaging in this project, I have plumbed my own 

memories and experiences. Among taiko circles, playing for twelve years—with 

dedication early on, less regularly now—is a drop in the bucket, merely paying dues. 

Nonetheless, in these twelve years, I have learned, rehearsed, performed, watched, and 

taught taiko in a variety of settings. For many years, taiko was the thing that I did after 

work, while in school, in virtually all of my spare time. My experience with taiko is 

partial, as anyone’s would be, and informed by where and with whom I have practiced 

over the last decade or more. But this practice informs the way I write here, and indeed, 

informs my desire to translate this practice into writing at all. 

 In crafting this dissertation, I join a handful of taiko performer-scholars who saw 

in their existing practice something worth thinking seriously about. My methodology 

combines ethnographic approaches with archival research and feminist/queer 

performance analysis to address the ways race and ethnicity, and gender and sexuality are 

negotiated, constituted, and contested through North American taiko performance. My 

analysis proceeds from the premise that taiko emerged in the U.S. as “Asian American 

performance,” and attempts to locate specific moments when taiko performances tug at 

the edges of that category, shaping it, questioning it, expanding it, and in general 

exposing the instability of such identity markers. My analysis also focuses on the 

gendered aspects of taiko history, practice, and performance. Like dance theorist Judith 

Hamera, I believe that “both concert dance and amateur practice are laboratories for 
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examining and revisioning the myriad complex interrelations between gender, sexuality, 

race, class, and culture in urban life.”65 My methodologies, therefore, are aimed at 

accessing both the performance and the practice of taiko. I take a performance studies 

approach and use Richard Schechner’s definition of the performance process, including 

training and rehearsal, administration and organization, travel to and from performance 

sites, and the “aftermath,”66 including shared meals and other casual interactions. These 

ethnographic methods allow me analyze the intersections of race, gender, and sexuality in 

framed performance events as well as everyday performances that happen off-stage, in 

rehearsal, and in performers’ everyday lives.  

While I would not characterize this dissertation—that is, the written account of 

my research—as an ethnography of North American taiko, I relied on ethnographic 

methods throughout my research process. Over the past two decades, scholars have 

attempted to ameliorate the colonialist effects of ethnographic research by foregrounding 

the researcher’s location or insisting that she partake in the community about which she 

writes. As ethnomusicologists Gregory Barz and Timothy Cooley attest, ethnographic 

fieldwork has undergone major changes in the last decade. Rather than spend the 

requisite year abroad in an “exotic” location, more and more ethnographers study their 

own communities (a phenomenon postcolonial scholar Kamela Visweswaran refers to as 

“homework,”67) and others complicate their relationships to “the field” in other ways.68 

                                                
65 Judith Hamera, Dancing Communities: Performance, Difference and Connection in the Global City 
(New York: Palgrave, 2007) 1. 
66 Richard Schechner, Performance Studies: An Introduction (London and New York: Routledge, 2002) 
191. 
67 Kamela Visweswaran, Fictions of Feminist Ethnography. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1994) 102. 
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Like dance studies scholar Yutian Wong, my aim is not to write a highly descriptive “tell-

all” of the groups I study. Yet while my project departs significantly from a classic model 

of ethnography (both the practice and the written product), I draw from key ethnographic 

methods such as participant-observation, interviews, photo documentation, and 

description.69 Inasmuch as my project is ethnographically informed, I strive to complicate 

my relationship to taiko and my fellow taiko players in several ways.   

Perhaps most importantly, I approach this project as a taiko performer who has 

both similarities with and irreducible differences from the individuals named in my 

project. I aim for the specificity that can be achieved when, as performance ethnographer 

Dwight Conquergood writes, “the ethnographer moves from the gaze of the distanced and 

detached observer to the intimate involvement and engagement of ‘coactivity’ or co-

performance with historically situated, named, ‘unique individuals.’”70 Further, as Lila 

Abu-Lughod writes, the feminist ethnographer must retain a “grounded sense of our 

commonalities and differences,”71 rather than assuming that there is a singular experience 

as woman, Asian American, etc, to be uncovered. I quite literally perform alongside 

many of the people about whom I write here, and it is this very proximity that brings into 

stark relief our gender and racial differences. To return briefly to my opening anecdote, 

even as I literally share the stage with other taiko players, I am always aware of the 

differences among us. My whiteness separates me from many, but not all, of the 

                                                                                                                                            
68 Gregory Barz and Timothy Cooley, “Casting Shadows: Fieldwork Is Dead! Long Live Fieldwork!: 
Introduction.” Shadows in the Field: New Perspectives for Fieldwork in Ethnomusicology, Gregory Barz 
and Timothy Cooley, eds., 2nd Ed, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008),12-13. 
69 Yutian Wong, Choreographing Asian America, (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2010) 87. 
70 Dwight Conquergood, “Rethinking Ethnography: Towards a Critical Cultural Politics,” Communication 
Monographs 58 (June 1991):187-188. 
71 Lila Abu-Lughod, “Can There Be a Feminist Ethnography?” Women and Performance 5.1 (1990) 27. 
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performers I feature here, even as my gender and sometimes sexual orientation connects 

me to others. 

This project is deeply informed by several approaches to performance 

ethnography and performative ethnography. Joni L. Jones defines “performance 

ethnography” as a method based on two main assumptions: “1) that identity and daily 

interactions are a series of conscious and unconscious choices improvised within 

culturally and socially specific guidelines, and 2) that people learn through 

participation.”72 In their practice of taiko, players make myriad choices that, consciously 

or not, reflect political stances and views of the world. My research on taiko has been 

based in my practice of taiko and participation with each of the groups about which I 

write. I also strive to practice what Dorinne Kondo articulates as “performative 

ethnography,” which proceeds from the assumption that performances themselves are 

already ethnographic practices and as such, already theorized. That is, the practice of 

taiko is not simply a window into Japanese American culture, but a series of choices that 

constitute the practice of Japanese American, Asian American, feminist, queer, and other 

identities. Further, like Kondo, my fieldwork was not conducted as a “continuous sojourn 

in a single locale,” but rather required several short, intensive visits to Vancouver, Los 

Angeles, Minneapolis, and other cities. My multi-sited analysis reflects the “dispersed yet 

interconnected” network of taiko groups and individual performers in North America.73 

Ethnomusicologist and taiko scholar-performer Deborah Wong’s notion of “performative 

ethnography,” which differs slightly from Kondo’s, also guides my research. For Wong, 

                                                
72 Joni L. Jones, “Performance Ethnography: The Role of Embodiment in Cultural Authenticity,” Theatre 
Topics 12.1 (2002): 7. 
73 Dorinne Kondo, About Face: Performing Race in Fashion and Theatre, (New York and London: 
Routledge, 1997), 20-21. 
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performative ethnography involves writing performatively to convey the effects of 

performance and, perhaps more urgently, to “reflect on [her] own process of telling, 

testimony, and cultural critique.”74 I attempt to convey the visceral and participatory 

aspects of taiko performance through detailed performance description and analysis, 

modeled by performative writers such as performance scholars Peggy Phelan and 

Deborah Paredez, and dance ethnographer Cindy Garcia. I also inscribe my own presence 

in each chapter—to different degrees and in different configurations relative to my 

subjects/participants—as reflexively as possible. Relative to each of my case study 

groups, my location—geographic, social, and identity—shifts, and I reflect on these 

multiple locations within my analysis.  

 My participant-observation was both multi-sited and multi-faceted. During the 

research phase of this project, I made short, but densely packed, trips to Los Angeles, 

Vancouver, Minneapolis, and Tucson to spend time with taiko players and spend time 

being a taiko player. I also conducted ethnographic research from my home base in 

Austin, Texas, when San Jose Taiko stopped there for several days on a tour. In the 

category of participant-observation, I include attending (and sometimes participating in) 

rehearsals and performances, taking workshops, and “hanging out”—spending social 

time with taiko friends and acquaintances. For example, in Vancouver, I performed with 

Jodaiko at the 2009 Powell Street Festival, and in Minneapolis, I rode along to several 

small “outreach” performances. These experiences were not new, since I had performed 

in both settings before, but they allowed me to re-visit these spaces with fresh eyes. In 

both of these performance situations, I helped with set-up and break-down, and 

                                                
74 D. Wong, “Moving,” 78. 
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transported drums in my car. In all cities, I shared meals or other social time with taiko 

players at every opportunity, and when possible, attended rehearsals or workshops.  

 The “participant” aspect of participant-observation extends far beyond the 

bounded units of time I spent with these groups over the course of my dissertation 

research. I also consider my years as a practicing member of Mu Daiko and other past 

taiko experience as ethnographic participant-observation. While not all of it fell under the 

time frame of this dissertation, I was continually theorizing my experiences from the 

perspective of a practitioner and as a subject. For this reason, I also draw on my own 

memories in this dissertation. First, I frame certain recollections of specific events and 

encounters as objects of analysis. Second, I consider my experience as a taiko performer 

and teacher a form of embodied knowledge, or what Paul Connerton calls memory that is 

“sedimented in the body.”75  

Performance studies and dance scholarship often acknowledges its double project 

of both re-constructing and interpreting performance. Extending from my participant-

observation and heavily informed by my years as a taiko performer and spectator is 

detailed performance analysis. Few of the specific performances about which I write are 

captured on film, and even if they have been, it is well known that video documentation 

produces different (read: poorer, less good) performative effects. Besides describing what 

happened, I also attempt to translate taiko into writing in ways that capture the feelings 

and effects that taiko has on its audiences—or at least, on me. This detailed performance 

analysis is important because, as Yutian Wong writes, “the physicality of the performer 

                                                
75 Paul Connerton, How Societies Remember (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989) 72. 
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reveals complex relationships between the body and its environment.”76 The formal 

vocabulary of taiko songs (I bet that person trained with Kenny Endo), the practiced 

actions of packing up drums for transport, and the ways performers tie their obi or smile 

when an audience member asks a question (sorry, I don’t speak Japanese) all announce 

this relationship between the performer and the performance context. Given the long 

history of Orientalist representation in American culture, detailed attention to the agency 

of Asian American bodies on stage is particularly important. Like modern dance, taiko is 

a space in which the “multifaceted relationships between the body that dances with 

agency and the body seen dancing” are negotiated.77 

Interviews were another key component of my research. My interviews were 

guided by the oral history training I had with Martha Norkunas, in that I asked open-

ended questions and resisted the urge to guide the narrator’s interpretations of events. 

Although I do not consider the written work an oral history, I do believe that the oral 

history model can allow for a deeper experience than narrowly targeted questions. I 

conducted in-person interviews with eighteen taiko players, and one with a member of 

the Long Center for Performing Arts marketing staff. In addition, I conducted three 

interviews by email, as well as used email to follow up with the live interviews. The 

interviews served a variety of purposes. The interviews themselves were conducted in 

different ways for each case study group, usually due to time constraints and other 

external factors, but ones that almost unwittingly reflected the spirit of the group, or at 

least my relationship to it. For instance, my first set of interviews was with Mu Daiko 

members, who were all very familiar to me, and in some cases, close friends. Because 

                                                
76 Y. Wong, 40. 
77 Y. Wong, 41. 
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Minneapolis is a kind of home to me and my time there was less restricted, I could 

schedule long periods of time for each interview. My time in Vancouver was quite 

limited, and my short twenty-three-minute interview with Eileen Kage of Jodaiko in a 

noisy café, for instance, reflects the quick intensity of the trip and the ad-hoc nature of the 

group. When San Jose Taiko toured to Austin, I had only a two-hour time slot for 

interviews, and decided a group interview would be the most efficient use of that time. 

Given San Jose Taiko’s focus on consensus and group cohesion, the lively and generous 

interview with six members of the group became a collective performance that reflected 

the group’s core values.  

Oral history interviews—and, I would argue, all formal, in-person interviews—

are themselves performative in the sense that they are bounded, staged events with some 

expectation of having material effects for audiences, present and future.78 This, I found, 

was particularly the case for people who were accustomed to telling their stories. For 

instance, as the Artistic Director of Mu Performing Arts, Rick Shiomi has recounted his 

biography and artistic viewpoints in countless grant applications, newspaper interviews, 

and other public settings, and his stories bore the polish of thoroughly practiced bits. I 

therefore approach the interview transcripts not in a one-to-one ratio with reality as 

something to always be taken at face value, but rather as performances that themselves 

require interpretation. In some cases, particularly for veteran players, I used interviews to 

glean factual information about past experiences. In others, my questions were designed 

to understand people’s impressions of past or ongoing events, and to understand their 

own interpretation of key issues in my research, such as racial and ethnic identity, gender, 

                                                
78 Della Pollock, ed., Introduction. Remembering: Oral History Performance, (New York: Palgrave, 2005), 
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and sexuality in relation to their practice of taiko. People who had been playing taiko 

since the 1970s, such as Rick Shiomi, PJ Hirabayashi, and Roy Hirabayashi, were able to 

recount events from their early years of taiko as well as comment on the changes that 

have taken place over the years. When I interviewed “younger” players (in terms of 

experience, not necessarily age), my questions were geared more toward their 

experiences, and the place of taiko in their lives.   

 I also conducted archival research for this project. Although institutional archives 

for North American taiko are few, many groups and individual players have archives 

whose formality varies. The Japanese American National Museum (JANM) in Los 

Angeles houses a small collection of taiko-related artifacts, the most impressive of which 

is a set of twenty-six oral history interview transcripts with North American taiko 

players.79 These transcripts have been an invaluable resource for this project, and will 

likely provide much rich material for future projects. Rick Shiomi and the Mu Performing 

Arts staff also generously allowed me access to their files for past programs, data, and 

other pertinent information about Mu Daiko. San Jose Taiko keeps a formal archive at 

their studio space, and although I was not able to visit, PJ Hirabayashi and Wisa Uemura 

graciously forwarded me information that was available electronically. Finally, I mined 

my personal archive of taiko material culture: CDs, DVDs, and VHS tapes of my favorite 

performers and of my own performances, tattered folders of taiko programs, fliers, 

newspaper clippings, pages of hand-scrawled notation, not to mention the boxes and bags 

containing all sizes of drum sticks, costume pieces, t-shirts, and the japonoiserie and 

cards that performers exchange on opening nights of concerts. I hope these last will not 

                                                
79 The collection also includes posters, programs, photographs, and other artifacts related to taiko in the 
U.S. 
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become simply the remains of my past performances, but that I will stretch my arms and 

legs into the costumes and wrap my hands around the bachi for another round of 

drumming soon enough. 

My research methods, varied as they may be, are undergirded by a fervent wish to 

create a feminist perspective on taiko performance. In her call for a “de-composing” of 

theatre history, Susan Bennett argues that women have been left out of performance 

histories because the significant work they contribute to the field has been categorized as 

insignificant.80 Since, as Michel de Certeau writes, “the event is the means thanks to 

which disorder is turned into order,”81 I narrativize “events” in taiko history that 

highlight, rather than occlude, the complexities involved in the tradition. What are the 

points of contention, competing philosophies, and unruly images? With the hope of 

creating a feminist approach to taiko, I chose to interview a larger number of women than 

men, to focus on groups that are led by, that feature, or that are wholly constituted by 

women. Rather than focus on the first groups or the best players, I instead turn to the 

performers and students of taiko who make up the bulk of the taiko community. 

A word about names: Throughout the dissertation, I generally refer to performers 

and narrators by their surnames, as is customary in scholarly writing. When I describe 

specific encounters in which I make my own participation part of the narrative, I refer to 

fellow performers as I would in person, by their first (or given) names. For consistency, I 

also list all names, including those of Japanese people, beginning with the first name and 

                                                
80 Susan Bennett, “Decomposing History (Why Are There So Few Women in Theatre History?),” 
Interpreting the Theatrical Past: Essays in the Historiography of Performance, Thomas Postlewait and 
Bruce A. McConachie, eds. (Iowa City: Iowa City Press, 1989) 73. 
81 Michel DeCerteau, The Writing of History, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988) 96. 
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followed by the surname (Angie Ahlgren), even though in Japanese custom, it would be 

reversed (Ahlgren Angie).   

 

Race, Gender, Sexuality, and the Body in Performance: A Review of Literature 

This dissertation adds to a growing body of scholarly work on taiko drumming, 

and my emphasis on taiko as embodied performance breaks new ground. I am 

particularly indebted to ethnomusicologist Deborah Wong’s work, which brings both an 

Asian American studies and a performance studies perspective to bear on her 

ethnographic approach to North American taiko. Wong’s exemplary work is soon to 

constitute the first book-length project on taiko in any discipline. Wong’s earlier work on 

taiko, along with Paul Jong-Chul Yoon’s, introduced strategies for reading taiko as 

performance, pointing to the potential for (usually white) American audiences to impose 

an Orientalist reading on taiko performance (see Wong, Speak It Louder and Yoon, 

“She’s Really Become Japanese Now!”). These two works also situate taiko as an Asian 

American and feminist identificatory practice. 

Several articles, dissertations, and Master’s theses address the need for historical 

and anthropological approaches to taiko in the U.S. and Japan. Mark Tusler’s dissertation 

(UC-Santa Barbara), Sounds and Sights of Power: Ensemble Taiko Drumming (kumi 

daiko) Pedagogy in California and the Conceptualization of Power (2003), examines the 

histories and pedagogical philosophies of four taiko groups in California. His study 

includes substantial group histories and personal narratives. Based on interviews with 

American taiko group members and leaders Seiichi Tanaka, Etsuo Hongo, Tiffany 

Tamaribuchi, and PJ and Roy Hirabayashi, these accounts constitute a significant 
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contribution in documenting the history of taiko in North America. Shawn Bender’s 

dissertation Drumming Between Tradition and Modernity: Taiko and Neo-folk 

Performance in Contemporary Japan (UC-San Diego, 2003) traces the histories of the 

first taiko groups in Japan. Like Tusler, Bender also contributes detailed histories of the 

first and best known Japanese taiko groups, placing them in historical and cultural 

context. Hideyo Konagaya’s dissertation, Performing the Okinawan woman in taiko: 

Gender, folklore, and identity politics in modern Japan (University of Pennsylvania, 

2007), represents a feminist and performance studies approach to taiko in Japan. Other 

articles published in the 1990s and early 2000s document the history of North American 

taiko and situate taiko as a Japanese American and Japanese Canadian identity practice.82  

My dissertation builds on these studies and argues for the necessity of reading 

taiko as a theatrical, embodied performance form that produces cultural meanings on and 

off stage. I intentionally focus on taiko groups whose unique movement and 

choreographic styles are central to their aesthetics, and therefore call attention to the body 

with all its attendant racialized and gendered meanings. In addition to the growing body 

of scholarship specifically focused on taiko, then, this project is indebted to scholarship 

in performance and dance studies, Asian American and critical race studies, as well as 

feminist and queer performance. Where all of these fields converge is at the site of the 

body as both a being with agency and a representational space.  

This dissertation proceeds from the premise that there is such a thing as Asian 

American performance, but does not presume to know its specific boundaries. I am more 

                                                
82 See Keiko Ito, A Journey to be a Japanese Drama Therapist: An Exploration of Taiko Drumming as a 
Therapeutic Resource for Drama Therapy, Master’s Thesis, California Institute of Integral Studies, 1994; 
Kimberly Anne Powell, Learning together: Practice, pleasure and identity in a taiko drumming world,  
Diss. Stanford University, 2003.  
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interested in how taiko performers constitute and contest the category of Asian American 

performance. The contours of Asian American cultural production shift depending on 

how performers/creators name themselves and, sometimes, on how “Asian American” is 

defined. As Karen Shimakawa writes, Asian Americanness itself is constituted by “its 

constantly shifting relationship to Americanness, a movement between visibility and 

invisibility, foreignness and domestication/assimilation.”83 The very shifting—the 

“movement between” locations—is a part of what defines Asian America. Like Deborah 

Wong, I am more interested in the process, rather than the category, of Asian American 

performance.84 Moreover, this dissertation seeks out the intersections at which identities 

are formed. How does taiko performance continually re-formulate the contours of Asian 

American identity? How might analyzing the intersections, disruptions, and 

contradictions among identity positions be reflected in taiko performance? 

 The history of Asian American performance is haunted by racist images of “the 

Oriental” in popular culture. As cultural historian Robert Lee argues, distinct Orientalist 

paradigms have emerged at times of American national crisis, as images against which to 

define Americanness.85 Marvin Carlson argues that “all theatre . . . is deeply involved 

with memory and haunted by repetition,” and that through what he calls “ghosting,” 

performances invoke the legacies of previous, similar performances. As Carlson notes, 

this haunting is sometimes referred to intentionally within performances.86 Asian 

American playwrights, particularly those writing after the 1960s, are reflexive about the 

                                                
83 Karen Shimakawa, National Abjection: The Asian American Body Onstage (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 2002) 3. 
84 D. Wong, Speak It Louder, 1-12. 
85 Robert G. Lee, Orientals: Asian Americans in Popular Culture, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1999), 8-9. 
86 Marvin Carlson, The Haunted Stage: Theatre as Memory Machine, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 2003) 7, 11. 
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staged representation of Asians. David Henry Hwang’s M. Butterfly critiques the Anglo-

European culture’s obsession with the Asian “Butterfly” stereotype through the character 

Song Liling. In Philip Kan Gotanda’s Yankee Dawg, You Die, as two Asian American 

actors argue incessantly about the types of stage and film roles they are willing to accept, 

they continually re-perform a racist audition monologue, with increasingly outlandish 

fake Asian accents.87 Asian American plays grapple with these theatrical ghosts 

parodically, through a combination of dialogue and bodily presentation.  

The ghosts of Orientalism are not only in theatre, but in dance contexts as well. 

Early modern dancer Ruth St. Denis relied on the “gauzy images of sexuality” drawn 

from an idea of the harem to assert a new femininity for American women.88 White 

females, too, became “’actors’ of Orientalism” when they performed Asian roles from 

Madame Butterfly and The Mikado around the turn of the twentieth century.89 American 

women’s practice of belly dancing, growing in popularity since the 1970s, also draws on 

Orientalist fantasies of Arab femininity.90 

Not only theatrical stereotypes, but also theatrical contexts, ghost the stages of 

Asian American performances. The dual burden of the stereotype and the context of 

colonial display operates in Asian American performance. Taiko, as live performance, 

                                                
87 There are many other examples of Asian American playwrights who resurrect Orientalist stereotypes in 
order to critique or parody them, but these two plays stand out as classic examples that draw on a 
specifically theatrical use of Orientalist stereotype. These two plays are well-covered terrain in Asian 
American theatre scholarship. On Hwang’s M. Butterfly, see also Josephine Lee (1997), Karen Shimakawa 
(2002), David Eng (2001), and James Moy (1993); on Yankee Dawg, see Josephine Lee (1997) and James 
Moy (1993). 
88 Y. Wong, 50. 
89 Mari Yoshihara, Embracing the East: White Women and American Orientalism (Oxford and New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2002) 78. On Orientalism and The Mikado, see Josephine Lee, The Japan of Pure 
Invention: Gilbert & Sullivan’s The Mikado (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 2010). 
90 See Anthony Shay and Barbara Sellers-Young, eds., Belly Dance: Orientalism, Transnationalism, and 
Harem Fantasy (Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda Publishers, 2005);  Sunaina Maira, “Belly Dancing: Arab-Face, 
Orientalist Feminism, and U.S. Empire,” American Quarterly 60.2 (June 2008): 317-345. 
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calls for an analysis that considers the role of liveness alongside race, gender, and 

sexuality. As performance studies scholar Josephine Lee writes, “The ‘liveness’ or 

‘presence’ of theater suggests an immediate, visceral response to the physicality of 

race.”91 Jose Estéban Muñoz also points to the role of liveness, but warns against viewing 

all live performance as progressive: “It is important to keep in mind that not all 

performances are liberatory or transformative,” given the colonial practice of displaying 

people of color as curiosities, and the forced performances of enslaved peoples.92 The 

legacy of what Coco Fusco calls “that other intercultural performance,” the display of 

“primitive” peoples in museums and other venues for the edification of white audiences, 

is also at play.93 Taiko might also be considered, in some venues, a form of cultural 

tourism, which Jane Desmond defines as cultural encounters that require “leaving home 

(even if that just means going outside your own neighborhood)” to interact with “people 

who are ‘different’ from you,” where “you” generally refers to white Americans.94 

But I do not want to position taiko as solely an Asian American art form. While it 

has a distinctly Asian American history and many taiko artists practice Asian American 

community through taiko, it exceeds the category several ways. In many contexts, taiko 

can be read as “ethnic performance” or as “world music,” but there is reason to be 

suspicious of such categories. As Susan Foster writes,  

Ethnic dances—envisioned as local rather than transcendent, traditional 

rather than innovative, simple rather than sophisticated, a product of the 

                                                
91 Josephine Lee, Performing Asian America: Race and Ethnicity on the Contemporary Stage 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1997) 7. 
92 Jose Muñoz, Disidentifications (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999) 189. 
93 Coco Fusco, “The Other History of Intercultural Performance,” TDR 38.1 (Spring 1994), 146. 
94 Jane Desmond, Staging Tourism: Bodies on Display from Waikiki to Sea World, (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1999), x. 
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people rather than a genius—are resuscitated and transformed into 

products of various cultures from all around the world. The term ‘world 

dance’ intimates a neutral comparative field wherein all dances are 

products of equally important, wonderfully diverse, equivalently powerful 

cultures. The titling of art as ‘world’ also promises maximum exposure to 

a cornucopia of the new and exotic.95 

Some taiko groups position themselves specifically as world music. San Jose Taiko, for 

example, uses the category “world” to acknowledge the multiple influences on their 

music, including Latin, African, and American jazz rhythms and instruments. At other 

times, as I demonstrate in Chapter One, the category “world” elides differences between 

Japanese and Asian American groups.  

But Asian American performers are not without agency, even in contexts that re-

create a colonial framework. Like dance, taiko offers “a double moment of representation 

in which bodies are both producing and being produced by cultural discourses of gender, 

race, ability, sexuality, and age.” Ann Cooper Albright argues that “this double moment 

allows for a slippage between . . . a somatic identity (the experience of one’s physicality) 

and a cultural one (how one’s body renders meaning in society).”96 Taiko, like dance, 

“exposes aesthetic spaces and practices as social and vernacular, as sites where 

participants actively confront and engage tradition, authority, corporeality, and 

irreducible difference.”97 Aesthetics, as Judith Hamera writes, are “processes, not 

                                                
95 Susan Foster, “Worlding Dance—An Introduction,” Worlding Dance, Susan Foster, Ed., (New York: 
Palgrave, 2009), 2. 
96 Albright, xxiii. 
97 Hamera, 2. 
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things.”98 In taiko, any given group’s aesthetic choices are results of myriad 

circumstances and influences, and are constantly in flux. Aesthetics, then, can reveal 

much about a taiko group’s or individual’s histories, identities, circumstances, and 

values. Through a semiotic performance analysis that considers aesthetics as a process of 

negotiation, this dissertation seeks to understand how performers and audiences mutually 

construct ideas about race, gender, and sexuality.  

 

Chapter Outline 

Each of the following chapters is concerned with the complexity of the performer-

spectator relationship, or as Yutian Wong writes, “the multifaceted relationship between 

the body dancing with agency and the body seen dancing.”99 Each chapter focuses on 

detailed analyses of a particular group’s performances, set in the context of its 

geographical, historical, and cultural context. Sometimes, the performances I read are 

marked off as performance-as-event in some way, but I also read moments of “everyday 

performance” as well. These readings are supported and complicated by ethnographic and 

archival research. I seek to foreground the ways performances of identity (most 

specifically race, gender, and sexuality) are constituted both through representation and 

through experience. In addition to reading performers’ choreographies on and off stage, I 

pay close attention to the ways audiences embody their own aesthetics and values in 

response to taiko performance. I take the notion of “audience participation” to include a 

host of interactions with performance, including but not limited to: embodied responses 

to a performance in the moment of performance; participation in demonstrations (getting 

                                                
98 Hamera, 2. 
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to try out the drums); question-and-answer sessions (both formal and informal); and 

extended conversations with performers before and after performances as they set up or 

take down their equipment.  

 Chapter One focuses on San Jose Taiko (SJT), one of the three “pioneer” groups 

to form in the U.S. Emerging during the heart of the Asian American Movement in 

California, SJT struggled to define itself within larger debates not only about what taiko 

was, but what it meant to claim a practice as Japanese, as American, and as Asian 

American. Seeing taiko as a hybrid form that incorporated Japanese, American, and other 

“world” elements, San Jose Taiko has influenced many subsequent groups. I argue that 

SJT’s taiko folk dance piece, “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” (“Isn’t It Good?”), created in the 1994, 

exemplifies both SJT’s philosophical commitment to Asian American activism and its 

aesthetic debt to Japanese folk performance. The piece commemorates Issei (first-

generation Japanese immigrant) labor through gesture and song. “Ei Ja Nai Ka?”’s 

participatory nature asks its performers and audience-participants to embody early 

Japanese immigrant labor practices, in part filling a historiographic gap in American 

history. On tour, the group must negotiate the relationship between Asia and Asian 

America in a different way. I read recent promotional materials alongside performer 

interviews to contrast SJT’s Asian American community ethos with the Orientalist image 

presenters use to market their national touring show.  

 In Chapter Two, I consider the gender and racial dynamics within Mu Daiko, a 

multi-racial, Asian American taiko group in Minneapolis. I intentionally shift away from 

West Coast groups in order to widen the parameters of the often coast-centric 

construction of Asian America. One of two long-standing groups in the Minneapolis area, 
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Mu Daiko is uniquely situated as part of the Asian American theatre company, Mu 

Performing Arts. Foregrounding my seven years of experience as a taiko performer and 

teacher with Mu Daiko, this chapter asks how Mu Daiko maintains its identity as an 

Asian American company within the Midwest’s white imaginary, and how cross-racial 

intimacies between women attempt coalitional politics. By looking specifically at how 

outreach performances operate in a variety of contexts, I argue that Mu Daiko’s 

performances complicate familiar notions of Asian American identity. An exploration of 

both white and Asian American women’s roles within Mu Daiko further teases out the 

relationships between taiko as a practice and as a performance, read by audiences. This 

chapter addresses individual performers’ personal investments in their artistic practices, 

as well as the organization’s commitment to its Asian American artists and audiences. I 

draw on my seven years of experience as a member of Mu Daiko, along with 

performance analysis and oral history interviews with Mu Daiko members, to address the 

tensions between institutional and artistic commitments, and between personal 

investments and public performances. 

 Of the three chapters, Chapter Three looks most closely at spectatorship. Here, I 

explore the possibility of queer spectatorship in taiko performance through an analysis of 

the all-women’s group Jodaiko. Organized and led by the renowned performer and 

teacher Tiffany Tamaribuchi, Jodaiko is a side project and an ad-hoc group of women 

from different taiko groups around North America who come together to perform just 

once or twice a year. The group’s two main performance venues, the long-standing 

Japanese Canadian gathering Powell Street Festival and the Pride-in-Art performance 

series that takes place during Vancouver’s LGBT pride festival, link the groups to the 
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Japanese Canadian and queer communities. First, through ethnographic participant-

observation, I situate the group’s presence at Powell Street within that festival’s long 

history with taiko performance, and argue that the group’s uniformly butch gender 

expression creates space within which Asian/American/Canadian lesbians become 

legible. I then turn to a close reading of Tamaribuchi’s solo, “Odaiko,” and its 

possibilities for queer spectatorship. I argue that Tamaribuchi’s performances—and 

Jodaiko’s more generally—invite queer spectatorship not only through her presence in 

queer venues, but through her unconventional gender performance, costume choices, and 

the participatory nature of taiko performance.  
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Chapter One  

San Jose Taiko’s Asian American Movements:  
Authenticity, History, and Representation  

 
 
 

When San Jose Taiko (SJT) performed at the Long Center for the Performing Arts 

in Austin, Texas, on September 27, 2009, their last number did not end in the usual way 

performances end, with bows and quick exits. Rather, the last number only ended after 

the entire ensemble danced down the aisles through the applauding audience, still playing 

instruments—small hand-held gongs, cymbals, and large drums strapped to their 

bodies—smiling and shouting spirited cries along with the rhythms. Once in the large, 

glass-fronted lobby that overlooks the river and the colorfully lit buildings of downtown 

Austin, the SJT members positioned themselves strategically throughout the space so that 

they could greet as many departing audience members as possible. Rather than 

disappearing backstage and exiting in street clothes much later, San Jose Taiko talks with 

audiences while the labor of their performance is still evident: they appear in rumpled 

costumes, with sweaty skin, and their breathing still heavy from performing. They are 

approachable and warm as they shake many hands, accept congratulations, and answer 

questions for almost an hour after the performance has ended.100 Greeting their audiences, 

even in the formal setting of a large performing venue, is part of how San Jose Taiko 

reaches out to communities when they tour nationally and internationally.  

Gathered around the group’s Creative Director P.J. Hirabayashi in a cluster by the 

large windows is a group of local taiko players. They are identifiable as such because 
                                                
100 Members who performed in this concert, part of the 2009 Rhythm Journey Tour: Yurika Chiba, PJ 
Hirabayashi, Alex Hudson, Franco Imperial, Dylan Solomon, Meg Suzuki, Wisa Uemura, and Adam 
Weiner. 
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they sport sweatshirts and t-shirts with the names of their groups, Austin Taiko and 

Kaminari Taiko, and because they are chatting with Hirabayashi about upcoming 

workshops that have been scheduled in Austin later that week. P.J. Hirabayashi and her 

husband, Roy Hirabayashi, have been leading San Jose Taiko for nearly all of its thirty-

six-year history. Through tours, workshops, and the couple’s leadership at the North 

American Taiko Conferences, P.J. and Roy Hirabayashi are well known and well liked by 

taiko players throughout the U.S., Canada, and Europe. In another spot near the theatre 

doors, performer Franco Imperial speaks animatedly with interested audience members, 

some of whom I later learn are his relatives who live in the Austin area. Around the 

lobby, several other group members field questions from a range of people: tall white 

Texan men in dress jeans and cowboy boots, young women in high heels, and elderly 

couples. Other San Jose Taiko members obligingly sign the programs of the many Asian 

and Latino/a children standing in line for their autographs. The crowd San Jose Taiko has 

drawn is decidedly more racially diverse than audiences at other Long Center 

performances, such as the ballet, symphony, and other national touring shows. 

The openness and warmth that San Jose Taiko brings to the lobby after its shows 

extends from the group’s spirited performance. On stage, the group exudes a cohesion 

that exceeds its technical precision, as the eight performers communicate through 

glances, smiles, yells, and the ever-present bouncy pulse that seems to rise up from their 

feet, through torsos and arms, and into the drums. As one reviewer notes, San Jose 

Taiko’s drummers are “not only one with their instruments, but with each other.”101 With 

very few solo and duet numbers, San Jose Taiko’s concerts emphasize their ensemble 

                                                
101 Jennie Knapp, “Ensemble’s Mix of Drumming, Dance Thrilling,” Richmond Times Dispatch 2 Mar. 
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work. They move together with a light yet grounded energy. Ethnomusicologist Deborah 

Wong notes the “exuberance and joy” she feels while watching San Jose Taiko: “They 

have this fantastic energy, and it’s different from any other taiko group. Their technique 

and their level of skill is very high—enviably so—but you can also see the community 

base in their playing. Or maybe I just think I see it because I know it’s there: I know 

several of their members and I’ve seen how they interact with other taiko players.”102  

As I explore in this chapter, San Jose Taiko’s founders and early members were 

inspired by the populist ideals of the Asian American Movement, and compelled to learn 

more about their Japanese roots through connections to Japanese taiko groups. Their 

participatory dance-taiko piece, “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” exemplifies the group’s commitment to 

Asian American ideals and its aesthetic debt to Japanese folk dance. Despite the group’s 

strong ties to the San Jose Japan Town community and its beginnings in the Asian 

American movement, venues who present San Jose Taiko on tour often conflate Asian 

American taiko groups with Japanese ones through Orientalist marketing materials, 

effectively erasing the art form’s history in the U.S. and upholding the commonsense 

notion that Asians are indistinguishable from one another. When San Jose Taiko takes 

their warm and effervescent energy from the stage, through the house, and into the lobby, 

it is more than a quirky way to end a performance. This one-on-one contact with audience 

members diminishes the distance between performers and spectators, and affords San 

Jose Taiko the opportunity to make themselves more legible as an Asian American, rather 

than Japanese, taiko group.  

                                                
102 Deborah Wong, “Moving: From Performance to Performative Ethnography and Back Again.” Shadows 
in the Field: New Perspectives for Fieldwork in Ethnomusicology, Gregory Barz and Timothy Cooley, eds., 
2nd Edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008) 76. 
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Now in its 36th year, San Jose Taiko is one of the most recognized and respected 

taiko ensembles in the U.S. SJT was the third taiko group to emerge in the U.S., founded 

in 1973 by Roy Hirabayashi, Reverend Hiroshi Abiko, and Dean Miyakusu, three 

Japanese American men interested in drawing youth to the San Jose Buddhist Temple by 

hosting “cool” activities.103 SJT was inspired and guided in its formative years by both 

San Francisco Taiko Dojo and Kinnara Taiko, and later by several Japanese taiko groups. 

P.J. Hirabayashi’s background in dance and martial arts has profoundly influenced the 

group’s movement aesthetic. Like some of Kinnara Taiko’s members, several of SJT’s 

early members were involved in aspects of the Asian American Movement, such as anti-

war activism, community service projects, and the formation of Ethnic Studies in 

California colleges. The group’s philosophy was shaped to a large extent by the 

Movement’s critique of oppressive structures. Today, in keeping with SJT’s activist 

roots, as new members join they are expected to learn about Asian American history and 

the Yellow Power movement, regardless of their ethnic identity. The group operates 

largely based on a collective and consensus-based structure. SJT’s membership is open to 

people of any gender, race, or ethnicity, and although their membership has consistently 

been comprised mainly of Asian Americans, the group has included a number of non-

Asian members throughout its history.  

San Jose Taiko operates as a Performing Ensemble and a Taiko Conservatory, 

complete with 501(c)(3) status, full-time staff, a training program, and a busy 

performance and workshop schedule. The ensemble plays over 170 performances per 

                                                
103 Roy Hirabayashi, Life History Interview with Art Hansen and Sojin Kim (transcript), Big Drum: Taiko 
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year, and reaches over 95,000 people both nationally and internationally.104 With the goal 

of being “a national resource for this vibrant Asian American art form,” San Jose Taiko 

positions itself as a leader within the taiko community. In addition to running workshops 

and participating in festivals throughout California, San Jose Taiko is also one of the few 

North American taiko groups to tour nationally and internationally. Japanese groups like 

KODO and Ondekoza have been touring in the U.S. since the late 1970s, and newer 

Japanese groups such as Yamato and Shidara have launched American tours in the 1990s 

and 2000s. Only a handful of U.S. taiko ensembles embark on regular national or 

international tours. Since performances that specifically address Asian American identity 

and experience rarely appear in large presenting venues, San Jose Taiko remains a rare 

site for the expression of Asian American identity on the national touring stage. 

San Jose Taiko’s practices and performances operate as a lens through which to 

examine the relationships among performance, difference, and Japanese diaspora. 

Scholars seldom use a diaspora framework to analyze Nikkei—people of Japanese 

descent living outside Japan—cultural practices, in part because of diaspora’s association 

with forced exile. But many North American taiko players, regardless of their own 

connection to the Japanese diaspora, look to Japan as an artistic homeland, a source of 

authenticity, and a site of inspiration. Moreover, when spectators encounter taiko, it is 

mediated through a lens of Japaneseness, whether because the context, costumes, or the 

music and performative elements call for such a filter. As Kandice Chuh and Karen 

Shimakawa write, “the Asian diaspora as an epistemological object (alternative, that is, to 

‘Asia’ and ‘Asian America’) is itself a relation, and makes reference to a kind of 

                                                
104 San Jose Taiko web site, 7 February 2011 www.taiko.org. See also, San Jose Taiko 35th Anniversary 
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conceptual ratio comparing origins and present locations.” The practice of taiko is caught 

up in a whole constellation of relations: the relations of the U.S. and Asia, Japanese 

America and Japan, and the racialized and gendered bodies of both performers and 

spectators. Asian diaspora, Chuh and Shimakawa continue, “describes a conceptual space 

where attention is drawn to how ‘Asia’ materializes through historically specific 

institutional and symbolic economies.”105 For the first U.S. taiko groups, taiko is a 

particularly fruitful node for understanding how Japan—as an idea and as a material 

location—materializes both for its practitioners and its audiences.    

The representational economy into which San Jose Taiko entered in the early 

1970s was already saturated with images of Asian Americans as both “model minorities” 

and “gooks,” stereotypes that emerged from the Cold War and Vietnam War, 

respectively. These two stereotypes, as cultural historian Robert Lee argues, are simply 

two sides of the same coin: “The myth presents Asian Americans as silent and 

disciplined; this is their secret to success. At the same time, this silence and discipline is 

used in constructing the Asian American as a new yellow peril.” The model minority 

myth has been leveraged to point not so much to Asian Americans’ successes, but to 

blacks’ failures as American minorities.106 Taiko players active in the Asian American 

movement and its coalitional relationship with Black Power would have wanted to be 

aligned with, rather than defined against, blacks and other people of color. Further, many 

Asian Americans became aware of their own racialization through anti-war activism 

during this time, recognizing the Vietnam war and its by-product, the “gook” as the 

                                                
105 Kandice Chuh and Karen Shimakawa, “Introduction: Mapping Studies in the Asian Diaspora,” 
Orientations: Mapping Studies in the Asian Diaspora, Kandice Chuh and Karen Shimakawa, eds. (Durham 
and London: Duke University Press, 2001) 7. 
106 R. Lee, 190. On Asian Americans and model minority status, see also Claire Jean Kim, “The Racial 
Triangulation of Asian Americans,” Politics and Society 27.1 (March 1999). 
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“ubiquitous and invisible enemy,”107 as racist endeavors. By no means were these the 

only images circulating of Asians and Asian Americans, but they were recently and 

widely activated. 

In this chapter, I explore how SJT embodies both resistance to and compliance 

with circulating ideas of Asians and Asian Americans in the U.S. As the group’s aesthetic 

and philosophical styles coalesced over its first several years, San Jose Taiko members 

grappled with notions of authenticity, Japaneseness, and Asian American identity. San 

Jose Taiko members negotiated among their radical politics, shaped by the Asian 

American Movement; their experiences as Asians in the U.S.; and the newly learned 

Japanese taiko customs, many of which they perceived as conservative or oppressive. 

Some practices SJT developed in the 1970s read differently over time, as representational 

politics shift. To explore these issues, I use ethnographic and archival methods to analyze 

the group’s navigation of global and local identities,108 as Japanese American members 

saw taiko as both a new way to connect to their Japanese roots and an avenue through 

which to perform an emerging pan-Asian American identity within the San Jose 

Japantown. This tension between the global and the local is exemplified in SJT’s folk-

inspired piece, “Ei Ja Nai Ka” (“Isn’t It Good?”). Created in 1994, this performance 

combines dance, taiko, chanting, and singing, embodying both SJT’s philosophical 

commitment to Asian American activism and its aesthetic debt to Japanese folk 
                                                
107 R. Lee, 190. 
108 My analysis relies on oral history interviews, archival research, performance analysis, and participant-
observation. I attended SJT’s performance and a taiko community workshop in Austin, Texas, in 
September 2009, and I learned “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” in a workshop at the North American Taiko Conference 
(NATC) in August 2009. My analysis is also informed by the many other San Jose Taiko performances and 
workshops I have attended over the last ten years when I was an active taiko performer.  
I draw from two sets of interviews here. One is a single 90-minute group interview I conducted with six 
members of San Jose Taiko on 29 September 2009. The members I interviewed were: Yurika Chiba, PJ 
Hirabayashi, Roy Hirabayashi, Franco Imperial, Meg Suzuki, and Wisa Uemura. The second is the 
collection of Life History Interviews from the HNRC/JANM archive. 
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performance. Despite SJT’s complex understanding of identity and diaspora within their 

group, the advertising presenters use to market the group’s performances demonstrate the 

limits against which SJT works to present themselves as a multiethnic, Asian American 

performing ensemble. SJT’s Asian American community ethos is often buried underneath 

the Orientalist image presenters use to market their national touring show.  

 

Doing Authenticity: Asian America, Japan, and Gender 

A black and white photograph of an early San Jose Taiko performance shows 

seven young shaggy-haired, bell-bottomed Asian Americans standing behind their 

crudely made taiko drums on a paved courtyard. It is a candid snapshot, taken mid-

performance.109 They play in a typical kumi-daiko set-up: two small, rope-tied shime-

daiko off to the left side sit atop wooden stands at about hip height; to the right, two 

players stand wide-legged beside medium-sized barrel drums, or chu-daiko; behind them, 

two more play either side of a larger o-daiko, set horizontally atop a shoulder-height 

stand. A woman in white flared bellbottom pants and a dark turtleneck top beams as she 

bends toward her chu-daiko, her thick black hair framing her face in feathered waves. 

Behind her, a man in a dark long sleeved t-shirt and large-framed glasses plays the other 

chu-daiko. At the back of the playing area stands a young PJ Hirabayashi, playing an 

atarigane, or a small hand gong. Her hair is pulled back in a loose braid, and a bulky 

plaid jacket hangs down over her flowing bellbottom jeans.  

To the expert eye, they look like beginners, barely trained. They stand hunched 

toward drums, not having learned yet to lower their pelvises and straighten their backs, or 

                                                
109 The photograph appears as a still shot in the exhibition documentary Big Drum: Taiko in the United 
States, which was produced as part of the 2005 exhibit.  
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to step away from the drum to lengthen the lines of their arms. The drums themselves 

bear markers of novice craftsmanship: the bodies look like the liquor barrels of which 

American taiko are typically made, with the wide metal bands still intact, the spigot hole 

still visible on the side. Today, the barrel would be carefully taken apart, stave by stave, 

and sanded, glued, reassembled and polished. The drums would balance neatly in their 

stands, not needing to be lashed to the stands with ropes, as they are in this photograph. 

The performers’ street clothes also betray them as amateurs: even a few years later, these 

same players would be wearing the heavy cotton of Japanese happi coats and obi, 

hachimaki (headbands), and split-toe footwear called tabi. The puffy jackets, hooded 

sweatshirts, and bell-bottom jeans situate the group squarely in the 1970s, part of the 

counter-culture. The men and women look at each other and at their audience, smiling 

proudly. As my interviews reveal, these early San Jose Taiko members were largely 

improvising this newly adopted art form, but they nonetheless experienced taiko as a 

material connection to Japanese diasporic culture, a relationship they would continue to 

negotiate throughout the group’s history.  

This photograph highlights several themes I explore in this section. First, it 

historicizes San Jose Taiko’s beginnings, placing the group’s formation during the Asian 

American Movement in the 1970s. They were a small but dedicated group of Asian 

Americans—activists, students, and music aficionados—who had bought a thousand 

dollars’ worth of drums from another fledgling taiko group in Los Angeles, who made up 

their own rhythms in the basement of the San Jose Buddhist Temple because they 

believed taiko gave expression to their experiences as Asian Americans. This photograph 

also highlights the simple fact that San Jose Taiko members, like all American taiko 
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players, learned about Japanese culture through taiko. The elements of taiko that are 

recognizably Japanese are learned, not natural or inherent, even to performers of 

Japanese descent. As historian Gary Okihiro writes, “Like all identities, although but a 

script, Japanese gains form and currency through theory and practice.”110 That is, 

identities—Japanese, Asian American, and others—are called into being, in part, through 

performance. And third, the presence of both women and men in this early photograph 

points to San Jose’s view of taiko as inclusive of women. By this time, both SFTD and 

Kinnara also had female members, but SJT was purposeful about creating gender equality 

in their group. 

Interviews with performers suggest that San Jose Taiko members grappled with 

competing and overlapping notions of Japaneseness, authenticity, and Asian American 

identity during its early years, as it formed its aesthetic and philosophical style.111 During 

the early years, as they sought training from other groups, San Jose Taiko grappled with 

how to maintain cultural authenticity vis a vis Japanese customs, while also remaining 

true to their political beliefs. For many of the Japanese Americans who began playing 

taiko in the 1970s, taiko was appealing because it was both associated with Japan—and 

therefore a way to connect with their cultural roots and their grandparents’ generation, the 

Issei—and an empowering and engaging art form that countered prevailing images of 

Japanese Americans as quiet and passive. Interviews with performers reveal that for 

many of them, other traditional Japanese arts such as ikebana, or flower-arranging, and 

                                                
110 Gary Okihiro, “Acting Japanese,” Japanese Diasporas: Unsung Pasts, Conflicting Presents and 
Uncertain Futures, Nobuko Adachi, ed. (Hoboken, NJ: Routledge, 2006) 195. 
111 Roy Hirabayashi and PJ Hirabayashi are the only two members currently in San Jose Taiko who were 
also part of the group’s formative years. Other founding members were not interviewed either by me or the 
JANM staff during the Big Drum exhibit. My analysis, therefore, is based largely on the memories of these 
two individuals. 
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traditional dance were not considered “powerful,” but rather delicate and meditative—

exactly how they did not want to be perceived in the 1970s. While taiko served these two 

distinct purposes, they did not always mesh. Some of the Japanese customs they were 

encouraged to adopt went against the grain of their ethics, particularly regarding 

oppressive hierarchies and gender equality issues.  

Musicologist Christopher Small’s term “musicking,” which is meant to unburden 

musical criticism from its fetishization of the text, sheds light on my perspective here. 

Like Richard Schechner’s definition of the performance process as extending from the 

conception and rehearsal stage to the “aftermath” of the performance event,112 

“musicking” is a term that includes any aspect of taking part in making music, from 

composing to performing, or simply listening, even half-consciously, thereby shifting the 

focus from the art object to the acts of taking part in musical performance.113 He writes, 

“For performance does not exist in order to present musical works, but rather, musical 

works exist in order to give performers something to perform.”114 For taiko groups in the 

1960s and 1970s in the U.S., the repertoire was essentially nonexistent, or inaccessible at 

the very least. San Jose Taiko members composed their own songs because they saw 

political potential in the form’s visual and sonic largesse. Looking at taiko as 

musicking—as a “doing and a thing done,” [my italics] to borrow Elin Diamond’s 

definition of performance—positions taiko as a space for “doing” authenticity, rather than 

succumbing to a notion of authenticity as a stable or static state of being.  

                                                
112 Schechner, 191. 
113 Christopher Small, Musicking: The Meanings of Performing and Listening (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan 
University Press, 1998) 9. 
114 Small, 8. 
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During its early years, San Jose Taiko members were forging an identity and style 

for their newly formed taiko group, amid larger considerations of Asian American 

identity (itself still newly in process) and authenticity, which they associated with Japan. 

For its first year, the group was self-taught, performing their own compositions for 

Japanese American community events in San Jose, and it was not until they connected 

with Seiichi Tanaka of San Francisco Taiko Dojo that they began any formal training. 

Once Seiichi Tanaka, founder of the first American taiko group, San Francisco Taiko 

Dojo, caught wind of the SJT’s existence and invited them to train with him in San 

Francisco, the members of SJT expanded their thinking about taiko from something they 

were making up to thinking of it as something with a history and a form—a “right” way 

to do things.  

Performance theorist Joni L. Jones, writing about African Americans’ figuring of 

Africa as a “space of authenticity,” reminds us that although it is tempting to eschew 

authenticity as hopelessly essentialist, this viewpoint “disregard[s] the passionate longing 

that undergirds the hope of authenticity.” Jones offers a definition of authenticity as 

something one does rather than something one is. Performance allows one to embody 

aspects of culture, creating a “new authenticity, based on body knowledge, on what 

audiences and performers share together, on what they mutually construct.”115 Jones’ 

formulation acknowledges performance as a site that is constituted both by performers’ 

choices and audiences members’ reactions. 

While many American taiko players see Japanese taiko as authentic, it too has 

multiple influences. Taiko was developed in Japan by several different people, each of 

                                                
115 Joni L. Jones, 14. 
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whom had some training in traditional Japanese music as well as interests in other 

musical traditions. Daihachi Oguchi, who founded O-Suwa Daiko, one of the first taiko 

groups in Japan, was heavily influenced by American jazz.116 The founders of O-Edo 

Sukeroku Daiko, another Japanese taiko ensemble founded in the 1950s, cite a group of 

female Korean drummers as the inspiration for their famous piece, “Yodan-uchi,” in 

which performers move in a weave pattern among several drums.117 Thus, although many 

North American taiko players strive to practice taiko in an “authentically Japanese” way, 

taiko itself is not a purely Japanese form. Noting that Japanese kumi daiko emerged from 

the same historical context as butoh, with a wide range of musical influences in the 

context of post-World War II reconstruction, former SJT member Shoji Kameda says, “I 

think even from the Japanese perspective it’s better understood as an idealization of what 

traditional music and culture should be.”118 He says, “I think taiko is best . . . understood 

as cultural appropriation.” In other words, while American taiko players may see 

Japanese taiko as culturally pure, it actually has a much more complicated genealogy. 

Even if authenticity is an elusive goal, it nonetheless circulates as an important 

concept in taiko circles. PJ Hirabayashi highlights the conundrum of attempting to 

achieve authenticity in a diasporic form. She says, “We’ll never be Japanese from Japan 

because we didn’t grow up in the environment. And therefore, you could never play 

Japanese taiko like Japanese taiko. So we have to be very realistic that what we play is 

definitely from our experiences.”119 Rather than measure themselves against an elusive, 

                                                
116 Shawn Morgan Bender, 71-74. 
117 Opening Session, North American Taiko Conference, 10 August 2007. See also Bender, 82. 
118 Shoji Kameda, Life History Interview with Sojin Kim (transcript), Big Drum: Taiko in the United States 
exhibition, HNRC/JANM archive, 4 April 2005. 
119 PJ Hirabayashi, Life History Interview with Art Hansen and Sojin Kim (transcript), Big Drum: Taiko in 
the United States exhibition, HNRC/JANM archive, 26 January 2005. 
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yet seemingly fixed, quality of Japaneseness, San Jose Taiko sought to create their own 

authentic practice. Roy Hirabayashi notes that not only did they reject a notion of 

Japanese tradition as the only way to play taiko, but that San Jose Taiko actually 

redefined what “taiko” meant by incorporating non-traditional elements in their 

performances and still calling it by the same name. Looking back on the early years of 

San Jose Taiko, Hirabayashi says, “Well, naturally, when we first started, there was no 

real kata [form] for us. There [were] no costumes. Our look was Kikkoman Shoyu happi 

coats with bellbottom pants and long hair.”120 Most likely referring to Seiichi Tanaka and 

SFTD, Roy recalls, “We got in trouble early on because people, the traditionalists, were 

complaining that you can’t use a tambourine with taiko or a cowbell. That’s not taiko.” 

San Jose’s early attempts to incorporate non-Japanese instruments into their practice met 

with criticism.  

Over their first several years, San Jose Taiko worked through their own sense of 

cultural authenticity. SJT initially had few ways to legitimate their connection to 

Japanese taiko, apart from their desire to connect with Japan as a cultural homeland. For 

U.S. taiko players in the 1970s, Seiichi Tanaka of the San Francisco Taiko Dojo was the 

arbiter of authenticity because he was the only person who had studied taiko under the 

groups that had already formed in Japan in the 1960s. San Jose Taiko members studied 

with Tanaka for a year honing their drumming and performance skills. Seiichi Tanaka, 

founder of SFTD and now considered the “grandfather” of North American taiko, 

describes himself as having been “Japanese Japanese” in the early years of American 

taiko, having trained with performers in Japan and basing his repertoire on rhythms and 
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movements he learned there.121 Although he was of a similar age as other taiko players, 

Tanaka was himself a first-generation Japanese immigrant, sometimes referred to as a 

Shin-Issei, a group who were first-generation immigrants, but would have been closer in 

age and experience to Sansei. That Tanaka wanted taiko to remain connected to Japan in 

tangible ways—through training, rhythm, and movement—in order to be authentic is 

evidenced by the fact that he sought out several Japanese masters who could train him. 

His desire was to see taiko become part of American culture, but not to lose its Japanese 

essence.122 SFTD performers undergo intensive physical training in a competitive and 

challenging atmosphere.123 SFTD also operates under a hierarchy, with Tanaka as sensei, 

or the leader. The students and performing members use the sempai-kohai system to 

decide seniority. Those who have practiced the longest, regardless of age or skill, are 

sempai, or senior members, who are responsible for teaching and mentoring the kohai, or 

junior members. Tanaka’s way of “doing” authenticity, then, involved direct connections 

to Japan. 

 San Jose Taiko, realizing that they could not be “Japanese from Japan,” re-framed 

their endeavor as an authentically Asian American taiko group, one that was inspired by 

their experiences as community activists and their eclectic musical tastes. While San Jose 

Taiko adopted some of Tanaka’s practices, their adopting the term “Asian American 

taiko” was in part a way to forge their own authenticity, based on their own experiences 

as Asians in the U.S. This was not a move away from Japanese taiko, but rather a way to 

purposefully embrace hybridity. This does not mean they eschewed Tanaka’s guidance 

                                                
121 Big Drum: Taiko in the United States, dir. Akira Boch, Sojin Kim, and Masaki Miyagawa, DVD, Frank 
H. Watase Media Arts Center, Japanese American National Museum, 2005. 
122 See Tusler, 2003. 
123 See Tusler, 2003. 
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completely, or that they disregarded Japanese taiko wholesale. In the 1980s, San Jose 

began longstanding relationships with several prominent Japanese taiko groups. Their 

engagement with these groups, their philosophical and performative choices, continues to 

influence SJT’s performance pieces, demonstrating another tenet to the diasporic flows of 

culture. In particular, the performance piece “Ei Ja Nai Ka” further highlights the 

multiple flows of influence in SJT’s performance choices and their organizational 

mission. 

San Jose members’ desires for a connection to Japan were mediated through their 

involvement in the Asian American Movement. PJ Hirabayashi, who now serves as 

Creative Director, and Roy Hirabayashi, the group’s Executive Director, have been with 

SJT since the group’s first years. PJ and Roy, a married couple, are the only two current 

members who were involved in the group’s early development. Both PJ and Roy 

Hirabayashi had significant community organizing experience before the creation of San 

Jose Taiko. Roy was the first coordinator of Asian American Studies at San Jose State 

University, and describes himself as very invested in Asian American activism. After 

college, Roy began working with the Buddhist Temple coordinating Young Buddhist 

Association (YBA) and other community activities.124 PJ later worked as the SJSU Asian 

American Studies program’s coordinator while completing her Master’s degree in Urban 

Planning. PJ had been involved in bringing social services to Issei (first-generation 

Japanese immigrants) in the Bay Area while she completed her undergraduate degree at 

UC Berkeley. For both of them, taiko was an extension of these other community 

interests.125  

                                                
124 Roy Hirabayashi, Life History Interview.  
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In addition to these Movement-related service activities, the Vietnam war also 

gave rise to a burgeoning ethnic consciousness among young Asian Americans.126 PJ 

Hirabayashi describes how Vietnam war protests shaped her racial awareness, and led her 

to see herself as an Asian American, rather than as a “progressive white, anti-war” 

college student. Once she began going to rallies and marches, she says, “I would see 

these different contingents against the war. And here I would be with the white radicals. 

And here would be the Asians. And I’m going, ‘Wow, this is kind of feeling weird. 

That’s really me on that side, but here I am on this side.’” As she began to understand, as 

many Asian Americans did, that the U.S. was fighting a racist war in Asia, she also 

“really became aware of the social injustices within America.”127 Hirabayashi was one of 

many Asian American students at UC-Berkeley to become politicized during the late 

1960s. 

Their work within the Asian American Movement and growing awareness of 

racial injustices in the U.S. influenced the taiko group’s structure and philosophy in 

several ways. Rejecting hierarchies as oppressive, San Jose Taiko, over the course of its 

many years, committed themselves to creating a taiko group that sees all of its members 

as equal. Roy Hirabayashi recalls, “Even though we had the experience of working with 

Seiichi Tanaka, we realized very early on that we were an Asian American group. And 

when we were here in San Jose, we didn’t have a leader who was trained in Japan.” In 

part as a result of not having a resident teacher (since Tanaka was several hours away in 

San Francisco) and in accordance with their ideals, SJT members divided leadership 
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responsibilities equally among the group, rotating the duties on a monthly basis. Roy 

Hirabayashi says,  

It was more a political scene that was happening that we were 

involved with when we started San Jose Taiko. We were coming 

out of this whole scene where people of my age were realizing that 

the whole women’s issue, it was really important that we were all 

equals . . . And as far as being Asians, that we were equal to other 

people and everything, so it was that equality issue that was really 

important for us.128 

Issues of equality outweighed adhering to what many perceive as a Japanese tradition of 

organizational structure, in which members are ranked according to seniority. P.J. 

Hirabayashi believes that hierarchies create oppressive structures in groups, and they 

made a conscious choice to adopt a collective, rather than hierarchical structure. She says, 

“[I]t came down to, like, just because it’s Japanese, you don’t have to embrace it . . . if 

it’s something that’s oppressive, don’t embrace it. That was very conscious.”129 Although 

San Jose Taiko learned technique and performance skills from Tanaka, they chose not to 

embrace his group’s seniority-based hierarchy. 

The group’s egalitarian ideals show in their performance choices and 

administrative practices. In performance, all members wear exactly the same costume, 

without any visual markers of seniority or skill. In some taiko groups, men and women 

wear slightly different costumes, while in others, a group’s sensei, or leader, wears a 

                                                
128 San Jose Taiko members (Yurika Chiba, PJ Hirabayashi, Roy Hirabayashi, Franco Imperial, Meg 
Suzuki, and Wisa Uemura), Personal interview, 29 September 2009. [Hereafter, “San Jose Taiko members, 
Personal interview.”] 
129 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
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special happi coat indicating his or her status. All SJT members, including PJ and Roy, 

wear the same costumes. SJT also requires an intensive training program that allows all 

members to play any part in the repertoire, giving all members opportunities to play the 

most desirable or challenging parts. This not only allows a uniform movement style on 

stage, but also discourages any member from becoming the virtuoso or star.  

San Jose Taiko’s commitment to collectivity figures in the group’s organizational 

structure, too. Decisions are made by consensus, and all members share responsibilities in 

the group’s operations, from costume-making and maintaining the rehearsal space to 

teaching classes and mentoring new members. While several members do have 

administrative and artistic positions, San Jose Taiko purposefully encourages all 

members to serve as leaders in a variety of capacities. From Kinnara Taiko, and later 

from others, San Jose members learned how to make their own drums out of wine barrels, 

and today the entire group shares responsibility for creating and maintaining the drums 

they play.130 

Part of San Jose Taiko’s emphasis on equality among all its members means that 

the group has trained and featured many excellent women taiko players. Their inclusion 

of women was not new, since both SFTD and Kinnara had female group members, but 

their treatment of them as equally able performers was a significant departure from the 

Japanese groups from whom Tanaka learned taiko. PJ Hirabayashi recalls being inspired 

by a mother and daughter performing together in San Francisco Taiko Dojo.131 But 

although Tanaka allowed women to participate, he had been reluctant to do so. According 

to ethnomusicologist Mark Tusler, for many years Tanaka did not teach women to play 
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the odaiko, the largest drum, allowing them to play only smaller drums. It was only after 

he found out his female members were “learning elsewhere” that he decided he would 

teach odaiko technique so they would learn properly.132 It would be easy to attribute 

Tanaka’s gender bias to his upbringing in Japan, a nation often cited for its sharply 

defined gender roles. While it is true that some of the well-known Japanese touring 

groups continue to feature men on the larger drums and women on smaller ones, this 

phenomenon is not unique to Japanese drumming. When I attended San Jose Taiko’s 

2009 performance in Austin, my companion remarked that she was very moved to see 

Wisa Uemura, a slender Japanese American woman, playing the large odaiko. She related 

that in her south Alabama middle school, girls were not allowed to play drums in band, 

under the assumption that girls would not be able to carry drums if they were later to join 

the marching band. San Jose Taiko’s inclusion of women in all aspects of taiko practice 

challenges these widely accepted and deeply rooted sexist notions that women are simply 

less capable than men. 

On their current tour, PJ Hirabayashi notes that for some older women in their 

audiences, the wide-legged taiko stance resonates as improper. She says that a Japanese 

woman who plays taiko herself approached her and said, “Oh PJ, I just can’t bring myself 

to, you know, putting my legs like that . . . I’m just too old-fashioned.” In Jonesboro, 

Texas, a white woman approached Hirabayashi after a performance and asked, “Do you 

always stand like that?” When PJ explained that the stance derives from martial arts, the 
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woman replied, “Oh, that explains it.”133 These examples are also indicative of deeply 

held notions of acceptable expressions of femininity. 

San Jose Taiko’s notion of an Asian American taiko group was formed during its 

early years in the 1970s, and would continue to be honed and developed over the next 

several decades. As member Wisa Uemura says, the group is now “a little more top-down 

in terms of leadership” than it was in its earlier years.134 Its relationship to Japan and 

Japanese taiko groups would continue to evolve as well. In the 1980s, SJT members 

traveled to Japan to work with the Japanese groups Ondekoza, KODO, and Hachijo 

Daiko, and began relationships with other Japanese artists. Around this time, PJ 

Hirabayashi began to incorporate the dance and martial arts training she had as a young 

girl into the group’s aesthetic. The piece she created in the 1990s, “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” is 

clearly influenced both by dancing and by Japanese festival traditions, as well as by the 

group’s commitment to Asian American activism.  

 

Labored Gestures: Issei Labor, Sansei Performance, and the Re-visioning of 

Japanese American History 

“Dig! And pick! And dig! And pick!” A woman’s voice shouts over the din of 

makeshift taiko drums and general crowd noise as a hundred or so taiko players begin to 

form a wide circle in the plaza outside The George & Sakaye Aratani Japan America 

Theater in Japantown, Los Angeles. It is late evening, a rousing taiko concert has just 

ended inside the theater, and the 2009 North American Taiko Conference participants are 

ready to dance. We bounce forward and backward in rhythm, rolling our forearms in 
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front of us, then hop on one leg and wipe sweat from our brows, in the stylized gestures 

of San Jose Taiko’s participatory folk dance, “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” (“Isn’t It Good?”). Through 

their digging, picking, and sweating moves, the dancers recall the labors of the Issei, the 

first Japanese immigrants whose work the dance honors. Conference Coordinator Darren 

Endo, a flowered lei around his neck and walkie-talkie equipment hanging from his 

waistband, ambles through the middle of the circle, pulling onlookers into the 

performance. Someone begins to play a swingy rhythm on the chappa, small hand-held 

cymbals. A few drummers pound on upturned plastic garbage bins, serving as impromptu 

taiko drums, to keep the base beat for the widening circle of dancers. A call-and-response 

chant has begun between drummers and dancers: Ei Ja Nai Ka! A So-re, A So-re! Ei Ja 

Nai Ka, ha! A So-re, So-re, Yoi-sho! After a few repetitions of the chants and gestures, 

the shinobue (a high bamboo flute) joins, and then another group of voices floats over the 

din in a melodic song, singing lyrics in Japanese. The effect is one of chaotic celebration. 

The basic chant and dance is only six phrases long, but it repeats endlessly as more and 

more dancers join. Within minutes, the unruly dance circle has expanded across the plaza, 

encircling onlookers perched atop the sculptural brick mound in the center of the square.  

It is a hot night in early August, and after a few rounds of digging, picking, and 

jumping my way around the plaza, my jeans stick to my legs and I wish I could shed the 

heavy bag flopping around my shoulders. A few people wear bright happi coats, but most 

people dance in t-shirts and jeans or athletic shorts, with backpacks and purses hanging 

awkwardly from their backs. The crowd is racially mixed, mostly Asian American, with 

many white, as well as a few black and Latino, men and women. There are people in their 

twenties, those who are middle-aged, bodies small and large. Some execute the gestures 
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with confidence, others shuffle through the steps looking confused. Still more people 

loiter in the center and outside the circle, watching and socializing. For some, this is their 

first introduction to this folk dance, while others anticipate the participatory ritual of 

dancing to “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” after each taiko conference’s Saturday night concert 

performance. I am glad to have finally learned the dance in a workshop earlier that day, 

after years of trying to pick it up on the fly. The dance continues for probably twenty 

more minutes before the circle begins to break up and the sky just begins to darken above 

the lights of downtown Los Angeles. Flushed with the joy of dancing, participants collect 

their belongings, and disperse to the hotels, sushi counters, and karaoke bars in 

Japantown, the small business district in a small corner of this global city.135  

 San Jose Taiko’s “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” (“EJNK”) is an open-source taiko and dance 

piece that the group teaches widely in workshops and at festivals.136 It has become 

tradition that after the Saturday night Taiko Jam concert that is always part of the North 

American Taiko Conference, the audience—largely comprised of taiko players—erupts 

into this now-expected, but seemingly spontaneous, performance of “EJNK.” Many taiko 

players learn the song, as I did, in a workshop at the taiko conference.137 But non-taiko 

players might learn the dance part as well, if, for example, they happen to see San Jose 

Taiko perform at an obon festival or in another community setting that encourages 

audience participation. The piece is intentionally participatory, easy and catchy enough to 

invite audiences to embody its rhythms and gestures by joining the circle of dancers. 

                                                
135 A You Tube clip of this performance can be seen here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8Z7a4e5sBg. 
136 “Open-source” refers to artistic material developed for the public domain, as opposed to copyrighted 
material. 
137 In such a workshop, we learn the basic drum rhythms, the call-and-response chants, as well as the dance 
moves. There are other elements to the song—such as a melody with lyrics and other auxiliary percussion 
parts—that could be learned in further workshops. 
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“EJNK” closes the gap between the audience and performer’s experiences, blurring the 

boundaries between the two. Even as a novice at the dance steps, I was at once performer 

and spectator. In this way, “EJNK” is different from most taiko songs, which are 

generally performed entirely on drums by the taiko players themselves.  

San Jose Taiko describes “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” as a “North American taiko folk 

dance,” and dedicates the song to the Issei, or first Japanese immigrants to the U.S., 

incorporating gestures inspired by the manual labor many Issei workers performed when 

they arrived in the U.S. While the form of the piece, including the choreographic and 

musical style, is indebted to Japanese festival dance customs, the content pays homage to 

the sacrifices of earlier generations of Japanese American immigrants. As one handout 

describes it, the piece is “dedicated to the Issei (the first Japanese immigrants to America) 

and celebrates Japanese American history through movements that reflect the Issei’s 

work in agriculture, mining, and railroad construction.”138 The choreographic vocabulary 

is comprised of gestures that are emblematic of such labor practices. The Japanese phrase 

“Ei ja nai ka?” roughly translates to, “Isn’t it good?” It is an appreciation of life’s 

advantages, even in the face of hardship, a way of acknowledging the sacrifices that have 

built the good life people appreciate today. As SJT member Wisa Uemura says, “It’s 

really about gratitude . . . for what has had to happen to make what we have good and 

blessed.”139  

“Ei Ja Nai Ka” productively grapples with the tensions between Japanese 

aesthetics and Japanese American experiences that SJT felt in the group’s early years, 

and between global and local spheres that continue to constitute Nikkei identity. Creator 

                                                
138 PJ Hirabayashi and San Jose Taiko, “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” (1994) handout, Unpublished score distributed in 
the “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” workshop at the 2009 North American Taiko Conference. 
139 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
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PJ Hirabayashi notes that she was inspired by specific Japanese folk performance 

traditions and ensembles, tying the piece aesthetically to Japanese performance. At the 

same time, “EJNK” is an embodied re-telling of Japanese American immigration and 

labor, a moment in Japanese American history often overshadowed by the trauma of the 

internment during World War II. The specific gestural movements in the piece mimic the 

very movements of labor performed by Issei—and, by extension, other immigrants and 

exploited populations—in their first years in the U.S. Additionally, while the musical and 

gestural vocabulary are inspired by contemporary Japanese folk performance (whose own 

repertoires are rooted in traditions of the past), it also takes part in the Japanese American 

practice of observing the obon tradition, which has a much longer history in the U.S. than 

taiko itself. While the content of the piece draws on an aspect of the Japanese American 

past, it works from music and dance conventions that are currently practiced both in 

Japan and in Japanese American communities. The format resembles bon dance--dances 

performed at Obon festivals, celebrated in Japan and in Japanese American communities 

during mid-summer in memory of ancestors—in which a drummer and flutist accompany 

dancers who move either in lines or circular patterns.  

“Ei Ja Nai Ka?” is comprised of parts for drumming, singing, kakegoe (chanting), 

and simple dance phrases that move in a circular pattern. PJ Hirabayashi created the 

dance, drum, and kakegoe parts in 1994, and later in 2001, asked Yoko Fujimoto—a folk 

singer and member of Japanese performing arts troupe Hanayui—to write a melody and 

lyrics to accompany the dance.140 “EJNK” is well known among the taiko community and 

beyond. Because SJT teaches the piece in workshops and performs it at NATC every two 

years, most taiko players who attend conferences have either seen it or participated in it. 
                                                
140 PJ Hirabayashi, Email to author, 17 June 2010. 
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Further, SJT created “EJNK” as a public domain performance, and teach it to other taiko 

groups who want to learn and perform it for their own communities. “EJNK” has also 

become a staple in the San Jose Obon repertoire of bon dances.141 

Until the 1980s, most taiko in the U.S. had been focused on simply hitting the 

drum, but PJ Hirabayashi was convinced that drumming need not be separated from other 

cultural forms. She says, “I look in other indigenous cultures and see that they had 

singing and drumming and it’s never really been separate.” Around the 1980s, 

Hirabayashi began to find ways to integrate song and dance into the group’s taiko 

playing.142 Inspired by the Japanese folk arts group Warabi-Za143, and the specific 

traditions of Kyushu’s Kokura Gion Matsuri and Awa Odori of Shikoku, Hirabayashi 

began to contemplate a folk dance piece that would be unique to San Jose Taiko and that 

would reflect a Japanese diasporic experience. While it is fairly common for taiko groups 

to participate in obon or other festival dances by either giving a concert or playing the 

drum parts for the large group dances, “EJNK” is unique in that it was created both as a 

piece for SJT to perform (in concert, at festivals, etc) as well as to teach to its various 

audiences and communities, taiko players and non-players, Asian Americans and non-

Asians. It is highly participatory because, while the group members always perform the 

piece, festival-goers are encouraged to join in the dance circle. 

San Jose Taiko performs versions of “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” in a variety of contexts. In 

addition to the impromptu session during the taiko conference, San Jose also performs the 

piece regularly at San Jose’s obon festival. Here, some members dress in the SJT uniform 

                                                
141 Big Drum: Taiko in the U.S. DVD. 
142 San Jose Taiko members, personal interview. 
143 Warabi-Za’s web site indicates that the group “prides itself in depicting contemporary society through 
the arts.” In addition to 7 performing troupes, Warabi-Za also runs a Folk Arts Research Center, which 
houses thousands of folk songs and dances, http://www.warabi.jp/english/aboutus.html.  
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and others wear yukata, or a summer kimono, which is customary Japanese festival attire. 

SJT members play drums and lead the singing and dancing, and festival participants are 

free to join the circle of dancers at any time. The group also performs a concert version of 

the piece, which often appears in the group’s touring repertoire. In this version, all 

members are in their concert costumes, and the piece is an intricate arrangement of 

dancing, drumming, singing, and chanting, all parts of which are performed by SJT 

members. The concert version, unlike the festival version, does not generally include 

audience participation. In what follows, I first describe the choreographic and lyric 

elements of “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” based on my ethnographic and archival research, situating 

these elements in their cultural and historical context. Then, in an effort to highlight the 

historiographic implications of the piece, I look specifically to the group’s 35th 

Anniversary concert arrangement of the piece, which is available on DVD. 

 

Performing and Honoring Issei Labor: Lyrics and Gesture in “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” 

The first three U.S. taiko groups—San Francisco Taiko Dojo, Kinnara Taiko, and 

San Jose Taiko—are often referred to in taiko circles as the “pioneer groups.”144 

Pioneering not only evokes the American frontier, but also rhetorically connects these 

Sansei-led groups with the Issei generation, who also self-identified as pioneers with a 

legitimate stake in American “frontier expansionism” in the early twentieth century.145 

San Jose Taiko specifically honors this connection through “Ei Ja Nai Ka?”  

                                                
144 Taikoprojects’s theatre-taiko piece “Pioneers,” for example, weaves monologues with performances of 
these three groups’ most popular songs. 
145 Eiichiro Azuma, Between Two Empires: Race, History, and Transnationalism in Japanese America 
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2005) 91. 
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Interviews with Sansei taiko players point to a larger connection between them 

and the Issei, their grandparents’ generation. San Jose Taiko’s early members and other 

Sansei respected the “adventurous” spirit of the Issei. Japanese immigration to the U.S. 

began in earnest in the 1880s, when Japanese workers, both men and women, came to the 

U.S. to labor in farms, mills, mines, and railroads. Although many continued the back-

breaking or “stoop” labor throughout their lives, others created their own businesses. 

Between 1900 and 1909, Japanese-owned businesses boomed. Despite these successes, 

the Issei faced racial discrimination, as had Chinese laborers before them. Few spoke 

English or had access to education, and efforts to establish anti-racist labor unions failed. 

By 1913, legislation sought to halt the opening of more Japanese-owned businesses and 

farms.146  

The Nisei were American citizens by birth, and had access to education. The 

Nisei, as a generalization, are thought to be more assimilated into US culture because of 

their command of English, higher level of American education compared to the Issei, and 

the fact that they were born U.S. citizens.147 Many in the Nisei generation came of age 

during the World War II era, and lived through the experience of internment. The fear of 

persecution before, during, and after internment partly explains what is seen as their 

“accommodationist and assimilationist” tendencies.148 

Sansei, the third generation, were generally not brought up speaking Japanese, 

and although many were engaged in Japanese activities outside school, they often 

                                                
146 Ronald Takaki, Strangers From a Different Shore: A History of Asian Americans Updated and Revised 
Edition (Boston, New York, London: Little, Brown, and Company, 1998) 221-223. 
147 Takaki, 221-223. 
148 See Takahashi, 85. 
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describe feeling disconnected from their Japanese roots. The Issei were seen as a bridge 

between Sansei and their now-distant Japanese heritage. P.J. Hirabayashi says,  

The relationship between the Sansei and the Issei, I think, were very 

similar . . . the Issei being adventurous to make that journey to a new 

world was something that I think we were trying to emulate, too . . . And I 

think the special-ness of the Sansei respecting the fact that the Issei had 

come from Japan, and that was like we could see our origins right there. It 

was right in our face that we have to tend and care for them at the same 

time. You can almost see the sense of lineage.149  

Hirabayashi’s statement emphasizes the connection between the third generation and 

their grandparents’ generation, drawing a comparison between the Issei’s navigation of 

U.S. culture as immigrants to the Sansei’s community activism in a post-Civil Rights 

United States. Not only did Hirabayashi and many others see the Issei and Sansei as 

linked by similarities, but she also sees the Issei as a link between her generation and 

Japan itself. 

Sansei, especially those who had become politicized during the Asian American 

Movement, diverged from the Nisei generation’s “accommodationist and assimilationist” 

political strategies.150 Sansei in many cities started social service organizations dedicated 

to caring for the Issei—and later generations—as they aged.151 Many avenues of political 

maneuvering were foreclosed for the Nisei, due to a number of national and international 

sociopolitical pressures during the early 20th century. The Great Depression, the troubled 

                                                
149 PJ Hirabayashi, Life History Interview. 
150 Takahashi, 2. 
151 See Masumi Izumi, “Reconsidering Ethnic Culture and Community: A Case Study on Japanese 
Canadian Taiko Drumming” Journal of Asian American Studies 4 (2001): 35-56. 
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U.S.-Japan relations leading to World War II, domestic racism, and wartime internment 

all compelled Nisei toward assimilationist politics and away from “affirm[ing] their 

ethnicity and practic[ing] ethnic politics.”152 

While many Sansei connected to Issei communities through providing social 

services, a large component of the Asian American Movement, others made this 

connection through the arts. Taiko was one avenue through which to connect. P.J. 

describes one of SJT’s early performances at an Issei picnic: 

We’re out there, and to have the response of Issei crying and then coming 

up and saying, “Oh, I’m so happy that you are being in touch with your 

Japanese culture. It makes me very proud.” And to hear that made it sound 

like it’s coming from my grandmother. 

From the beginning, taiko had already been a way to show Issei that the Sansei sought 

out Japanese culture. The sense of connection with Japan was deeply felt, and taiko as a 

Japanese art form became a means of connecting with Issei, many of whom could not 

speak English.  

“Ei Ja Nai Ka?” remembers and represents Issei labor, and celebrates the fruits of 

that labor. Through gesture and lyrics, this piece pays homage to early Japanese 

American history by honoring immigrant labor. The dance is comprised of six gestural 

phrases. The first phrases of the dance alternate the “Dig” and “Pick” gestures. To dig, 

the dancer steps sharply with her right foot on the first and second beats, while at the 

same time jutting her fisted hands down and to the right, as if she is holding a shovel at 

waist level and thrusting it into the earth. To pick, she steps sharply to the left with her 

left foot on beats three and four, and raises her arms above her head, juts her fisted hands 
                                                
152 Takahashi, 197-200. 
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sharply to the left, hinging at the elbow, as if picking at something just above. The foot 

steps should be jarring, pressing the ball of the foot into the floor, and the hand 

movements should be sharp as well, as if the imaginary shovel and pick are meeting the 

resistance of the earth or cave wall. It is stylized, but should have the energy of labor. The 

next movement is rolling the arms as if reeling in a large fishing net. The fishing motion 

moves into the “sweat” gesture. The dancer raises her arm such that the back of her hand 

is against her forehead (not touching, but at that height). It remains there as she hops four 

times on her right foot, in a clockwise rotation, and then repeats the motion with her left 

arm up and to the left side. This movement is a gesture for wiping the sweat off one’s 

brow.  

An analysis of the “steering” motion from “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” highlights the way this 

song elevates menial labor to an honored—and honorable—form of progress. PJ 

Hirabayashi notes that one gesture in the song, where the dancer spreads her arms wide 

and rotates them as if steering a giant wheel, was inspired by her grandfather’s work as 

an engine wiper on the Southern Pacific Railroad. “Engine wiper sounds like a very 

menial and almost demeaning type of position, but . . .  it’s that kind of labor that has 

built this nation.”153 The shift from Hirabayashi’s grandfather’s position of “engine 

wiper” is more than simply a wishful revision of history. On one level, steering is more 

legible a gesture than wiping, and also more easily connected to railroad work. But the 

phrase in “EJNK” is more than just a mere mimicry of steering a vehicle. The dancer 

spreads her arms full-length to each side, hands fisted, and tilts forty-five degrees with a 

bent right knee and straight left leg, the horizontal arms tilting along with the body’s line. 

Then she repeats the motion to the left, and repeats each side once more. The steering 
                                                
153 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
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motion is the simplest and broadest of the dance, taking up lots of room. Each tilt 

synchronizes with a shouted phrase: EI! JA! NAI! KA! It is a full and celebratory 

movement, and perhaps seems like the most fun of all the labor. Moreover, the notion of 

steering confers an importance on Issei labor that they were probably not afforded at the 

time. The final gesture is one in which the dancer swings her arms in wide circles, first to 

the left of her body and then the right, all while hopping from one foot to the other. The 

four-beat phrase ends with the dancer throwing her arms forward, hands spread, as if 

casting a large net.  

Just as the dance is gestural, using simple, stylized movements to convey its 

meanings, the song lyrics too use a spare, poetic style to create a progress narrative 

moving from migration to labor to progress to celebration. The lyrics (different from the 

call-and-response chanting) were added later in the song’s development. The lyrics are 

written and sung in Japanese, with only a few English phrases throughout, so only 

audiences with an understanding of Japanese language would have total access to the 

piece’s layers of meaning as they watched a performance. SJT has provided me with two 

translations, one that is (in P.J. Hirabayashi’s words) more “literal” and another that is 

“poetic.” Since my analysis depends on the general meaning of the song, rather than a 

close textual analysis, I use the poetic translation below.154 The song is comprised of four 

verses, with the refrain “Ei ja nai ka” (“Isn’t it good?”) repeated in the second and third 

lines of each verse.  

Throughout, the singer/narrator is figured as someone in present time, speaking 

back to earlier generations. The song literally addresses “Grandpa” and “Grandma,” 

                                                
154 Yoko Fujimoto, “’Ei Ja Nai Ka?’ Lyrics to Accompany Dance, unpublished manuscript, 2001. 
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though one might also take those monikers as figurative of ancestors, rather than literal 

references to lineage. The first verse refers to the Issei, using common themes of 

immigration such as hopes of a better life, and backbreaking labor.  

Hold onto the dream, going over the rough waves 
A sora ei ja nai ka—Grandpa—ei ja nai ka 
Ei ja nai ka—Grandma—ei ja nai ka  
Sweat dripping, working hard without sparing yourself 
You taught me showing your back to me—the Japanese heart 

 
The first line, “Hold onto the dream, going over the rough waves,” already connotes 

struggle, as the dreams must be held fast despite the odds, and crossing the ocean, though 

a signal of hope and progress, also poses danger with its “rough waves.” The second line 

addresses the Issei by asking, “Isn’t it good, Grandpa, isn’t it good? / Isn’t it good, 

Grandma, isn’t it good?” Although “Grandpa” and “Grandma” are English words, they 

are sung in Japanese pronunciation. Rather than pronounce them as two-syllable words, 

they are sung in four syllables: “Gu-ra-n-ma” and “Gu-ra-n-pa.” This line solidifies the 

piece’s dedication to the Issei, using direct address, and asking, essentially, wasn’t the 

sacrifice—the “sweat dripping”—worthwhile? As Asian American historian Ron Takaki 

points out, Issei came to be thought of as immigrants only in retrospect, since many came 

as temporary laborers, only to see their options for return to Japan dwindle once they 

arrived on U.S. shores.155 The dreams they held, thus, may have been of return to their 

homeland, rather than beginning a new life in the U.S. Nonetheless, the song’s sentiment 

is about appreciating those sacrifices, regardless of the intentions behind them.  

The second and third verses pay homage to the various labors undertaken by the 

Issei, including farming and railroad work.  

                                                
155 Takaki, 44. As Takaki writes, many Issei “saw themselves as dekaseginin—laborers working 
temporarily in a foreign country.” 
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From early morning, carrying a wooden box 
A sora ei ja nai ka, ei ja nai ka—Picked strawberries—ei ja nai ka 
Ei ja nai ka—One box, how much?—ei ja nai ka 
The red harvest dyes our fingers 
The red sunset dyes the stretched backs of our comrades156 

 
Strawberry-picking is evocatively expressed through the effects of stoop labor, including 

not only the “stretched backs of our comrades,” but stained skin from the “red harvest.” 

The verse also evokes endless stretches of time, with labor lasting “from early morning” 

until “the red sunset dyes” the workers’ bodies with evening light. The inclusion of the 

word “comrades” here invokes a Marxist sense of the word labor and echoes the Marxist-

Leninist influences on the Asian American Movement in the 1970s. 

In the next verse, time begins to move not endlessly in daily cycles, but 

progressively forward. 

Smoke puffs out, making a roar 
A sora ei ja nai ka—Railroad—ei ja nai ka 
Ei ja nai ka—Steam engine—ei ja nai ka 
The railroad expands from west to east, 
Carrying today’s load toward tomorrow.157 

 
In accounts of Asian American history, the railroad is most commonly associated with 

Chinese American labor, specifically the vast numbers of Chinese laborers who built the 

Central Pacific Railroad only to be erased from mainstream histories’ commemorations 

of this marked achievement. But as many as 10,000 Japanese laborers worked on 

railroads in 1909, suffering under harsh labor conditions and extreme temperatures.158 

The railroad and trains in general can be read as symbols of achievement and progress, in 

both American histories and other national rhetorics. Asian American histories generally 

                                                
156 All of these lyrics are sung in Japanese. Since the meaning of the phrase “ei ja nai ka” is clear at this 
point, I have left it untranslated. 
157 Like “Grandma” and “Grandpa” in the first verse, “Railroad” and “Steam Engine” are pronounced 
“Suti-ime En-gine” and “Ra-il ro do.” 
158 Takaki, 182-185. 
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mark railroad labor as a site of unfair labor practices, since Asian laborers were left out of 

official histories. Notably, “EJNK” honors the labor of Issei railroad workers and uses the 

railroad as a symbol of progress. Here, perhaps, the railroad symbolizes progress toward 

equality and justice for Japanese immigrants, rather than industrial achievement. On the 

other hand, perhaps viewing Japanese Americans’ part in American industrial 

achievement is itself a vehicle for racial progress.  

 The final verse is celebratory, and positions the beating of the drum—and by 

extension, the creation of the taiko community—as a both marker of and evidence of the 

progress that has been made. 

If the taiko is hit, hearts are gladdened 
A sora ei ja nai ka—Don Don—ei ja nai ka 
Ei ja nai ka—Teretsuku Ten Ten—ei ja nai ka 
Even if we’re called dancing fools 
How can we stop? How can we ever stop? 
Let’s beat the taiko! Let’s dance!159 

 
In Japanese festival culture, drumming and dancing often mark the end of a period of 

hard labor, whether to mark harvest time, fishing bounty, or other work. Here, beating the 

taiko and dancing are done to commemorate labor, but not a day’s or a season’s work. In 

“EJNK,” taiko functions as a celebration of the decades of labor and sacrifice of earlier 

generations of Japanese Americans. As member Wisa Uemura says, the song recognizes 

“the first Issei coming to this country, [and] that we can benefit from even playing taiko 

is from their hard work.”160 The song acknowledges the Issei for the economic and social 

foundations they provided for later generations’ successes, achievements, and leisure. 

                                                
159 “Don Don” and “Teretsuku Ten Ten” are kuchishoka, or the oral syllables used to express sounds made 
on the taiko. “Don Don” connotes two loud hits to the center of a large drum, while “Teretsuku Ten Ten” is 
a fast pattern played on a small, high-pitched shime. 
160 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
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Taiko also functions, then, as a symbol of achievement that Sansei can perform labor 

representationally because of the Issei’s actual performance of stoop labor. 

As a performance piece that invokes Japanese American history, performances of 

“Ei Ja Nai Ka?” have historiographic implications. Theatre historian Charlotte Canning 

argues for performance as a viable means of conveying history. Performance, she writes, 

“can encourage considerations of the gestural, the emotional, the aural, the visual, and the 

physical in ways beyond print’s ability to evoke or understand them.”161 For San Jose 

Taiko, this piece connects its performers—some of them the grandchildren or great-

grandchildren of the Issei about whom the song is written—to “the past” through the 

gestural life of manual labor. Moreover, the piece “actively place[s] the past in the 

community context of the present time.”162 Through this temporal placing of the Japanese 

American past in the present moment of performance, the piece asks its participants and 

spectators not only to consider, but to embody, Japanese American history. Performed 

and embodied as it often is during Japanese American community gatherings such as 

obon and Cherry Blossom festivals, the stakes of “EJNK?” and remembering Japanese 

American history are high.  

The lyrics and gestures of “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” figure labor as the struggle that the 

Issei must survive. Japanese laborers, like other Asian and Mexican immigrant laborers, 

indeed worked under harsh conditions, including extreme cold and hot temperatures, 

insufficient lodging, and long hours, among other injustices.163 But the fervent racism 

that many Issei suffered goes unremarked in this song. Further, the focus on agricultural 

                                                
161 Charlotte Canning, “Feminist Performance as Feminist Historiography,” Theatre Survey 45:2 
(November 2004): 230. 
162 Canning, 230. 
163 Takaki, 180-197. 
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and industrial labor belies the fact that many Issei became successful merchants who 

founded businesses both small and large during the first decade of the 1900s. In 1910, 

there was roughly one business per twenty-two people within the Japanese population in 

the western United States.164 For women in both agriculture and merchant sectors, 

household duties fell to their shoulders in addition to their jobs, leaving them with a 

double workload.165 “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” celebrates a particular strain of the Japanese 

American past and focuses on a linear narrative of progress.  

Hirabayashi and San Jose Taiko are well aware of Japanese history and are very 

likely well aware of the pitfalls of ascribing a teleological history. The internment of 

110,000 Japanese and Japanese Americans during World War II is clear evidence that 

racial progress is not linear. Many taiko groups have songs about or dedicated to this dark 

chapter of Japanese American history, or reference the event as a kind of originary 

moment from which American taiko has proceeded. That this piece notably leaves out 

Japanese internment indicates that the piece has more to do with the kind of affinity 

between the Issei and Sansei than it does with relating an accurate vision of Japanese 

American history. Nonetheless, an arrangement of “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” that appears in the 

35th Anniversary concert emphasizes the progression from struggle to celebration. 

 

Performing Progress: “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” in Concert 

 A short concert version of “Ei Ja Nai Ka” appears on SJT’s 35th Anniversary 

DVD, a filmed concert that includes interviews, commentary, and other bonus features. 

This version is apparently arranged for the anniversary lineup, in which they include 

                                                
164 Takaki, 186. 
165 Takaki, 191. 
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many of their signature pieces in shortened form. Its inclusion in the lineup reflects its 

significance in SJT’s repertoire, but collapses the melody and lyric section, using only the 

first and last verses, and skipping the middle verses dedicated to specific types of labor. 

The piece begins with a slow and somber pace, emphasizing laborious movement, and 

proceeds to a fast, celebratory dance. Here, “EJNK” is a progress narrative, seeming to 

gesture to the memory of sacrifice and labor in order to celebrate the fruits of that labor in 

the present. It moves from slow to fast, mournful to celebratory, dark to light. Even the 

celebration, though, remembers what came before it, since the gestural vocabulary 

continues to be based in labor. “ENJK” happens in three sections: first, the slow 

introduction, then a drumming-heavy transition, and finally, the celebratory dance 

section. 

 The piece begins with the stage bare, except for two chu-daiko standing upright 

stage left and right, in front of a red cyclorama. Slow single beats on the atarigane, a 

metal hand-gong, precede one performer’s entrance. She begins to sing as she slowly 

enters from stage left and stands still on the platform that stretches across upstage. 

Almost as soon as she begins the song, the company’s voices join hers from off stage. 

Four men enter from stage right, four heavy left feet landing in time with the atarigane. 

They continue to put one foot in front of the other. They grasp their bachi with both 

hands, as if holding the handle of an axe, and as they begin each step, their arms hoist the 

bachi above their heads, and back down in a circular motion. They let the imaginary 

weight of the axe pull their arms down. They are working on a railroad, in a chain gang. 

One of the men pushes a drum rather than swings his bachi, but his legs work in time 

with the others, and he pushes the drum as though it is filled with lead. They continue 
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across the stage, and once in place stage left, they root their feet in a wide stance and 

continue, in a round, to swing their axes. 

 Meanwhile, three performers enter stage left, singing, facing the audience, 

stepping sideways as they plant rice with their arms. Holding uchiwa (hand-held fan 

drums) with their left hands, head toward their bodies, handle to the audience, they use 

their right hands to dip into their uchiwa “baskets.” In time to the music, they pick seeds, 

and throw them, pick, and throw, then pick, and bend down to “plant,” it, and finally 

pick, and scatter the seeds. Their eyes, like the railroad workers’, are downcast, 

concentrating on their labor. 

 After several beats, the long introduction ends, and the energy shifts subtly. All 

the dancers continue their gestures, but with a slight bounce in their feet, as if some new 

energy springs up through the ground into their bodies. Two or three people shout 

kakegoe: “Hai!” “Za!” Soon the somber formality dissolves and the performers scatter 

into different positions: the railroad workers wipe the sweat from their brows, and roll 

drums downstage and begin to play. The rice-planters beat their uchiwa as they leap and 

chant. P.J. Hirabayashi and Wisa Uemura enter upstage right with a large okedo drum on 

wheels, which they begin to beat with buoyant energy. Franco Imperial sets a shime-

daiko down up left, and smiles as he lays down a peppy swing beat. The chu-daiko 

players play through one round of the drum melody, then the uchiwa-players rush 

downstage, each taking brief solos down center. This section has the informal feel of an 

impromptu jam session. It is a typical taiko composition format: play the “song” and then 

allow for short virtuosic solos. But in the context of the song’s focus on labor, it also is 
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reminiscent of laborers’ impromptu entertainments, showing off for each other with their 

individual moves as an appreciative crowd looks on. 

  The company chants a long phrase of “Sore, sore, sore, sore, sore, sore, sore, 

sore!” in crescendo, and scatters once again into another formation. Imperial, 

Hirabayashi, and Uemura continue to drum on the upstage platform, and are now joined 

by three uchiwa players. All the other performers form a circle on the main stage, and 

begin the folk dance as they sing the melody again: Dig and pick, roll and sweat, steer, 

steer. This set-up mirrors as closely as it can the festival version of the song: the 

musicians accompany the dancers, and they all sing together. They run through the dance 

twice, and then re-form into two lines, facing the audience. They dance, some sing, and 

some chant. Here, all parts of “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” come together in its layered complexity. 

By this point in the performance, although the labor is still present in the dance gestures, 

it is layered with so many songs, chants, and beats that it is woven into a celebratory 

performance. The lighting is brighter, the pace is faster, and the dancers move with 

buoyant energy, the signature SJT bounce, and glittering smiles on their faces. The piece 

ends abruptly, as the melody, dance, and chant end. The dancers hoist their nets toward 

the audience, pointing their bachi right at them, and shout a final “Yoi Sho!” 

 This shortened version of the piece omits the lyrics that focus on types of Issei 

labor. But even if spectators could not recognize the Japanese lyrics, the brevity of the 

piece, along with its dramatic shifts from dark to light, slow to fast, somber to upbeat, 

suggests a celebratory narrative of progress. “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” as staged in this DVD 

performance conveys a triumphant success for Japanese Americans and for the U.S. The 

piece draws on Japanese performance traditions, world music influences, and the 
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diasporic tradition of obon festival to create a re-visioning of Japanese immigration and 

generations. While Japanese American history and traditions may be familiar to SJT’s 

Asian American and Japanese American audiences, this story of racial progress may be 

new to mainstream audiences in the U.S. and abroad.  

 

“Percussionists Will Battle”: Orientalism, Marketing, and Legibility 

Despite SJT’s complex understanding of its own politics, presenters often rely on 

Orientalist rhetoric to promote their shows. In some cases, San Jose Taiko’s 

performances are imagined as Japanese, rather than Asian American. Much of San Jose 

Taiko’s work over its 36-year history has been to make Asian Americans legible—

visually and sonically—in a variety of contexts. Taiko players in the 1960s and 1970s 

often saw taiko as a way to replace negative images of stereotyped Orientals with a more 

active and positive picture of themselves. Part of San Jose Taiko’s adopting an Asian 

American stance for themselves was a way to distinguish the group from Japanese taiko 

groups, as well as to acknowledge the different histories and experiences of Japanese and 

Asian American people. Current members are clearly still invested in these aims. In some 

performance contexts, San Jose Taiko can articulate their history, influences, and their 

philosophical aims. On tour to large performance venues, some of these opportunities to 

articulate their history and philosophy fall under the control of presenters’ marketing 

departments and PR materials.  

The brochure announcing the Long Center for the Performing Arts’ 2009-2010 

season in Austin, Texas, sports a montage of its varied offerings: classical music, dance, 
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and musical theatre, among others.166 The Long Center, which opened in 2008, is home 

to Austin’s ballet, symphony, and opera, and presents a variety of national touring 

performances. In 2009, San Jose Taiko is among them, and a slice of the cover montage 

is dedicated to SJT. Member Wisa Uemura is dressed in a happi coat and hachimaki, her 

face and left arm reaching skyward, against a deep red background. Uemura’s smiling 

face is lit brightly, and the rim of a taiko drum almost fades into the adjacent photograph. 

To the left of Uemura is a black-and-white photo of classical pianist Lang Lang gazing 

philosophically skyward, and to the right, the actors playing Danny and Sandy in the 

musical Grease grin happily from the cover. Inside the brochure, San Jose Taiko’s 

upcoming performances are listed under the “International” series. 

San Jose Taiko’s positioning in these marketing materials exemplify what dance 

studies scholar Susan Foster calls the “worlding” of dance. Foster argues that although 

the term “world” as applied to music, dance, and other arts purports to view all 

performance as equal under one category, the “colonial history that produced [the 

imbalance] continues to operate” in practice. Reading a brochure for the 2007-08 Cal 

Performances at UC Berkeley, Foster notes that only ballet and modern companies, 

danced mostly by white people, qualify as “Dance,” whereas performance by artists of 

color are “World Dance.”167 Similarly, the Long Center’s season brochure relegates its 

performances by artists of color to the two categories “Dance With a Difference” and 

“International.” The other categories—Broadway, Off-Broadway, Classical Variations, 

Musical Legends, and Specials—present work created and performed by white 

performers, with the exception of Lang Lang, the Chinese pianist who performs European 

                                                
166 Long Center for the Performing Arts season brochure, Personal archive, 2009. 
167 Foster, 2. 
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classical music. The “Dance with a Difference” category includes the presumably Latin-

influenced, “sizzling” Ballroom with a Twist and hip-hop show Groovaloo, while the 

International category includes San Jose Taiko among its two other offerings, the Ballet 

Folklorico de Mexico and Spirit of Uganda. While SJT is clearly not an international 

group when presented in the U.S., its inclusion among dance-and-music performances 

from Mexico and Uganda is not surprising. CDs of taiko music are shelved as world 

music, and San Jose Taiko does, indeed, draw on musical traditions from around the 

world, including Latin and African music. 

Nonetheless, the placement of SJT in the International series disregards the long 

history of taiko as a North American performance tradition and reinforces the designation 

of Asian Americans as perpetual foreigners. When SJT tours nationally, presenters and 

agents capitalize on the ongoing commercial appeal of Asia as a cultural product by 

selling SJT as “authentically” Japanese from “over there,” rather than Asian American 

from San Jose, California. The image and copy that accompany San Jose’s advertisement 

within the season brochure create what Emily Roxworthy calls a “theatricalizing 

discourse” around San Jose Taiko. Theatricalizing discourse presumes the masked-ness 

and aesthetic distant-ness of Japanese people.168 The brochure copy reads: 

These empowering and overwhelming sounds weave traditional Japanese 

music with the beat of world rhythms. It’s extreme physical endurance, 

amazing theatrics and an [sic] transformative spirit that inspired an 

Empire. This is Taiko, a culture unseen for centuries and filled with the 

rituals of 5000 years. Percussionists will battle. 

                                                
168 Emily Roxworthy, The Spectacle of Japanese American Trauma: Racial Performativity and World War 
II (Mano’a: University of Hawai’i Press, 2008) 21. 
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Dispensing with the many factual and grammatical errors in this blurb (modern taiko 

does not date back 5000 years, nor is it a competitive or “battle” performance style), the 

text characterizes taiko as something ancient (“unseen for centuries”) and ritualized. The 

notions that taiko “inspired an Empire” or that “Percussionists will battle” are pure 

fantasy. That this particular group, who clearly and consistently emphasize their 

connection to Japanese American communities and Asian American identity, should be 

cast as mystical and in a militant light is indicative of the theatricalizing impulse of 

American culture.  

The image against which the blurb is set reinforces the text’s positioning of taiko 

as an ancient and exotic performance. Three drummers are shown in shadow against a 

luminous blue cyclorama, black, faceless figures with their arms held at 45-degree 

angles, about to strike the drums. The figures loom large against the backdrop, their 

shoulders broadened by the cut of the happi coats, any personal expression or detail 

obscured by the lighting technology. I can discern that the three performers are female 

from their slender arms and the silhouette of their hairdos, knowing that none of SJT’s 

men currently have long hair. But the overall image, in concert with the text, makes the 

performers appear ominous, almost warrior-like. Although the Long Center appears to 

have edited the image only slightly, a browse through SJT’s publicity web site reveals 

that the Long Center chose the only image out of thirty-three that obscures, rather than 

highlights, performers’ facial expressions and colorful costumes. 

When I asked San Jose Taiko members about marketing materials in our 

interview, they laughed knowingly. About this particular brochure, Wisa Uemura said 

that where the copy emphasized the ancient and traditional, “we tend to not think of 
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ourselves as traditional. We are definitely a contemporary taiko company . . . [the blurb 

is] not from any of our wording.” Franco Imperial acknowledged that the Long Center 

had graciously changed the offending copy online, but were unable to change the printed 

brochure because of deadlines.169 The group does provide presenters’ PR and Marketing 

departments with web access to extensive group histories, descriptions, program lineups, 

images, and video, but whether this information gets passed along to other members of 

staff is often out of SJT’s control.170 

The Orientalist leanings of advertising and marketing are not new to San Jose 

Taiko. PJ and Roy Hirabayashi both noted that in the past, agents and presenters have 

urged them to change the group’s name, either to something “sexier” or “something 

Japanese.” Roy says that, particularly in areas with fewer Asian Americans, “they’re 

trying to represent us as a group from Japan . . . And then the audience kind of thinks 

that’s what we are when we really feel that we’re trying to present a more American or 

Asian American perspective to what taiko’s all about.”171 As San Jose Taiko no doubt 

tries to differentiate themselves from other taiko groups who are, essentially, their 

competition, the very avenues through which to do so urge them to become more like 

other taiko groups, once again collapsing the difference between Asian and Asian 

American. 

One of the ways San Jose Taiko distinguishes itself from other touring taiko 

groups includes connecting with audiences. Franco Imperial says that in contrast to 

KODO, one of the well known Japanese touring groups, who maintains a kind of 

                                                
169 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
170 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
171 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
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“mystique” within and around their performances, SJT mingles with the audience in an 

effort to connect with them. As I described in the introduction to this chapter, San Jose 

members carry their performance off stage, through the audience, and into the lobby, 

breaking the “fourth wall” and dissolving the distance between audience and performer. 

Once in the lobby, they talk at length with audience members. Imperial says this is all 

part of San Jose Taiko’s “emotional accessibility.”  

Outside the touring venue, the group tries “as much as possible to connect with 

the local [taiko] groups.”172 While SJT’s full-scale concerts usually play in cities with 

large presenting venues, they also perform school shows in more rural or remote areas, 

many of whose populations include very few Asian Americans, or other racial minorities. 

Wisa Uemura says that in schools, particularly where there may be very little exposure to 

Asian people or cultures, San Jose Taiko members may seem “different, but as she says, 

they “make ‘different’ cool . . . accessible, and acceptable.”173 Meg Suzuki adds that 

when audiences include very few Asian Americans, she feels particularly motivated to 

reach out to them. She says,  

I wish I could say, you know, like, “I actually grew up in rural 

Pennsylvania.” . . . “I’m like you!” I didn’t know what other Asians, gosh, 

looked like even. It was just me. I mean, I lived in a place where the Klan 

came through town every once in a while, you know? Like, I wish there 

was some point where I could be like, “I know what you’re feeling. I feel 

your pain. It’s going to be okay.”174 

                                                
172 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
173 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
174 San Jose Taiko members, Personal interview. 
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Both Uemura and Suzuki, like other members of SJT, are invested in using taiko to 

connect with the communities in which they perform. In some instances, this means 

teaching their audiences to respect racial difference, while in others, it means reaching 

out to Asians and Asian Americans who might be isolated. 

 Through school outreach performances, community workshops, and by talking to 

the audience after large touring performances, San Jose Taiko interrupts the division 

between performer and audience. Their desire to engage with communities in this way 

also serves to disrupt the Orientalist visual and textual rhetoric that presenters use to sell 

SJT to its audiences. These negotiations are part of the complex constellation of identities 

and influences SJT navigates as an Asian American, Japanese American, and multi-

ethnic performance ensemble in the U.S. 

 

Conclusion 

 San Jose Taiko’s “Ei Ja Nai Ka?” reinvigorates the connection between the Issei 

and Sansei generations, commemorating Japanese American labor and history through a 

Japanese-influenced dance aesthetic. Despite the group’s longtime ties to their local San 

Jose community and to Asian American activism, presenters continue to rely on 

Orientalist rhetoric that elides the differences between Asian and Asian American. 

Through their negotiations among Japanese authenticity, Asian American activism, and 

their multiple artistic influences, San Jose Taiko has shaped the trajectory for North 

American taiko. Canada’s first taiko group, Katari Taiko, formed in Vancouver in 1979 

after seeing San Jose perform at the Powell Street Festival the year before. PJ 

Hirabayashi remembers saying to them, “If we could do it, you can do it.” Over ten years 
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after Katari Taiko began, one of its members, Rick Shiomi, founded the group Mu Daiko 

in Minneapolis, Minnesota, the focus of Chapter Two. Continuing a tradition of Asian 

American taiko into the Midwestern United States, Mu Daiko navigates the vagaries of 

multiculturalism and Minnesota’s white imaginary.     
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Chapter Two 

Mu Daiko’s Mixed Company:  
Multiculturalism, Whiteness, and Women 

 
 

When I moved from Minnesota to Texas in 2006, one of my taiko students gave 

me a Minnesota snow globe as a going-away present. Encased in the glass orb are Paul 

Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox, the giant lumberjack and his bovine companion who in 

Minnesota lore created the state’s 10,000 lakes with their footprints. They are joined by 

the state bird, the black-and-white feathered loon, and the eponymous Minnesota lake 

cabin nestled amid tall pine trees. And of course, there’s the snow. I could almost step 

into the globe myself, since white, blond, blue-eyed Scandinavians are as much a part of 

the state’s imaginary as the loon and the lakes. Despite its increasingly diverse 

population, the state of Minnesota maintains an investment in its whiteness, in part 

through cultural productions like Garrison Keillor’s A Prairie Home Companion, in 

which the “true” Minnesota lies in the fictional Lake Wobegon’s Lutheran church 

potlucks and Scandinavian-inflected long O’s. In fact, however, the Twin Cities 

(Minneapolis and St. Paul) are home to the nation’s largest Hmong population and a 

sizable number of adopted Koreans, and during the 1980s and 1990s, the state’s overall 

Asian population roughly doubled.175  

Leaving Minnesota, for me, meant leaving another dimension of the state behind: 

a vibrant Asian American performance scene that included my fellow Mu Daiko 

                                                
175 “Later Minnesotans,” Minnesota North Star, 2 November 2009, 
http://www.state.mn.us/portal/mn/jsp/content.do?id=-
8542&subchannel=null&sc2=null&sc3=null&contentid=536879472&contenttype=EDITORIAL&program
id=9469&agency=NorthStar.  
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members, taiko students, and enthusiasts; my partner for six of those years, Jennifer 

Weir, also a Mu Daiko member and Theater Mu director; and the many talented Theater 

Mu actors and staff members who were my colleagues and friends. My presence in the 

larger Asian American community of Minneapolis was marginal, to be sure, but its 

presence in my life was central for many years, as I taught weekly Japanese drumming 

classes, rehearsed my parts for annual concerts and outreach performances, wrote grants, 

and attended pot lucks, fundraisers, and festivals that centered around Minnesota’s Asian 

American communities. This chapter explores the tensions and intimacies of Mu Daiko’s 

“mixed” company, one that includes Asian American, white, male, female, gay, and 

straight members.  

My introduction to taiko is intimately bound up in the theatre. My first 

professional stage managing gig was in 1998, for Theater Mu’s new play called The 

Walleye Kid, written by Sundraya Kase and Mu’s Artistic Director R.A. (Rick) Shiomi. 

The Walleye Kid re-creates the Japanese fairy tale “The Peach Boy”176 with a 

contemporary story about Korean adoption in Minnesota, in which a white Minnesota 

couple adopts a Korean girl after she emerges from the enormous walleye the father 

catches while ice fishing. The play pokes mild fun at white Minnesotan culture (humor 

that is amplified in a later musical adaptation) amid more serious explorations of growing 

up in mixed-race families. The play was Mu’s second piece about Korean adoption, after 

the more somber 1992 piece Mask Dance, and featured several local adoptees in its cast, 

                                                
176 In the Japanese tale “The Peach Boy,” or “Momotaro,” a childless couple yearns for a son. He comes to 
them in the form of a giant peach they discover floating down a river. When they try to open the peach, the 
boy emerges, fulfilling their wish for a child of their own. 
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including Jennifer Weir, Katie Leo, and Sun Mee Chomet.177 Like many of Mu’s 

audience members, my first major encounter with Asian American identity expression 

was through a theatrical performance.  

Later that winter, I filled in for the stage manager of Pounding Hooves, a concert 

by Theater Mu’s taiko group Mu Daiko, and made the decision to try my hand at taiko. I 

had participated in one other taiko workshop earlier that year, but it was after seeing this 

concert, particularly watching the women in the group wield such an enormous power in 

the theatre that I decided I wanted to do it, too. I had no idea if a white woman could even 

participate in such a thing; all the performers at that time were Asian American. And I 

had no special inclination to perform. But I wanted to hit those drums. Sitting in the dark 

tech booth of the 200-seat Southern Theatre, feeling the low rumble of the drums in my 

chest, I began to feel the prickle of possibility.  

That concert was in December of 1998. A month later, in January 1999, I took my 

first taiko class, discovering that I was not the only white woman who wanted to play 

taiko. The first series of classes I took were mixed in terms of gender and race: Asian 

American women and men, white women and men, and very occasionally, a black 

woman or a black man took classes. Class was held once a week for two hours. Each 

night, I would repeat the rhythms orally, and then practice my kata in front of a large 

mirror in my tiny one-bedroom apartment in Uptown, Minneapolis. Later that year, Rick 

Shiomi invited six taiko students, including me, to become Mu Daiko interns, which 

entailed coming to all rehearsals, learning the repertoire, and performing in the winter 

                                                
177 For a thorough discussion of Mu Performing Arts’ production of The Walleye Kid: The Musical and its 
representation of White and Asian American Minnesotans, see Lei Ouyang Bryant, “Performing Race and 
Place in Asian America: Korean American Adoptees, Musical Theatre, and the Land of 10,000 Lakes,” 
Asian Music 40.1 (Winter/Spring 2009): 4-30. 
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concert. I continued to stage manage shows with Theater Mu and rehearse with Mu 

Daiko for the remainder of the year and the next few beyond that, which meant that most 

of my recreational time was dedicated to this organization. I recall that Rick, as an 

acknowledgement of my stage management work, decreed that I would be exempt from 

sweeping the floor before taiko practice because I already did that for all of the theatre 

rehearsals. Eventually, my commitment to Mu Daiko grew, and my interest in stage 

management waned. I started teaching taiko classes and was performing regularly on 

outreach gigs.  

Mu Daiko’s unique position as the only taiko group in North America that is part 

of a theatre company extends beyond the mere organizational, since Rick Shiomi, 

Jennifer Weir, and others lend their theatrical sensibilities and Asian American 

community-mindedness to Mu Daiko’s aesthetics and activities. Theater Mu, an Asian 

American theatre company founded in 1992, was restructured and renamed “Mu 

Performing Arts” in 2005. (Mu is “the Korean pronunciation of the Chinese character for 

the shaman/artist/warrior who connects the heavens and the earth through the tree of 

life.”178) Mu Performing Arts now serves as an umbrella for both Mu Daiko, the taiko 

group, and Theater Mu, the theatre company. Rick Shiomi, a playwright, director, and a 

taiko player, was one of the company’s founders and has served as Artistic Director since 

1993. Until 2009, he officially oversaw both the taiko and theatre aspects of the 

company. Currently, Iris Shiraishi serves as the Taiko Programs Director, making official 

a position that she had held in practice for the last several years.  

                                                
178 “About Mu,” Mu Performing Arts web site, 21 March 2011, http://www.muperformingarts.org/about.  
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Shiomi founded Mu Daiko in 1997, at a time when Theater Mu was crafting an 

aesthetic that featured a “blending of Eastern and Western performance styles.” In the 

late 1990s, the theatre company worked with local Asian immigrant artists whose 

“traditional” practices could be incorporated into Mu’s shows.179 Taiko, as a neo-

traditional Asian folk art, fit with this aesthetic. As theatre historian Esther Kim Lee 

notes, throughout the 1990s Theater Mu often showcased the talents of recent immigrants 

who specialized in various Asian performance forms. While other Asian American 

theatres avoided using Asian forms in their productions because they felt it was re-

Orientalizing, Shiomi insists that “cutting yourself off from those cultural roots and those 

cultural forms” is a form of self-denial.180  

Shiomi often says he never meant to start a taiko group in Minneapolis, and that it 

was only at the insistence of a few regular Theater Mu actors that the group got off its 

feet at all.181 Shiomi, who is Japanese Canadian, had been part of the wave of Canadian 

taiko groups to emerge in the late 1970s, inspired by California groups San Jose Taiko, 

San Francisco Taiko Dojo, and Kinnara Taiko, as well as by the Japanese touring group 

Ondekoza, whose 1979 tour to the U.S. inspired many Asian Americans and Asian 

Canadians with their virtuosic performances. Having played taiko in several groups in the 

late 1970s and 1980s, Shiomi’s taiko playing tapered when his playwriting career took 

off after the success of his first play, Yellow Fever (1982). When he assumed leadership 

                                                
179 Hsiu-Chen Lin Classon, A Different Kind of Asian American: Negotiating and Re-defining 
Asian/American in Theater Mu, Diss., Northwestern University 2000, 229-230. 
180 E. Lee, 214. Examples of the incorporation of traditional Asian art forms include Southeast Asian dance 
in River of Dreams, Chinese dance in Legend of the White Snake Lady, Korean Mask Dance in Mask 
Dance, Walleye Kid, and The Walleye Kid: The Musical, Chinese pipa in Song of the Pipa, among others. 
181 Rick Shiomi, Personal interview, 18 June 2009.  
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of Theater Mu in 1993, he concentrated his energies on playwriting and running the 

company.182  

The seeds of Mu Daiko were sown when Shiomi performed solo on a taiko drum 

for a theater event in 1997. When Theater Mu finally secured a dedicated office and 

rehearsal space after years of operating out of members’ basements, they held a 

housewarming party at the new site. When Shiomi performed “Matsuri” (“Festival”) 

rhythms, several Theater Mu actors were captivated by his performance. He had bought 

the taiko recently, thinking they would come in handy sometime for the theater company. 

Jennifer Weir recalls, “It was one drum, one person, one simple song, and I just thought it 

was beautiful and engaging.”183 After the party, Weir and several others begged him to 

start teaching taiko.184 With reluctance, Shiomi agreed, thinking, “Oh, this’ll discourage 

them.” But rather than finding taiko too challenging, they wanted to continue, and later 

that year in 1997, the group performed their first short concert.185 

 Currently, Mu Daiko is comprised of several components. First, it is primarily a 

performing group, which members must first be invited to join and then undertake a long 

audition process. Mu Daiko also runs classes open to the Twin Cities community, and 

usually there are around sixty or eighty taiko students regularly attending class taught by 

company members at any given time. In addition to performing one or two formal 

concerts annually, Mu Daiko members teach residencies in schools and perform between 

30 and 100 outreach performances each year. Since Mu Daiko’s operations are part of an 

                                                
182 Rick Shiomi, Personal interview. Shiomi was a founding member of Katari Taiko, Canada’s first taiko 
group. He trained with Seiichi Tanaka at the San Francisco Taiko Dojo during the 1980s while he was 
developing his play Yellow Fever with the Asian American Theatre Company in San Francisco. Shiomi 
also performed with Wasabi Daiko in Toronto. 
183 Jennifer Weir, Personal interview, 28 June 2009. 
184 Rick Shiomi, Personal interview, 18 June 2009. 
185 Rick Shiomi, Personal interview, 18 June 2009. 
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organization, individual members are not responsible for purchasing equipment, handling 

the finances of the group, or taking care of other administrative tasks. Unlike some taiko 

groups, Mu Daiko members are paid small stipends for outreach and concert 

performances. 

Shiomi has made some attempts to bridge the theatre and taiko sides of Mu 

Performing Arts through mainstage productions. Most often, this is done through using 

taiko as part of the soundscape for Theater Mu productions. This usually requires one 

taiko performer to provide live music for a play. At other times, Mu Daiko members have 

been called upon to appear in short folk tale plays that feature taiko. Perhaps the example 

that most integrates the two sides was the production of Shiomi’s play, Tale of the 

Dancing Crane. The play wove the Japanese folk tale of the Legend of the Crane with 

Shiomi’s own story of playing taiko in the 1970s and 1980s. This production was 

possible at the time because several regular Mu actors had also been taking taiko classes, 

and were able to act in roles that also required them to play taiko. In his acting debut, 

Shiomi himself played a lead role as the taiko sensei (based on Seiichi Tanaka of San 

Francisco Taiko Dojo).  

As Lei Ouyang Bryant has observed, Theater Mu has been recognized by the 

Minneapolis theatre community for providing opportunities and professional 

development to many Asian American artists and for providing visibility to the Asian 

American communities within the Twin Cities area. She writes, since “very little public 

culture provides an accurate representation of many communities of the Twin Cities,” 

Theater Mu’s plays contribute to a more nuanced vision of Asian America.186 This 

                                                
186 Lei Ouyang Bryant, “Performing Race and Place in Asian America: Korean American Adoptees, 
Musical Theatre, and the Land of 10,000 Lakes,” Asian Music 40.1 (Winter/Spring 2009): 19-20. 
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dovetails with Karen Shimakawa’s assertion that Asian American theatre companies 

value “visibility, both for Asian Americans seeing themselves reflected and for non-

Asian Pacific American audiences learning to see Asian Pacific Americanness 

‘correctly.’”187 That is, Asian American theatre companies produce work that “corrects” 

or replaces stereotyped images of Asians with more accurate and complex depictions of 

Asians’ experiences in the U.S. For a company with a roughly 70% non-Asian, non-

Asian American audience, much of Mu Performing Arts’ effort is directed toward 

encouraging its audiences learning to see Asian America “correctly.” 

While taiko and Asian American theatre share a cultural history in some respects, 

having coalesced during the 1960s in communities with large Asian American 

populations, the critical frameworks for analyzing theatre and taiko are not equivalent. In 

theatrical productions, dialogue, narration, and other textual cues can mitigate the effects 

of Orientalist spectacle in ways that are not inherent in taiko performance. Despite 

Shimakawa’s use of the term “visibility,” which references only ocularity, her 

formulation also assumes the ability to narrate one’s own experience on stage through 

scripted plays. In taiko, Asian American experiences are not usually narrated, but must be 

interpreted through the bodily performances of taiko players. As discussed in Chapter 

One, taiko costumes along with marketing and other factors can lead to audiences 

interpreting Asian American taiko groups as Japanese.188 In taiko, how is the presence of 

white performers reconciled to audience’s notions of Asian or Asian American 

performance? Further, how is gender expressed and negotiated through within the site of 

Mu Daiko? 

                                                
187 Shimakawa, National Abjection, 288. 
188 See also Paul Jong-Chul Yoon, 2001. 
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Mu Daiko formed thirty years after the first taiko groups emerged in Southern 

California during the Asian American Movement. As much a product of 1990s 

multiculturalism as 1960s Asian American activism, Mu Daiko is a heterogeneous group 

comprised of white, Asian American, and mixed-race members. Over the course of Mu 

Daiko’s existence, women have made up the majority of its members, though the exact 

numbers have shifted during its 13-year history. As part of Mu Performing Arts, Mu 

Daiko operates within a company dedicated to creating and producing Asian American 

performance. It also is a site for inter-racial contact, both among its multi-racial 

membership and between its performers and audiences. 

This chapter posits Mu Daiko’s performances and practices as rich sites within 

which to explore issues of race, gender, and multiculturalism in a Midwestern context. 

Here, I examine the group’s seemingly simple outreach programs as performances that 

enable complex avenues of spectatorship and identification. Further, I explore the ways 

white women, including myself, disrupt spectators’ expectations of racial authenticity in 

taiko performance. Despite audience perceptions of white performers at outsiders, Mu 

Daiko’s rehearsals and internal dynamics create a space of cross-racial and feminist 

intimacy. Finally, I focus on two of Mu Daiko’s Asian American women 

composer/choreographers and the feminist performances they create. I draw on my seven 

years of experience as a member of Mu Daiko, oral history interviews with Mu Daiko 

members, performance analysis, and archival material to address individual performers’ 

personal investments in their artistic practices, as well as the organization’s commitment 

to its Asian American artists and audiences.189  

                                                
189 I interviewed nine members of Mu Daiko and asked them to describe their involvement with the group, 
and then asked open-ended questions about their experiences in taiko outreach performance. Some 
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Reaching Out: Minnesota, Multiculturalism, and the Logics of Racial Visibility 
 

“You roll in, you play, you roll out.” 
  --Jeff Ellsworth on taiko performances in schools190 
 
“I’m not there to educate the white ones, 
helping to sharpen their appropriation skills.  
I’m there for the yellow brown 
to be the role model I never had” 
  --Su-Yoon Ko, “Reaching”191 
 
“A Multiculturalism that does not acknowledge the political character of 
culture will not, I am sure, lead toward the dismantling of racist, sexist, 
homophobic, economically exploitative institutions.” 

--Angela Davis, “Gender, Class, and Multiculturalism”192 
 

From 1999 until I left Minnesota in 2006, I performed in countless Mu Daiko 

outreach performances, short lecture-demonstrations customized for schools, 

corporations, community events, and festivals. The majority of these took place in the 

Twin Cities area, but many of them took me to greater Minnesota, and into Wisconsin, 

Iowa, and the Dakotas. I once even performed at the elementary school I attended as a 

child in Cloquet, Minnesota. Preparing for these performances was usually quite simple. I 

had a tote bag dedicated to my outreach gear, which included my black tabi, my bright 

blue happi coat folded into a neat square, my blue hachimaki, a water bottle, and my 

                                                                                                                                            
members focused solely on the technical and logistic aspects of outreach, while others expressed more 
emotional and critical responses. My participants varied in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and 
age. I interviewed five women and four men. Three participants are white, and the other six are Asian 
American. Of the six Asian Americans, three identified themselves as Japanese American, two as Korean 
adoptees, and one stated that his father is white and mother Indonesian. Ages range from mid-thirties to 
sixties. One participant specifically identified herself as a lesbian. Although I did not ask directly about 
class, all of my participants are college-educated, some with advanced degrees, and in all cases, 
information they gave me bore markers of middle-class status. 
190 Jeff Ellsworth, Personal interview, 25 June 2009. 
191 Su-Yoon Ko, “Reaching,” Unpublished manuscript, no date.  
192 Angela Davis, “Gender, Class, and Multiculturalism,” Mapping Multiculturalism, Avery Gordon and 
Christopher Newfield, eds. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996) 47. 
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small drawstring bag containing several pairs of different sized bachi. Three performers 

would meet at the Mu Daiko rehearsal space to load up the vehicle, usually Iris’ Honda 

CRV or Rick’s red minivan. Most players had developed a formula for fitting all the 

performers and drums in to a single vehicle: one seat folded down, another pushed 

forward a notch, carefully sliding stands and bags between the drums. Once we arrived, 

we would take it all out again and roll through loading docks, back entrances, or across 

parking lots to teach our audiences about taiko’s history and rhythms. But in the enclosed 

spaces of our vehicles, on the roads of greater Minnesota, is where Mu Daiko members 

got to know one another. Taiko is not only a performance, but also a practice and process 

through which identities and communities form and re-form. 

I focus here on Mu Daiko’s outreach performances as a fruitful site for examining 

everyday notions about race, visibility, and Asian American community and complicating 

familiar conceptions of “Minnesota,” imagined largely as white, and “Asian America,” 

often figured as a series of tightly-knit enclaves on the West or East coasts of the United 

States. Performing not only on Minnesota’s stages, but on the edges of cafeterias, 

conference rooms, and gymnasiums, Mu Daiko’s outreach performances demonstrate the 

ways Asian Americans are often seen as, in Karen Shimakawa’s terms, “abject”: 

constituting part of the nation and also demonstrating the limits of a coherent, unified 

nation. Asian Americans are thus present in, but not always seen as part of, American, 

much less Minnesotan, culture. A focus on the experiences of Mu Daiko’s racially and 

ethnically “mixed company” productively complicates any easy definitions of Asian 

American and Minnesotan. Ethnomusicologists Deborah Wong and Paul Yoon have both 

argued that taiko can be easily subject to an Orientalist gaze, one that figures its (usually) 
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Asian American performers as exotic, or as perpetual foreigners. Costumes, which 

include Japanese workers’ garments, can contribute to such misreadings. I argue that an 

audiences’ Orientalist gaze is just one part of a complex system of looking that takes 

place in Mu Daiko’s outreach performances because taiko players are aware of and 

responsive to this potential. 

Mu Daiko’s outreach programs are usually 50-minute lecture demonstrations with 

three drummers.193 The group performs three or four songs, and between numbers, 

teaches the audience about taiko’s history, how drums are made, and how to play a taiko 

rhythm. This is followed by a question-and-answer session and an opportunity for 

audience members to play the drums. The lecture segments are loosely structured, rather 

than scripted, and performers can tailor them to the age or demographic of the audience. 

From a technical standpoint, Mu Daiko’s “outreaches” are the simplest performances to 

carry out because they include familiar repertoire and operate on a basic format that can 

be adjusted according to a client’s specific parameters. Even the load-in and load-out are 

like clockwork, with drums and stands fitted like Tetris pieces into the backs of minivans 

and SUVs. On the other hand, the unpredictability of the performance context sometimes 

requires performers to improvise responses to spectators’ questions and expectations and 

to negotiate questions of race and identity. The performances often take place in non-

theatrical spaces, like brightly lit cafeterias, gymnasiums, or other all-purpose rooms, and 

frequently mark the culmination of a lesson about Japanese culture or a celebration of 

diversity week.  

                                                
193 Mu Daiko does “3-person” or “5-person” outreach performances. Three-person performances are most 
commonly presented in schools and corporate settings, while often five-person performances are presented 
in festival or other larger and theatrical settings. 
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Taiko outreach performances have allowed Mu Performing Arts to be competitive 

in Minneapolis’ saturated market for educational theatre. While outreach performances 

are designed to extend the company’s (previous) mission to “[create] theater and taiko 

from the heart of the Asian American experience,”194 they also benefit the company 

financially by bringing in revenue and increasing audience numbers. Between 1997 and 

2007, taiko performances alone constituted between 65 and 90% of all outreach 

performances,195 and averaged a total audience of between 35,000 and 45,000 people 

annually. Once Mu Performing Arts started presenting taiko on its outreach programs, it 

quickly became “an essential part of the growth engine of Mu.”196 As Shiomi explains, 

the theater outreach programs, which included storytelling and short plays based on 

Asian American experiences, had a lot of competition in the Minneapolis-St. Paul 

market. Because Twin Cities clients had so many educational theatre programs to choose 

from, including regional mainstays like the Guthrie Theater, Theater Mu’s stories were 

only selected if the client had a specific desire to showcase Asian American material. But 

Mu Daiko found a niche no other theater group could fill; Mu Daiko was essentially “the 

only game in town.”197 Like its theatre programs, Mu’s taiko outreach meets a need for 

Asian American educational performance, but also has a wider appeal than the theatre 

programs. Mu Daiko’s outreach performance, then, fulfills a multicultural need within the 

Twin Cities arts education economy.    

                                                
194 Mu Performing Arts Outreach Programs 2009-2010 brochure, Personal archive, 2009. 
195 Mu Performing Arts Outreach Statistics, Internal document, 2009.  
196 Rick Shiomi, Personal interview, 18 June 2009. 
197 Kogen Taiko, another local taiko ensemble, has also performed in the Twin Cities for many years. 
Because they only do performances where all fifteen members can participate, they are not direct 
competition for many of the three-person lecture-demonstrations Mu Daiko does regularly. 
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Mu Daiko’s outreaches thus operate within an arts ecology that values 

multiculturalism, which historian Vijay Prashad argues is often “practiced [in the U.S.] as 

the management of diversity” [my italics], undercutting anti-racist sentiment. He writes, 

“the history of oppression and the fact of exploitation are shunted aside in favor of a 

celebration of difference and the experience of individuals who can narrate their ethnicity 

for the consumption of others.”198 According to Outreach Director Susie Kuniyoshi, the 

two most common reasons clients offer for booking Mu’s theatre and taiko outreach 

performances are that “they have a predominantly white demographic and they want to 

introduce their audience to a culture outside of their own . . . or they want to provide role 

models because they have an Asian population and they want us to provide role models 

and self-validation to the audience.”199 While Kuniyoshi identifies these as two discreet 

categories, in fact these two purposes often overlap in the same setting because seldom is 

any audience entirely Asian American or entirely non-Asian.200 These two seemingly 

contradictory goals—cultural enrichment for white audiences and providing role models 

for Asian students—both deploy taiko drumming as a corrective to a lack of diversity. 

Taiko outreach, then, is already set up as a supplement or correction to the 

pervasive whiteness within either audiences or performance choices. Besides the many 

complexities that make up the moment of performance, some of the most revealing 

scenarios are encounters between audiences and performers that happen during set-up, 

question-and-answer sessions, or as performers are packing up after a show. Diana 

                                                
198 Vijay Prashad, Everybody Was Kung Fu Fighting: Afro-Asian Connections and the Myth of Cultural 
Purity (Boston: Beacon Press, 2001) 63. 
199 Susie Kuniyoshi, Personal interview. 
200 Because Mu Daiko is comprised of both Asian and non-Asian members, it is possible for three white 
performers to be sent to a particular gig. Kuniyoshi does her best to understand the clients’ needs so as not 
to send three white performers to an event specifically created to provide Asian American role models. 
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Taylor’s “scenario of discovery” becomes a useful lens through which to examine this 

practice. Taylor argues that scenarios of discovery are “acts of transfer” in colonial 

encounters that place the colonized other in the purview of the colonial state. Such 

scenarios, she writes, “have become so normalized as to transmit values and fantasies 

without calling attention to [themselves] as . . . ‘conscious’ performance[s].”201 In the 

case of Mu Daiko’s outreach performances, sometimes a client’s impulse to provide a 

culture “not [the audience’s] own” creates such a scenario in which the audience is 

imagined (if not wholly constituted) as white and the performers are presented as exotic 

others.202  

In certain familiar scenarios, audience members easily mis-understand Mu 

Daiko’s “Asian American” designation as an “authentic” Japanese experience. One 

scenario goes like this: As we pack up our drums after a performance, a white man 

approaches and begins speaking in stilted Japanese to one of our Asian American 

performers, to which any of them can only reply, “I don’t speak Japanese.” At the time of 

my research, the only member of Mu Daiko who spoke Japanese was Rachel, a white 

woman from Minnesota. The scenario also might unfold thus: I am performing alongside 

two Japanese American women, and we have each delivered one of the lecture segments. 

After the performance, an audience member approaches and asks if they speak English 

(despite the fact that both of them have just spoken in English). These scenarios reveal 

                                                
201 Diana Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the Americas (Durham 
and London: Duke University Press, 2003) 54. 
202 Outreach brochures from 2008-09 and earlier play into this exoticizing sentiment in their program 
description: “From the traditions of ancient China to the powerful stories of Korean adoptees in Minnesota 
today, Mu Performing Arts outreach performances combine the power and beauty of Asian music and 
dance with the immediacy of contemporary drama and culture.”  
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the pervasive assumption that Asians are perpetual foreigners, always newly arrived from 

elsewhere, even after hearing them speak English, possibly with a Minnesota accent.   

Sometimes, the performance context lends itself to such misreadings. For 

instance, three members of Mu Daiko performed in the International Festival of 

Burnsville, a Minneapolis suburb, in June 2009, with a lineup that included Cambodian 

Dancers, Chinese Dance Theatre, and the Ukrainian Village Band, to name only a few. 

While all groups are local (Minnesota-based), their designation of “international” 

reinforces the outsider status of the performances. On other occasions, Mu Daiko’s 

performances take place in a setting in which clients prefer us only to drum, and to skip 

the lecture portions of the presentation. Former member Heewon Lee, an adopted Korean 

woman, notes that when taiko is relegated to “side” entertainment, she often feels “like 

the exotic Asian hired help” in a white business environment.203 Lee’s observations 

reveal the ways taiko performance is haunted by past Orientalist displays and 

performances. These contexts can reinforce the notion that Mu Daiko performers are on 

display, being continually discovered by white spectators. 

Despite these encounters—which are in the larger scheme of things, not all that 

common—outreach performances present a complex site for the articulation of racial and 

ethnic identity. Since these performances are usually in brightly lit and informal spaces, 

performers are not simply looked at, but are also themselves looking at spectators and at 

each other as well as interacting with the audience—looking at them, choosing people to 

volunteer. And as the above scenarios demonstrate, performers also improvise answers to 

unexpected questions and encounters. If outreach performances can reveal the racial logic 
                                                
203 Heewon Lee, Personal interview, 18 June 2009. Other participants said they disliked performances in 
which they were peripheral and did not draw the audience’s attention, but not all of them connected this 
with race and exoticism. 
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that excludes Asians from Americanness, they can also reveal the complexity and 

multiplicity within Minnesota’s Asian American population. Minnesota is home to 

between 10,000 and 15,000 adopted Koreans, one of the largest per capita concentrations 

of Korean adoptees in the world.204 Since its inception, Theater Mu has produced several 

plays about Minnesotan Korean adoptee’s experiences, including issues of growing up 

Asian within predominantly white families and communities.205 Likewise, several Mu 

Daiko members are also adopted Koreans.  

My analysis of a spoken word piece and interviews with Mu Daiko’s members 

who are adopted Koreans demonstrates how their experiences complicate familiar notions 

of Minnesotanness and Asian Americanness. Su-Yoon Ko206 based her spoken word 

poem, “Reaching,” on her experiences performing in school outreach gigs in Minnesota 

in the early 2000s. The poem describes the narrator’s ambivalence about performing this 

Japanese art form as a Korean adoptee for both white and Asian American children. She 

describes how, as the group teaches young, mostly white elementary students Japanese 

vocabulary and rhythms, she grows tired of “dishing out the diversity for the day/ . . . 

teaching white people Japanese translations/ feeding fuel to any philes fires.” Here, Ko 

implicates herself not only in her own exoticism, becoming an Orientalist spectacle in 

“kung fu-ish gear,” but also wonders why she teaches white kids to become good 

multiculturalists, or worse, Asiaphiles. She does not represent herself as passively 

                                                
204 Kim Park Nelson, Korean Looks, American Eyes: Korean American Adoptees, Race, Culture, and 
Nation, Diss, University of Minnesota, 2009, 173. Nelson also argues that the form of multiculturalism 
critiqued by Prashad was a large factor in “transracial adoption [being] celebrated as a form of liberal, 
colorblind family building.” 
205 See Bryant, “Performing Race and Place.” 
206 Like many adopted Koreans, Suzanne Burrows changed the American name given to her by her 
adoptive parents to the Korean name “Su-Yoon Ko” to reflect her Korean heritage. 
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displayed, but instead presents herself actively dishing, teaching, and feeding Asian 

stereotypes to her audiences.  

A motif of eyes and eye contact surfaces in the next few stanzas, highlighting the 

agency of the outreach performer to return the audience’s gaze. Eyes are a pervasive 

synecdochic symbol of Asian racialization, “slanted” eyes standing in for a host of other 

phenotypic traits. Eyes also function here as a pathway of identification, a technology 

that allows people to see and recognize one another. Ko writes: “I search out the yellow/ 

and try to make eye contact/ All too often they look away/ Ashamed these Asians are 

acting so Asian.” In the next lines, she identifies with this shame, detailing how, growing 

up in a white family in the Minneapolis suburbs, she too hoped not to be associated with 

other Asians, cherishing instead the “compliment” of being told she blends in. Ko’s 

evocative moment of an Asian American child avoiding her eye contact reveals the 

complexity of racial identification. 

In the very next stanza, Ko details moments of connection with her Asian 

American elementary school spectators. She writes, 

During Q and A there’s the inevitable “What are you?” 
Once, after I say I’m a Korean Adoptee 
one little girl lights up and her whisper “I’m a Korean adoptee!” 
wraps around my heart like a gift 
and reminds me who I’m reaching to. 
 

The question-and-answer sessions in outreach performances allow performers to narrate 

their identities, disrupting again a simple one-way gaze of the Orientalist spectator. Ko 

needs to be there in front of the white kids in order to also reach the Asian American kids 

in the room, hoping to be the role model she lacked as a young Korean adoptee growing 

up in the suburbs of Minneapolis.  
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When it’s time to choose some kids to hit the drums 
(I choose the Asians) 
once in a while they lean in 
and look me in the eyes 
“I’m Chinese,” “I’m Vietnamese”  
 

Again, Ko returns to images of eyes. Here, the most salient pathway of looking happens 

between Ko and the Asian American children in her audiences, as they look directly into 

her eyes and recognize themselves. While part of her job as an outreach performer is, in 

fact, to educate white people about Japanese culture, Ko re-focuses her gaze on Asians: 

herself and her spectators. The text of this spoken word piece highlights the potential for 

multiple and competing gazes within the outreach performance context. 

Moments of recognition and identification happen off-stage as well. Jennifer 

Weir, also an adopted Korean member of Mu Daiko, recalls packing up after one 

performance and being approached by a young Asian American boy who asked if she 

was Japanese. When she told him she was Korean, “his face lit up and he said, ‘Me too!’” 

When the boy ran over to his white father to say ‘She’s Korean too!’ she recognized him 

as an adopted Korean. “I almost bawled right there,” Weir says.207 Weir and Ko’s 

connections to younger Asian American spectators—whether with eye contact or 

without—are one example of the ways taiko performers actively engage with audiences 

in ways that exceed the frame of multiculturalism or Orientalism. These encounters also 

challenge notions of what it means to be Minnesotan. Ko and Weir’s interactions with 

Korean adoptees highlights another “typical,” albeit less known, Minnesotan experience, 

since Korean adoptees constitute roughly half of Minnesota’s Korean population.208  

                                                
207 Jennifer Weir, Personal interview. 
208 Kim Park Nelson, 181. 
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While Mu Daiko’s outreach programs participate in the economy of 

multiculturalism, circulating within spaces that “manage” diversity, they also sometimes 

give rise to fruitful exchanges between performers and audience members. Mu Daiko’s 

lecture-demonstration format may contribute to Orientalist misreadings in some contexts, 

but the performance spaces also encourage multiple gazes and improvisatory responses to 

a range of spectators. Outreach audiences are never homogenous, and performers’ 

affective responses serve as evidence that outreach performance both is and is more than 

multicultural exchange.  

 
 
Mu Daiko’s Blond Girls: White Women and Taiko 

In January 2004, San Francisco Taiko Dojo members made an appearance on the 

short-lived ABC sitcom Life With Bonnie, in which comedienne Bonnie Hunt plays 

Bonnie Molloy, whose attempts to balance her domestic and professional lives as host of 

a Chicago morning television show provide the sitcom’s dramatic thrust.209 In this 

episode, Seiichi Tanaka and four other SFTD members perform as guests on Bonnie 

Molloy’s show, Morning Chicago.210 While the five men pound on the drums, the camera 

cuts between shots of the drummers (their arms, their faces bent in concentration) and 

Bonnie’s appreciative looks. The group of five men drum together in synch, with Tanaka 

playing the enormous o-daiko in the center and the four others on smaller drums. When 

they finish, Bonnie walks over to chat with the performers and to take a quick taiko 

lesson. In her high heels, she is a good six inches taller than Tanaka, and she slings one 

arm over his shoulders with avuncular familiarity – certainly not the way any taiko player 
                                                
209 Life With Bonnie, with Bonnie Hunt, ABC, 30 January 2004. 
210 After a few minutes of chatter, Tanaka introduces the other players as Rick, Yuta, David, and Ryu: 
Based on their appearance and names, Ryu and Yuta are Asian, David is Latino, and Rick is Caucasian. 
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would dream of touching Seiichi Tanaka, founder of taiko in North America. Bonnie’s 

working-woman image, complete with a crisp tan coat, nylons, and smart glasses 

contrasts starkly with Tanaka’s smaller stature and traditional garb. Next to Bonnie’s 

bright blondness and urban modernity, Tanaka is configured as decidedly, stereotypically 

Asian, even ancient, wrapped from head to toe in sturdy, unstructured cotton.  

As Bonnie sheds her coat for the lesson, she jokes, “Let me get this off. I’m 

sweating just watching you – [turning to one of the attractive young men] you, 

personally.” The four younger men play a straight beat as Tanaka-sensei coaches Bonnie 

on how to play the o-daiko. As she clumsily levels the large drumsticks against the skin 

of the drum, Bonnie’s awkward pounding stands out against the men’s seemingly natural 

synchronicity. The drumsticks (bachi) are too heavy for her, making her seem strangely 

weak. Her upright stance and high heel shoes make her seem unbalanced next to the wide 

martial arts stances the men adopt during performance. Despite her lack of rhythm, they 

all end together with a big do-don! Bonnie remarks, “Wow. That was exhilarating. 

Whew. Next time buy me dinner first, know what I mean?” Bonnie’s suggestive 

comments, along with the camera work that emphasizes the drummers’ masculinity, set 

them up as exoticized others. But Hunt’s humor has a certain awkward abruptness, and 

even these overtly sexual innuendos fail to cast her as a seductive vixen. She may be too 

weak and unsteady to master the giant drum, but she is no delicate flower. Even so, this 

segment upholds the binaries between white and Asian, female and male, modern and 

traditional. Even when Bonnie dons a Japanese happi coat, it serves only to heighten the 

contrast between her and the men: her bright yellow borrowed happi pops out against the 

dark blues and reds the men wear. Her lack of rhythm and her contrasting colors serve to 
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juxtapose, rather than integrate, her with the performers. This woman, the scene seems to 

suggest, is just too white to play taiko. 

This brief television clip dramatizes a white woman’s encounter with taiko as 

uncomfortable and comic, as Bonnie’s otherness turn on axes of both race and gender. 

Contrary to the image of Bonnie’s awkward attempt at drumming, women make up the 

majority of taiko players in the U.S. and Canada. Further, white women are frequent and 

often expert taiko practitioners who relish the strength and power the form affords them. 

Nonetheless, because taiko in the U.S. is primarily performed and practiced by Asian 

Americans and because its audiences expect to see Asian bodies on stage, white bodies 

seem alien in taiko performance. Taiko hails spectators to see white bodies as racialized 

white bodies, rather than as neutral or blank.  

Scholarship on Asian American performance understandably focuses on plays, 

performances, and literature produced by Asian American playwrights and actors. When 

this scholarship turns to white performers, it is typically within a discussion of yellowface 

performance and the ethics of casting within mainstream theatre contexts.211 Here, I 

consider white performers in taiko not simply as interlopers or masqueraders, but as 

legitimate—if often uneasy and self-conscious—members of the Asian American 

performance community. If Mu Performing Arts continually re-defines and questions the 

category “Asian American,” by including recent immigrants, adoptees, and others in its 

theatre productions, how might white Mu Daiko members prompt a re-thinking of Asian 

American community? In this section, I consider the experiences of two white women in 

                                                
211 See also James Moy, Marginal Sights: Staging the Chinese in America, (Iowa City: University of Iowa 
Press, 1993); Josephine Lee, Performing Asian America: Race and Ethnicity on the Contemporary Stage, 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1997); Esther Kim Lee (2006); Shimakawa (2002); and Kondo 
(1997). 
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Mu Daiko, Rachel Gorton and myself, to explore the question of how the presence of 

white women performers shifts the boundaries of Asian American performance.  

The growing presence of white taiko players in the taiko community has caused 

some anxiety for organizers of the North American Taiko Conference (NATC), as well as 

for some white performers themselves. The 2003 NATC offered discussion sessions 

dedicated to pressing issues in the taiko community. Among them was a well-attended 

session titled “YOU’re a Taiko Player? Playing a Japanese Drum When You’re Not 

Japanese.” The blurb for the session reads: 

It is estimated that nearly half of all of the taiko performers [in North 

America] are not of Japanese heritage, and out of that, half of those are not 

of Asian descent at all. Taiko is seen, however, as still a very Japanese 

instrument and practice by many practitioners and also our audiences. Are 

there identity politics? Are there questions of cultural confusion? Do we 

even think about it, because we play simply for the love of taiko?212  

That the session was included as part of the taiko community’s largest gathering 

attests to its importance among taiko players and indicates that some taiko players—in 

this case, I assume, organizers of the conference—are concerned about the way taiko 

evolves as an art form, who “owns” it and who can perform it legitimately. By their 

estimate, approximately one-fourth of taiko players were non-Asian in 2003. From my 

experience at subsequent taiko conferences, I would guess that number has only risen in 

the years since. The presence of this workshop highlights an anxiety that threads through 

taiko conferences: that taiko will go the way of jazz and become disconnected in the 

                                                
212 2003 North American Taiko Conference program. Personal archive, 2003. 
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popular imagination from its roots in racial struggle and as an Asian American 

identificatory practice. There is no uniform attitude about taiko and race among taiko 

players, nor do attitudes break down cleanly between Asian Americans and white 

practitioners. But NATC’s continued dedication to rehearsing its origin stories signals the 

community’s commitment to maintaining its ties to Asian American communities.  

While discussion sessions are often under-attended at taiko conferences because 

participants favor skills-based workshops, this session drew perhaps twenty-five or thirty 

people. I attended the session with Rachel Gorton, the other white female performing 

member of Mu Daiko at the time. After the session, Gorton and I realized we had been 

expecting a more intellectual conversation about the politics of ethnicity and race in 

performance. While the session leaders seemed to want to steer the conversation that 

way, the session devolved into several white taiko players bemoaning their exclusion 

from their respective groups on the basis of race. I have no way of knowing whether their 

complaints were warranted. What interests me more is that some saw this as an 

opportunity to lodge complaints, rather than proceed from a more philosophical 

standpoint. One twenty-something Japanese American participant indicated that for her, 

taiko was one of her Japanese activities, and she was somewhat mystified that white 

people would want to participate. A middle-aged white woman complained that she was 

excluded from performing desirable parts because she was not Japanese. Another 

participant explained that playing taiko in a group that was largely Asian American gave 

him, a white man, the welcome if often uncomfortable experience of being in the 

minority.  
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The anxiety around white performers appropriating Asian art forms is not 

unwarranted. White American women have long engaged with Asian aesthetics as a 

mode of self-fashioning and empowerment, whether through purchasing Asian objects or 

engaging in Asian aesthetic forms and bodily practices. Mari Yoshihara has written about 

turn-of-the-century white American women who performed in Asian roles, such as those 

available in Madame Butterfly, The Mikado, and others. While these performers helped 

shape Orientalist ideas of the age through their perpetuation of Asian female stereotypes, 

the roles they played also allowed them greater freedoms that their ordinary lives as 

women denied them.213 Others employed Asian literary and visual modes in their artwork 

in order claim new expressions of femininity.214 Josephine Lee writes that both English 

and American women in the late 19th century employed Mikado-inspired Japanese goods 

as a form of safe exoticism that allowed them freedom of expression at a time when their 

worlds were otherwise strictly limited.215  

 Contemporary white women’s practice of taiko therefore does not signal a new 

phenomenon, but rather is part of a long history of Orientalist appropriation. In the 1990s 

and 2000s, Asian bodily practices such as yoga, tai chi, and belly dance became widely 

available as fitness regimens and spiritual escapes. Classes and DVDs allow great access 

to these forms, positioning them as both physical practices and consumer goods. As 

Yutian Wong argues, since “the Orient” is constructed as always already in the past and 

“orientalized cultures are consumed as highly collectible and peopleless historical 

                                                
213 Yoshihara, 78-79. 
214 Yoshihara, 6. 
215 See Josephine Lee, The Japan of Pure Invention, (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2010). 
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objects,” Asian culture is free to be “consumed as spiritual style.”216 Sunaina Maira 

critiques white women’s investments in belly dance practice and performance, arguing 

that the dance’s liberatory and feminist possibilities obscure the imperialist and liberal 

multiculturalist structures that encourage a cultural, but not political, engagement with 

Arab or Middle-eastern cultures, a concept she names “Orientalist feminism.”217 Both 

Wong and Maira maintain that the surge of interest in these forms—as commercial 

goods, as supposed alternatives to Western tastes, behaviors, and beliefs—disappear the 

Asian bodies who also practice, teach, and produce such forms, and whose histories and 

labor made these forms widely available for consumption.  

While white women practice taiko in large numbers, they seldom practice in 

groups of only white women. (I know of no taiko groups comprised entirely of white 

women.)218 Most performing groups are made up of a majority of Asian Americans or a 

relatively equal balance between Asians and white people. While these demographics 

surely vary from group to group and region to region, it is clear that white women play a 

significant role in the North American taiko community. Contemporary white American 

women perform alongside Asian American women and men, and other people of color. 

Generally, taiko group leaders tend to be Asian American, not white, and therefore white 

taiko players are expected to play on the terms of the group leaders. For example, San 

Jose Taiko’s members, regardless of their ethnicity, must become versed in Asian 

American history and adopt the group’s anti-hierarchical ethos.  

                                                
216 Y.Wong, 13. 
217 Maira, 317-345. 
218 I have, however, seen performances by groups comprised of white men. Membership fluctuates 
frequently, and it is difficult to know if those onstage represent the entire group’s membership.  
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I do not want to suggest that white women are without privilege or power, or that 

their commitment to taiko somehow undoes larger systems of Orientalist consumption. 

Orientalism, imperialism, and liberal multiculturalism have allowed white women wide 

participation in a variety of Asian art forms and physical cultures and allow us to invest a 

wide variety of beliefs in those forms. As a feminist ethnographer, however, I take 

our/their perspectives and artistic commitments seriously. Regardless of how white 

women come to taiko (and belly dance, aikido, yoga), I have no reason to doubt that the 

liberatory, spiritual, and empowering effects are real and deeply felt. Moreover, the white 

women and Asian American women who play taiko have some significant commonalities 

such as similar education levels, class status, and available leisure time. What draws us to 

taiko may be different (or not—I don’t want to naturalize Asian American women’s 

affinity with taiko). But the factors that allow us to continue—money, time, and 

interest—may be quite similar.  

For several years, Rachel Gorton and I were the only two white women in Mu 

Daiko’s performing group. Gorton and I started taking taiko classes in the same year, 

were invited into the group at the same time, and left the group around same time to 

concentrate on our professional careers. Each of us is college-educated, comes from a 

middle-class background, and had developed—through various routes—interests in 

cultures other than white American culture. Having come of age in the 1990s, we were 

and are part of a culture that valued a celebratory multiculturalism. Like other taiko 

performers and students, we had the leisure time to attend and money to pay for ongoing 

classes. After becoming performing members, although we no longer paid class fees, we 
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were able to dedicate several hours, often up to five days a week, to rehearsing and/or 

teaching.  

On stage, Rachel and I resemble each other. We are both blond women of 

Scandinavian descent, at the time in our late twenties and early thirties. We are of a 

similar height and build. We do not really look alike: my hair is long, wavy, and a dark 

shade of blond, while Rachel wears her lighter and straighter hair short. Although neither 

of us is petite, we are built differently, me with wider shoulders, she with wider hips. We 

would not ordinarily be mistaken for each other, yet in the context of Mu Daiko, audience 

members have gotten us confused. Once, an audience member asked me about my 

children (I don’t have any, but Rachel does). Sometimes, when new taiko students attend 

our classes, they mistakenly believe they saw one of us perform, when it was clearly the 

other. I do not raise this issue to suggest that the notion that “all Asians look alike” works 

in precisely reverse order when there is a visible Asian majority. Rather, I want to 

emphasize that there is just enough similarity between us that our experiences with how 

audiences and Mu Daiko members “read” us have been similar, and that race is a primary 

facet through which audiences see us.  

Gorton was drawn to taiko initially through her connection to Japan, where she 

lived during her early twenties. She began playing taiko in January 1999, after seeing the 

same concert that prompted me to play. She and her husband, Drew, had returned 

recently from a three-year stint living in Japan as teachers for JET (the Japan Exchange 

and Teaching Programme), a project supported by Japan’s Ministry of Education. JET 

began in 1987 with a goal of “promoting grass-roots international exchange between 

Japan and other nations.” The U.S., according to a chart on their web site, is the largest 
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sending country with nearly half of its 4,334 current participants from the U.S.219 The 

Gortons lived in Toyama prefecture for three years, where they taught English language 

in a junior high and took up the martial art aikido in their spare time. Upon returning to 

the U.S., they attended the Mu Daiko concert with another friend from JET. Gorton notes 

that for both she and her husband, playing taiko became one way of maintaining a 

connection with Japan. 

I was drawn to taiko through my theatrical work with Theater Mu. Other than 

stage managing one production earlier that year, I had no connection with Japanese or 

Asian American community or culture. At the time, I was more concerned about trying to 

make my way in the theatre community, and taiko was one more way to be involved with 

the company. Over the course of my time with Mu Daiko, many Mu actors also took 

taiko classes at one time or another. It was in part my affiliation with the theatre people 

who also played taiko—including Jennifer Weir, Suzanne Burrows (Su-Yoon Ko), 

Zaraawar Mistry, and Sara Dejoras—that kept me engaged in the beginning. Having been 

an athlete throughout childhood, taiko presented another way—a more artistic way—to 

return to that part of myself. For me, the combination of athletics and aesthetics was the 

appeal of taiko, and a curiosity about Japanese culture followed. 

The presence of white performers in Mu Daiko further reveals the racial logics 

that operate in taiko performance. During my first years performing with Mu Daiko, I 

performed with two others (both of them Japanese Americans from Hawaii) in a small 

building at the Minnesota State Fair. I remember distinctly only two things about that 

                                                
219 “Introduction,” http://www.jetprogramme.org/e/introduction/index.html, 7 December 2010; “Current 
Statistics,” 7 December 2010, http://www.jetprogramme.org/e/introduction/statistics.html. Two of my other 
participants are JET alumni (Yurika Chiba and Rome Hamner). One current Mu Daiko member has 
recently moved to Japan as a JET teacher specifically to continue studying taiko in his spare time. 
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performance: one, that it was very difficult to park at this busy, well-attended fairground, 

and two, that an older white man approached me afterward and joked, “I’ve never seen a 

blond Japanese woman before!” Blond hair almost always functions as a euphemism for 

“white,” as it does in this instance. Richard Dyer has written about the ways blond hair 

and blue eyes are considered “uniquely white, to the degree that a non-white person with 

such features is considered, usually literally, to be remarkable.”220 But this man did not 

mistake me for an actual blond Japanese woman. Rather, his comment simply implied 

that I didn’t belong. It would be the first of many comments I fielded over my time as a 

Mu Daiko member, statements or questions made in a joking but conspiratorial tone. It is 

always white people who make these comments, which often belie an assumed 

understanding between us as white people: I don’t really “belong” with the rest of the 

group. These are not Orientalist critiques implying that I have appropriated an art form 

that does not belong to me. Rather, they imply that my presence has interrupted the 

authenticity of the performance, or perhaps betrayed the group’s simple Minnesotanness, 

for all our Japanese posturing.  

For several years, Mu Daiko performed our annual concert each December at 

Minneapolis’ Southern Theater, and we, the performers, typically stood in the lobby after 

the show to greet the audience. One Friday night, a white woman approached Rachel and 

me, shook our hands warmly, and said, “I was so disappointed to see you blond girls up 

there, but then you were both so good!” Our blond hair figures metonymically as 

whiteness here, as it often does when people point out our difference from the rest of the 

group. The warmth of her tone contrasted disconcertingly with her message. This woman 

                                                
220 Richard Dyer, White (London and New York, Routledge, 1997) 44. 
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probably expected to see only Asian faces when she decided to see a Japanese drumming 

concert, and our presence disrupted her notion of authenticity. In the moment, we thanked 

her (after all, she had implied that our performance skills had redeemed our inappropriate 

racial performance). Hashing over the incident in the dressing room later, it became clear 

that no one else had received such a comment, including the two white men who had also 

performed that night. Notably, Asian American members of non-Japanese descent seldom 

get taken to task by white audience members for not being Japanese. I do not mention 

this to reinforce the notion that taiko is only for Japanese people, but rather to point out 

that (white) audiences read authenticity as a racial, rather than ethnic, matter.  

Each of these examples highlights the logics that structure conceptions of race and 

authenticity in performance. And while these provide insights into performer-spectator 

scenarios, these logics also pervade performers’ thinking. It is not just audience members 

who hold such common-sense notions about race, performance, and legitimacy. When I 

first saw Mu Daiko perform, I had no plans to become a performing member, not because 

I held any sophisticated beliefs about white privilege and ethnic performance, but simply 

because I did not know if this was something white people did. My qualms about 

performing aside, I didn’t know if white people would be considered performing 

members within an Asian American theatre company. At the time, Mu Daiko was 

comprised entirely of Asian Americans. Had the two audience members seen them 

perform only a few years earlier, the group’s racial uniformity may have satisfied their 

expectations of an authentically “Asian” performance.    

When I interviewed Rachel, she recalled the woman’s comment about being 

disappointed nearly verbatim. In the moment, we had both made light of it, but it had 
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clearly resonated with both of us. Rachel recalled, “I always felt personally . . . like I had 

to work harder and I had to kind of overcome [being white] . . . like it was a detriment in 

a way.” She also notes that perhaps her previous training in the Japanese martial art 

aikido had prepared her well for learning taiko, and her good technique could keep 

audience members from noticing that she was “shockingly blonde” in contrast to the 

others on stage.221 Gorton’s comments reflect a similar logic to the audience member’s: 

that while her whiteness kept her from being a fully acceptable taiko performer, her 

performance skills would compensate.  

While taiko’s connection to Japan was what initially drew Rachel to the art form, 

her own non-Japanese identity is also a source of anxiety. In terms of how taiko affected 

her everyday life and the way others viewed her, playing taiko imbued her with a feeling 

of being interesting and of doing “something different.” It allowed her to exceed the 

boundaries of a “typical Scandinavian” woman who grew up in Minnesota. When I 

interviewed Rachel in 2009, she had recently left Mu Daiko to concentrate on her 

teaching career, and she lamented that without taiko, she feels “just kind of boring.” 

Although these reasons for playing taiko were only a few among many others, taiko did 

offer something of an antidote to the perceived banality of white suburban life.  

In many ways, although Rachel is white, her experience living in Japan meant that 

she possessed cultural knowledge about Japan that the rest of the group, including the 

three members with Japanese heritage, did not have. During our time in Mu Daiko, she 

was the only member who could speak Japanese and the only one who had ever lived 

there. Although she does not name this experience as a legitimating factor, it is clear that 

                                                
221 Rachel Gorton, Personal interview, 27 June 2009. 
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Rachel’s experience living in Japan informed her taiko experience in several ways. As 

Iris Shiraishi points out, living in Japan as an American and as a white woman gave 

Rachel experience living as the “other” in a way that gave Rachel a “sensitivity [that] was 

built in.”222 For Shiraishi, who is Japanese American, Rachel’s experience of otherness 

firsthand provided a basis of identification for being part of an Asian American 

performance group. But as Rachel herself asks, “where do any of us get our legitimacy 

for playing taiko?”  

Audience’s perceptions prompt reflection about our roles as white women 

practicing an Asian American art form. In many ways, spectators who ask Asian 

American performers whether they speak English and those who point to Rachel’s and 

my racial difference both reinforce a notion that Asian American performance is 

conceptually outside of Minnesota culture. Rachel and I don’t belong on stage precisely 

because we do appear to belong with the rest of the white audience members. These off-

stage encounters that reflect racial logics seldom found their way into Mu Daiko 

rehearsals. The group is as welcoming of its white members as it has been for its 

Japanese, Chinese, Filipina, Korean, and other Asian American members who have been 

part of Mu Daiko.  

 

Women Front and Center: Race, Gender, and Power 

“While there are many players and groups who are open to anyone, there 
are also quite a few who feel taiko is only for people of Japanese descent, 
or that are only for women. These groups might feel as though they’re 
promoting Japanese culture or women’s status, but in reality they’re just 
creating a path of segregation within the world of taiko.” 

                                                
222 Iris Shiraishi, Email to author, 24 November 2010. 
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    Art Lee, “Questions for a Starving Artist”223 
 

“You wouldn’t think that [seeing powerful women on stage] would be that 
big of a deal these days, but I think it was.” 
     Rachel Gorton, personal interview224 
 
“How I walk in the world has changed because of taiko . . . it has truly 
been an empowering thing for me.” 
     Jennifer Weir, personal interview225 

 

 The main reason people play taiko, it seems, is simply because they love it. It 

looked like so much fun that they needed to try it themselves. It thundered in their chests, 

brought tears to their eyes, and touched a part of them they had forgotten about or had not 

yet discovered. These sentiments are repeated on taiko groups’ web sites, on taiko 

Facebook pages, in archival materials, and in the interviews I conducted for this project. 

It was the rare person who did not tell me in so many words how much they love the art 

form. And as a taiko player with her own version of that story, I can hardly disagree with 

them. What does vary is why people love it, how exactly it speaks to them, and from what 

vantage point they approach the practice and performance of taiko. As I explored in the 

previous chapter, San Jose Taiko’s early members found that taiko allowed them to 

bridge their newly-formed Asian American identity with their Japanese ethnic roots. For 

Mu Daiko, formed in the late 1990s, Asian American identity is central for some, but not 

all, members. For the women in Mu Daiko, taiko provides a space within which to 

engage in an art form that is both a rewarding practice and a powerful mode of 

representation for women. 

                                                
223 Art Lee, “Questions for a Starving Artist,” Interview with James Hadfield, Japanzine, no date, 
http://www.seekjapan.jp/article-1/888/Questions+for+a+Starving+Artist:+Art+Lee.  
224 Rachel Gorton, Personal interview.  
225 Jennifer Weir, Personal interview.  
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 As professional taiko player Art Lee notes in the epigraph above, there is no 

overarching stance toward race, ethnicity, or gender in North American taiko. My 

observation at numerous conferences and concerts is that the majority of taiko groups in 

the U.S. are mixed in terms of race and gender. Lee, himself an African American man, 

started playing taiko at Sacramento Taiko Dan, a mixed group led by Tiffany 

Tamaribuchi. Although Lee frames women’s and Japanese American taiko groups as a 

form of segregation,226 I would read such policies as efforts to create a type of “safe 

space” or community-building space, rather than as an effort to enforce ethnic or gender 

purity within the taiko community. As I discuss in more depth in Chapter Three, 

women’s groups have met with a certain amount of resistance, particularly from male 

taiko players. Whether in their own all-women’s groups or in mixed-gender groups, 

women taiko players consistently express the particular satisfactions that taiko practice 

and performance brings them as women, and for many, as women of color. 

It is not unusual for taiko groups to have large female memberships, or even for 

women to lead taiko groups.227 And while several women, including PJ Hirabayashi and 

Tiffany Tamaribuchi, are prominent members of the taiko community, it is most often 

male performers who are recognized as gurus. The documentary The Spirit of Taiko 

features three male performers, Seiichi Tanaka, Kenny Endo, and Masato Baba, all of 

                                                
226 While Lee’s comments should also be read in the context of his experiences as a professional taiko 
player in Japan, where he notes groups are more accepting of all players with enough enthusiasm, they also 
cannot be voided of their critique of women’s-only or JA-only spaces. This disagreement goes to the heart 
of the Civil Rights and Black Power discourses circulating in the 1960s and 1970s, when North American 
Taiko began. Should taiko, as a post-Civil Rights phenomenon, embrace ideals of colorblindness-as-
equality, or an oppositional stance that demands space for communities of color and women? In his 
comments here, Lee contrasts North American taiko with Japanese taiko, which has undergone a different 
historical trajectory from U.S. and Canadian taiko, whose discourse and practice is connected to Japanese 
internment, and race and gender stereotyping. 
227 In the 2003 NATC conference program, 48 out of 101 taiko groups listed a woman as their primary 
contact person. My suspicion is that even more women lead the groups, since some did not list a contact 
and some names were gender neutral. This suggests that women really fuel the taiko community in the U.S. 
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whom are Japanese American males whose taiko careers have been linked to San 

Francisco Taiko Dojo. Seiichi Tanaka has been recognized by the NEA as a National 

Heritage Fellow, a designation bestowed on those who are recognized “not only for the 

excellence of their work but also for their efforts to preserve our diverse cultural 

traditions for future generations.”228 Similarly, Kenny Endo has been widely recognized 

for his career achievements, and Masato Baba is positioned in the documentary as a 

rising star. Kenny Endo’s extensive taiko activities, which include running a school and 

several performance ensembles, are managed by his wife Chizuko Endo, also a skilled 

taiko performer in her own right (but far less recognized as such). I am not suggesting 

that Kenny Endo is undeserving, nor am I assuming Chizuko Endo had plans to become a 

prominent performer. Rather, I mean to highlight the women’s labor that often goes 

unrecognized. 

Mu Daiko provides a space in which gender roles can be re-negotiated and re-

imagined. The smallest women play the largest drums, and men dance gracefully between 

drums. In a practical sense, all of us contribute to the upkeep of the space and the 

equipment. Women lift the huge barrel drums with help from each other—men and 

women—and sometimes it’s the women who do the heaviest lifting, figuratively and 

metaphorically. I don’t want to over-rehearse the notion that women are naturally self-

conscious and lacking confidence, and that taiko is somehow redemptive. Plenty of 

women also share other experiences—that is, taiko builds on a confidence or interests 

they already had—but many do relay a narrative in which taiko infused them with 

confidence that extends into other aspects of their lives, or that it knits together disparate 

                                                
228 San Francisco Taiko Dojo web site. 
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aspects of previous eras in their lives. As Deborah Wong writes, “How many of us were 

taught to keep our knees together and to speak softly? Taiko provides alternative ways of 

moving through physical and sonic space that are passionately appealing to Asian 

American women for real reasons, but it does so while creating ties of cooperation and 

collaboration.”229 Mu Daiko has always been fueled by a core group of women who 

perform, teach, and compose. Mu Daiko has functioned as a space for “cooperation and 

collaboration” between white and Asian American women. 

Although Mu Daiko has not had an explicitly political mission, often as a group 

or smaller groups of individuals, we performed gratis at fundraisers and events in the 

Asian American community, at women’s events, and in LGBTQ spaces. Our 

performance at the then-monthly women’s cabaret, Vulva Riot (later renamed “Hotbed” 

and now defunct), is an example of the ways Mu Daiko can function as a site for coalition 

for Asian American, feminist, and queer political expression. This particular iteration of 

Vulva Riot was dedicated to Asian American women’s performance. Jennifer Weir, Iris 

Shiraishi, Suzanne Burrows (Su-Yoon Ko), and I performed a short set at this cabaret. 

Additionally, Burrows also read her spoken word piece, “Reaching,” against a backdrop 

of taiko player Charissa Uemura’s photographs of local women taiko players. In the 

audience at the Vulva Riot performance were two women who eventually became Mu 

Daiko members. Heewon Lee, who performed as a singer at the cabaret and later joined 

Mu Daiko, recalls that seeing the performance “sticks out in my mind as one of those 

defining moments, like, I must do that. I will do that.”230 I recall being particularly 

nervous and excited about the Vulva Riot performance because it was the first time I had 

                                                
229 Wong, Speak It Louder, 218. 
230 Heewon Lee, Personal interview.  
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performed in a space where the audience was entirely female, and many were also queer. 

Weir recalls enjoying playing taiko in the atmosphere of an all-women, mostly-queer 

crowed that was also racially mixed. That, she says in her typically enthusiastic way, 

“was like roar times a thousand.”231  

 While the predominance of women taiko players on the whole is widely 

acknowledged within the taiko community, that fact is not necessarily evident to all 

audiences. In the case of Mu Daiko, Rick Shiomi has led the group since its inception and 

was the only expert in the beginning. But as the group has developed, Iris Shiraishi and 

Jennifer Weir have provided the labor of leading the group, while Rick has remained the 

director more or less in name only. Shiraishi and Weir teach classes, compose songs, and 

run rehearsals. Shiraishi provides administrative support and handles programming for 

Mu Performing Arts’ taiko programs. Additionally, for several years, all of the teachers 

for Mu Daiko classes (besides Shiomi) were women, including me. On stage, women 

have also been prominent in Mu Daiko. Shiraishi and Weir have always been the clear 

leaders, along with Shiomi, but Rachel Gorton, Suzanne Burrows (Su-Yoon Ko), Holly 

Coughlin (Heewon Lee), and I were also featured regularly in performances (and before 

that, Sara Dejoras and Lia Rivamonte).  

 When I asked Shiomi about the gender balance in Mu Daiko, he replied that Mu 

Daiko’s balance reflects the larger North American taiko community in having more 

women. He was less concerned about attempting to control the balance of men and 

women within the group than in the ways that balance affects the aesthetics of the 

performances. “There is the issue of movement style. Some women look good on the 

                                                
231 Jennifer Weir, Personal interview. 
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taiko and tend to be better movers than men. . . but on the other hand, the men give you 

certain dynamic ranges, variety.”232 For Shiomi, gender functions as an aesthetic, rather 

than political, issue within taiko. From this one statement, it would be easy to assume that 

Shiomi holds a strictly essentialist notion of how men and women look on stage. In 

practice, I have observed that Shiomi and other group members are well attuned to the 

fact that some men move in more graceful—and hence more stereotypically feminine—

ways, and vice-versa. Still, a variety of bodies and movement styles does produce a 

different aesthetic. Shiomi’s goal is not to achieve a kind of homogenous chorus-line 

aesthetic. “On the other hand,” Shiomi says, “If you look at a piece like ‘Naihatsu’ or 

‘Menami,’ it’s interesting when you see four women doing it. It has a different impact in 

a way.” The two pieces he references are both “power” pieces that showcase strength of 

the performers. In “Menami,” for instance, two performers play in “sit-up” position on 

the floor, backs at a forty-five-degree angle to the ground. Sustaining that position 

requires significant core muscle strength. These types of “power” pieces, Shiomi 

suggests, have an ineffable impact on the audience when performed by women, perhaps 

because these pieces defy expectations of both proper white and Asian femininity.  

 While Shiomi claims not to exercise control over the group’s gender balance, it 

was clear that the women have a stake in maintaining a majority of women in the group. 

For them, gender is seriously at play in their experience of the art form, whether as 

performers, composers, or simply people in the world. Shiraishi writes,  

I’ve always personally loved that Mu Daiko has been a predominately 

[sic] female group. I’ve also loved that females, regardless of 

                                                
232 Rick Shiomi, Personal interview, 8 August 2009. 
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identification and orientation, are attracted to this kind of art-making and 

have ostensibly felt comfortable and fully integrated enough to stay and 

develop their talents in taiko. I would probably feel anxious if the balance 

shifted over to more than 50% male; but the current >50% female balance 

doesn’t worry me in the least. I feel that taiko is one of the great venues to 

feature women in nontraditional, powerful roles and that Mu Daiko, and 

many other taiko groups as well, are perfect for shining light on women’s 

issues and banishing stereotypes.233  

For Shiraishi, the gender balance in Mu Daiko is more than an aesthetic consideration. 

Although she does not specify precisely why she wants to maintain a majority of women 

in the group, it is clear that for her, taiko has political and representational power.   

 In a similar vein, Weir says, “There’s something extra . . . something special 

about playing with women in taiko. There’s something special about playing with people 

I know are queer or . . . are very open and progressive and supportive of that. And also 

playing with people of color. Because all of those three things are, like, experiences that 

you may not always get in your . . . regular life. And so to be with that part of yourself 

being front and center . . . it just always means more to me when I get to perform in those 

environments.”234 For Weir, playing taiko with people who share her various 

identifications is empowering in itself. As she notes, fully expressing one’s various 

identities—particularly aspects of being a woman, queer, or person of color that are often 

denigrated in popular culture—is not always comfortable or possible in other arenas. 

                                                
233 Iris Shiraishi, Email to author. 
234 Jennifer Weir, Personal interview.  
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Gorton notes that playing taiko gave her a feeling of “invincibility” that she 

carries into other aspects of her life, and that being part of an art form that embraces 

powerful women is a “constant source of pride” for her.235 Weir discusses how, as a 

young actor, she had lacked confidence, but taiko instilled a different sense of presence 

when she performed. She says, “How I walk in the world has changed because of taiko . . 

. it has truly been an empowering thing for me.”236 Iris Shiraishi says,  

If you had told me twelve or thirteen years ago that I would be where I am 

now, I would’ve looked at you and said, “You are absolutely crazy.” I 

mean, what, there’s no way that I would be performing this much or 

writing music this much or . . . thinking of myself as an artist . . . I think 

I’ve become a more self-confident person, from a person who was not 

confident at all. So at least in certain areas, I think I have a more of a 

feeling of wholeness that way.237 

Once Weir and Shiraishi began composing, they were able to foreground 

whomever they chose. An assumed convention within Mu Daiko is that if you compose a 

piece, you are also in charge of choosing performers and responsible for the general look 

of the piece. In dance terms, composers are also choreographers, and in theatre terms, a 

composer creates, casts, and directs the piece. 

 

The A-Mu-Zons: Performing “Torii” and “Naihatsu” 

                                                
235 Rachel Gorton, Personal interview.  
236 Jennifer Weir, Personal interview. 
237 Iris Shiraishi, Personal interview, 19 June 2009.  
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 I shake my limbs nervously as I wait in the wings, stage left. I can see Rachel 

across the stage, waiting too. It is our first time performing this song. Three drums sit 

expectantly center stage, the largest one up center, the other two widen out downstage, 

an inverted V. They sit upright, one drumhead on the floor, the other facing straight up 

toward the ceiling. Watching each other closely, Rachel and I walk toward each other 

and take our places on opposite sides of the center odaiko. We make eye contact, and in 

unison we stretch our legs into wide stances and unfold our arms in a momentary 

“ready” stance. A beat later, we raise our bachi above the drum and begin to play the 

five slow, soft first beats of the song. Beginning this song always brings tears to my eyes, 

once Iris has introduced the piece to her audience and dedicated it to her friend, Esther.  

 “Torii” was Iris Shiraishi’s first composition for taiko, written to honor the 

memory of Esther Torii Suzuki, a woman known for her lifelong commitment to Asian 

American and women’s issues in the Twin Cities. Shiraishi, who currently serves as the 

Taiko Programs Coordinator for Mu Performing Arts, has been a member of Mu Daiko 

since 1997. Born in Hawai’i, Shiraishi came to the mainland for graduate school in Iowa 

and later moved to St. Paul with her husband. A musician and composer by training, 

Shiraishi hadn’t composed anything for ten years, and was nervous to compose for taiko 

after studying the form for only three years. She had been “reluctant to even think about 

composing” for taiko until her friend and colleague Suzuki passed away in 1999. Besides 

referring to Suzuki’s middle name, “Torii” also describes the Japanese gates found at the 

entrances to Shinto shrines, and sometimes Buddhist temples. As Shiraishi often explains 

when she introduces the song to audiences, Suzuki had always encouraged people to 
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challenge themselves, and Shiraishi wrote this piece to push herself to a new level of 

performing.  

 Esther Suzuki was an activist and community leader in St. Paul. She became the 

first Japanese American student to attend Macalester College, where the Lealtad-Suzuki 

Center is now named after her. She had lived previously in a Japanese American 

internment camp in Portland, Oregon.238 As Shiraishi recalls, Suzuki was involved in a 

number of activist organizations, including several dedicated to Asian American women. 

Shiraishi met Suzuki when they both took part in a performance with Theater Mu. The 

“Mu View” was a mix of storytelling and taiko drumming. Suzuki was one of the 

storytellers, sharing stories from her life, and Shiraishi one of the drummers. “She really 

kind of took me under her wing . . . I’m so not political a person,” Shiraishi says, but 

Suzuki had a way of drawing people in to organizations and other events, including two 

protests when Miss Saigon played at Twin Cities venues. Suzuki died somewhat 

unexpectedly after an illness in 1999. “It was heartbreaking because even though I didn’t 

know her really well, she was the one that really grabbed me and put me into this . . . 

Asian American community.” Writing “Torii” was Shiraishi’s way to say a “meaningful 

goodbye” and to remember the influence Suzuki had on her and the Twin Cities Asian 

American community. Shiraishi included compositional elements in the song that, at the 

time, were very challenging for her, such as big arm movements, fast turns, and left-lead 

sticking. When she was creating the piece, Shiraishi says, “it was always like with this 

                                                
238 “About the Center’s Namesakes,” Lealtad-Suzuki Center, Macalester College, 16 December 2010 
http://www.macalester.edu/lealtad-suzuki/about.html. 
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feeling like [Esther] would look down and say, ‘Okay, that’s good. You’re doing 

something to challenge yourself.’ That was a benediction.”239 

 I remember seeing Shiraishi and Weir perform a version of “Torii” when it was in 

development before it premiered in Mu Daiko’s 2000 annual concert. The power and 

ferocity that these two small Asian American women mustered for this song amazed me. 

As they continued to perform it over the years and their connection grew, the song 

became more and more powerful. The piece opens formally, with the two women 

walking toward each other across the stage and simultaneously, almost ritually, changing 

their stances, lifting their arms high above their heads, and beginning to play the soft 

rhythms of the song. For several bars, the rhythms are soft and easy, hits to the drum head 

and rim, and the straight base beat continues while each takes her turn playing variations 

on one shared drum. Eventually, each woman flies through a series of full turns, arms out 

to the side, propelling her between her two drums. Then they are facing each other across 

the shared drum again, this time at a faster pace, stronger hits, and a sparkle in their eyes. 

As they pick up the pace, they play new variations on the initial theme, their arms 

pounding noticeably harder on the drums. They fly again between drums, arms cart-

wheeling around their bodies, voices filling short silences with ferocious yells. While one 

moves, the other beats the drum loudly, yelling “Yeahhhhhh!” Finally the drummers’ fast 

tempo winds down to slower, but still powerful, hits to the drum, until the two face each 

other again on the big drum and play the same five slow beats with which they had 

begun, ending the song with each with her upstage arm raised at a forty-five degree 

angle, and her eyes lifted to follow the angle.   

                                                
239 Iris Shiraishi, Personal interview. 
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 “Torii” is at once an intimate duet that relies on a rhythmic and emotional 

connection between the two performers and what many taiko players might call a “power 

taiko” piece that showcases the strength of the players. The wide, sweeping arm 

movements that propel the players from one drum to the other make these two relatively 

small women seem larger than life. Sections of the song that include hard, hammer-like 

hits to the center of the drum require and showcase the strength it takes to play. It is also 

one of Mu Daiko’s rare songs that is explicitly linked to both ethnic and gender identity 

through Shiraishi’s “mentor and role model,” Esther Suzuki. Shiraishi also wrote the 

piece specifically for herself and Jennifer Weir to perform. As Shiraishi notes, when she 

composes songs, she often finds it difficult to see them performed by players other than 

those who originated their parts or roles, particularly when she has little personal 

connection to the new performers. Rachel and I were both excited to learn “Torii,” but 

were nervous to perform it because we associated it so closely with Jen and Iris. Because 

of the song’s connection to Suzuki and Shiraishi’s own Asian American community 

affiliations, it may well have been difficult for her to see two white women performing 

it—and later, to see men play the song. As Shiraishi pointed out to me in an email, many 

of her songs can be seen as explorations of women’s power on stage. “Torii” was the first 

song in which Mu Daiko intentionally placed women center stage, but later, she wrote 

other songs that featured women in “power” roles, and ones that emphasize softness and 

grace, qualities more typically attributed to women.  

Weir, too, often features women in her compositions. Weir was one of Mu 

Daiko’s first members, and is also an actor and director with Theater Mu. About women 

and taiko, she says,  
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For much of Mu Daiko's history, the women were the strongest and most 

dynamic players. So when I developed new pieces, I naturally chose the 

strongest players to work with, which were all women. With the exception 

of “Naihatsu,” I didn't write them to be gender specific. However, I have 

observed with myself that when I sit down to assign players to my pieces, 

even now, I end up choosing women in the most dominant roles. Over 

time, the pieces often get expanded, changed, and often most of the 

members eventually get opportunities to play the various parts.  However, 

in my ideal world, I still have the women front and center whenever I 

can.240  

As in many dance and music forms, the players who perform the piece initially often 

contribute to certain movements or rhythms. They make the piece their own, and it is 

often for the composers to re-teach the piece to new performers. Weir, Shiraishi, as well 

as Rachel Gorton, composed several pieces that not only foregrounded Mu Daiko’s 

female talent, but were also inspired by other women.  

Just as Shiraishi dedicated “Torii” to Esther Suzuki, women taiko players inspired 

Weir to write the song, “Naihatsu.” Having recently seen the Japanese taiko group 

Amanojaku perform in Los Angeles, Weir was inspired by the women performers whose 

moments were “precise and beautiful and strong.” Even more so, though, she wanted to 

give Shiraishi a chance to shine. By 2005, when Weir created the piece, much of Iris’ 

time was spent teaching classes and mentoring newer group members. Her skill meant 

that often she played the base beat on the shime often positioned far upstage, rather than 

                                                
240 Jennifer Weir, Email to author, 21 November 2010. 
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playing the larger drums, which are usually further downstage and allow for a wide range 

of movement. Weir says, “I wanted her to step up in the spotlight and be the one front 

and center and kicking ass.”241 

 “Naihatsu,” which roughly translates from Japanese to “Burst of Energy from 

Within,” features four drummers. Four women (myself, Gorton, Weir, and Shiraishi) 

playing this song is what prompted Rick to start calling us “The Amazons” (or 

sometimes, “The A-Mu-zons”). The four of us performed this piece at the 2003 North 

American Taiko Conference, in the “Taiko Ten” concert that allows ten groups to 

perform for ten minutes. It is significant that Shiomi chose to feature a piece with four 

women to represent Mu Daiko at that time, when there were twelve members, several of 

whom were men. So not only did composers choose to put women “front and center” in 

their compositions, but Shiomi as Artistic Director chose to do the same. 

Gender cannot be divorced from other identity markers, particularly ones that in 

this case are visually coded, such as race. More than a year after my initial interviews 

with Weir and Shiraishi, I emailed them to expand on how gender and race figure into 

Mu Daiko’s aesthetic and organizational structures. In the interval between these two 

interviews, Mu Performing Arts had received a large general operating grant from AAPIP 

(Asian American/Pacific Islanders in Philanthropy) that helps Asian American 

organizations develop the social justice components of their activities. Interestingly, the 

two are now more forthcoming about race and ethnicity being a factor in Mu Daiko’s 

membership than they were in our initial interviews. It could be that because of this grant, 

race and gender were on the forefront of their minds as Mu Daiko leaders. It could also 

                                                
241 Jennifer Weir, Personal interview. 
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be that since we were not speaking face-to-face, it was easier for them to talk to me, a 

white woman but also a friend, about race issues in Mu Daiko. Whatever the reason, there 

seems to be a shift—if not in actual operations, then in the openness of the discourse—in 

the group’s racial politics.  

Neither expressed a preference that Mu Daiko shift to restricting its membership 

to those with Asian heritage, but they do seem to be grappling with how to engage its 

non-Asian members in issues of social justice pertinent to Asian American communities. 

Weir writes,   

For Mu Daiko, I think it is important that the group, regardless of its 

members, reflect an Asian American sensibility. This can be done in terms 

of leadership, values, philosophy and aesthetics. However, ultimately, the 

audience perception will be largely based on appearances, so you cannot 

dismiss the importance of the ethnic balance of its members. This balance 

is also important for me to feel comfortable in the group. I want to feel the 

group's core identity originates and is based out of the Asian American 

community, however diverse its members.242 

While Weir does not define “Asian American sensibility,” further comments by Weir and 

Shiraishi may shed some light on what she may be struggling to define. Weir says that as 

Mu Daiko’s membership changes, “the dynamics of gender and race change with it.” 

When the four strongest players were women, it was “satisfying” to play with them, even 

if two of us were white. Within the current configuration of Mu Daiko, a recent 

performance that was performed by all Asian taiko players “reminded me how it is 

                                                
242 Jennifer Weir, Email to author. All other quotations in this paragraph are from this email. 
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personally more satisfying to play with other Asians, in the same way it is to be able to 

play with all women.” For Weir, maintaining a group with a sufficient number of Asian 

Americans is important not only because it creates a more personally fulfilling experience 

for her as an Asian American woman, but also because for a group connected to an Asian 

American theatre company, the “audience perception” that taiko fulfills the company’s 

mission is important.  

But even beyond creating a group that is visually identifiable as Asian American, 

Iris Shiraishi expresses the sentiment that some knowledge of Asian American history 

and an understanding of “otherness” can be helpful. Shiraishi approaches the issue from a 

more administrative standpoint. She writes, 

When you and Rachel were in the group, I simply did not have a struggle 

with those issues of racial/ethnic balance. Maybe it was because I knew 

from first-hand experience, that you and Rachel knew about AA [Asian 

American] history, and more importantly, had first-hand experience about 

being the “other.” Rachel through her Japan experience, and you through 

your GLBTQ identification and also through your academic work. The 

sensitivity was already built in. With both of you, Jen and Rick, I felt like 

there was an awareness of social justice issues as they pertained to our 

mission of producing great work “from the heart of the Asian American 

experience.”243 

Implicit here is that not all members of Mu Daiko have the same “sensibility” around 

issues of social justice. While it might be easy to read into Shiraishi’s statement that my 

                                                
243 Iris Shiraishi, Email to author.  
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queer identification and Rachel’s time spent living in Japan as a white woman 

automatically imbue us with such sensitivity, I don’t believe she buys into such an 

essentialized notion of identity. Rather, the four of us—Weir, Shiraishi, Gorton, and I—

forged a close friendship during our years performing together. As part of this 

relationship, we often discussed all matter of issues pertaining to the group. It is out of 

this place of knowing us as individuals—and, perhaps, seeing that we put our bodies on 

the line in performance—that she finds these sensitivities “built in.” 

 

Conclusion 

For one season, I was the face of Mu Daiko. The publicity shot used in newspaper 

ads, stories, and brochures featured my body prominently, foregrounded in a line of four 

bodies: two of them white and two Asian American. The photograph emphasizes unison 

lines: Three gleaming drum bodies, with the row of tacks over cow skin, fill the lower 

right-hand corner of the frame. Four women stand at the drums, arms stretched open 

diagonally. My body literally fills half of the photograph: I stand in a wide stance, with 

my outstretched my arms bisecting the photograph from the top left to the bottom right. 

My face is contorted in a guttural yell, my mouth open wide, my eyebrows furrowed 

fiercely, eyes staring straight ahead defiantly. Behind me, three other women line up in 

the same pose and facial expression, their smaller and smaller bodies diminishing into the 

vanishing point. When this photo was used as a publicity shot in newspapers and 

brochures, I was both pleased and puzzled to be featured so prominently. On one hand, I 

had been a member of the group for many years, and deserved as much as anyone to be 

recognized. On the other hand, given Mu Performing Arts’ mission to develop Asian 
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American talent, I was surprised that the staff chose my face to represent the 

organization, however briefly.  

 The photo reflects Mu Daiko’s “mixed company,” a group comprised of White 

men and women, as well as Asian American and mixed-race men and women. Outreach 

performances in particular highlight the ways Mu Daiko circulates within an arts ecology 

focused on multiculturalism. Multicultural programming, as dance scholar Yutian Wong 

writes, is often “comprised of a collection of uncontextualized, ahistoricized, and 

apoliticized practices,” and thus views the individual components of a given event as 

more or less interchangeable.244 While some of Mu Daiko’s performances lend 

themselves to standing in generally for “Asia” rather than articulating specific Asian 

American identities, these same performances are also rife with multiple and 

contradictory meanings. As my analysis of Su-Yoon Ko’s poem exemplifies, outreach 

performance is a much more complex site than its relative technical simplicity would 

suggest.  

The publicity photo above also reflects the prominence of both white and Asian 

American women in Mu Daiko. Through powerful performances and the process of 

composition, the women of Mu Daiko challenge familiar notions of femininity. As I 

explore in Chapter Three, taiko is certainly a rich site for examining gender expression. 

Moreover, as I demonstrate, the all-women’s group Jodaiko invites queer spectatorship 

that complicates, yet again, the conventions of a white, male, Orientalist gaze.  

 

                                                
244 Y. Wong, 10-11. 
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Chapter Three  
 

Jodaiko’s Butch Bodies:  
Taiko, Gender Performance, and Queer Spectatorship 

 
 
 

August 2, 2009. Three years after I performed with Mu Daiko in Vancouver’s 

Powell Street Festival, I find myself preparing for a nerve-wracking impromptu guest 

appearance with the all-women’s group, Jodaiko, for their 2009 Powell Street Festival 

performance. In a tent that serves as a backstage dressing area, I unfold the borrowed 

garments: indigo-dyed pants, a black and bright red happi coat with a stylized “wheat 

sheaf” pattern across the back in yellow, green, and blue, a matching obi to tie the happi 

closed, and a hachimaki to wind around my head. I have played very little since my visit 

here three years ago, but my body memory kicks in as I outfit myself in the familiar 

pieces of the taiko costume. As I slide my feet through the pant legs, I am careful to step 

my bare feet onto my sandals to avoid the mess of the dusty makeshift plywood floor. 

Then I pull on the black split-toe footwear most taiko players wear. I slip my arms 

through the sleeves of the happi coat and press the right side down along my stomach, 

folding the left side of the coat over the right side. Wearing the happi the other way, 

right-over-left, would be a major faux-pas in Japanese custom, only an acceptable 

practice for burial clothing. For tying the obi, I ask another Jodaiko member for help. 

Even after a decade of wearing them, I have trouble tying the knot properly. Toyomi, the 

young trans-identified Japanese national who helps me, ties the obi just tightly enough 

around my hips so I can tuck my drum sticks into the back of the sash and they don’t fall 

out. Finally, I secure the hachimaki around my head and step outside the tent to watch for 

my cue. 
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  Jodaiko’s group leader Tiffany Tamaribuchi wanted to include her song, 

“Takoyaki,” in the Powell Street Festival lineup. It’s a fitting piece for this venue since it 

is named after a popular Japanese street food served at the festival to long lines of people. 

Takoyaki consists of chopped octopus (“tako”) in a batter grilled (“yaki”) in round molds, 

and covered with sauce. The song, composed by Tamaribuchi, is a festive homage to the 

food, its preparation, and its key ingredient. I am here in costume as a performer, rather 

than in the audience as a researcher, because I learned the piece some years ago for 

another Jodaiko performance, and Tamaribuchi invited me to play in the piece. The 

song’s patterns are simple to remember, but I am nervous because our only rehearsal 

consisted of slapping out the song’s rhythms against the side of the tour van an hour 

before the show. Once onstage, three of us—Kristy Oshiro, Leslie Komori, and I—situate 

ourselves between a series of upright drums set close to the apron of the stage. Behind us, 

Eileen Kage stands upstage center between two large barrel drums. Her arms flow, 

octopus-like, as she keeps the base beat on these two drums. Those of us in front alternate 

between hitting the small high-pitched shime-daiko and the larger, lower-toned okedo, 

our legs rooted in a wide stance. Through our rhythms and arm motions, we three 

represent the process of making takoyaki: first, our arms undulate like tentacles in the 

water; later, our bachi become fishing nets, gathering octopi from the sea; then our arms 

slice the air like knives, and finally our fast, light drum rolls evoke the sound of batter 

sizzling on the grill.  

Despite my nerves, the piece goes well, and I silently thank Tiffany for having 

introduced me as a “surprise guest,” explaining away what I’m sure is a rusty 

performance. But I stand out from the others not (only) for any technique-related reason, 
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but because my appearance is markedly different, despite our matching costumes. I am 

obviously the only white performer. More surprising to me, as I peruse photographs from 

the event, is how different my gender performance is from the rest of the women on 

stage. My blond hair is pulled into a bouncy ponytail, while the other three women have 

short, spiky black hair. I do not usually think of myself as “femme,” but as one member 

noted to me during an interview, I was definitely the least butch lesbian on a stage full of 

queer women. Unlike my performances with Mu Daiko, where race and gender were my 

only visible identity markers on stage, performing with Jodaiko introduces the possibility 

of seeing queerness in taiko performance. 

This chapter explores gender performance and queer spectatorship in the all-

women’s group Jodaiko. Organized and led by renowned performer Tiffany Tamaribuchi, 

Jodaiko is a loosely structured taiko group that performs just a few times each year. Its 

activities are ad-hoc, informal, and often last-minute, as my Powell Street appearance on 

short notice demonstrates. My interest in this group extends from my experience 

performing with them as an occasional guest member, and from my desire to think about 

gender performance and sexuality as important aspects of taiko performance. This group 

in particular lends itself to an analysis that brings together performers’ “everyday” gender 

performances, gendered performances on stage, and the potential for queer spectatorship. 

Most of the women who perform with Jodaiko are queer-identified (either as lesbians or 

gender-queer),245 and most of them have somewhat masculine gender expressions. With 

only two exceptions (myself and Odaiko Sonora member Rome Hamner), Jodaiko’s 

performers are of Asian descent. Jodaiko is a site in which multiple identities are at play 
                                                
245 All members performing on the weekend I visited are queer-identified, though their specific 
identifications ranged from “lesbian” to “gender non-conforming.” Because membership is fluid, this may 
not always be the case. 
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simultaneously, and their performances call for an intersectional analysis that considers 

race, gender, and sexuality as constitutive elements of one another. 

Jodaiko’s founder and leader, Tiffany Tamaribuchi, is a well-known taiko player 

in her own right, and she is the central figure in this group. As the leader and the most 

accomplished performer, she has the most stage time in concerts, and she also instructs 

other members in technique and new repertoire. Kristy Oshiro, who teaches and performs 

with Tamaribuchi’s main taiko group, Sacramento Taiko Dan, is another regular member, 

along with Vancouverites Leslie Komori and Eileen Kage [pronounced Kah-geh], 

longtime friends who have performed with a number of Canadian groups since the late 

1970s.246 The newest member, Toyomi Yoshida, a Japanese national living in Portland, 

Oregon, also performed with Jodaiko during my research. Other members (who were not 

present at the 2009 performance) live in Tucson, Minneapolis, and Winnipeg.247  

Unlike many North American taiko groups who are based in a city and rehearse 

together regularly year-round, Jodaiko functions as more of a “pick-up” group. Its 

geographically dispersed members seldom rehearse together except in the days leading 

up to a performance. One of the peculiarities of playing with—and writing about—

Jodaiko is its somewhat chaotic and ephemeral nature. In contrast to San Jose Taiko and 

Mu Daiko, which both have 501(c)(3) status, staff members, and a fairly regular 

membership, Jodaiko operates as a pick-up group without the resources to compensate 

performers or even, sometimes, to cover travel expenses. With limited space and time in 

                                                
246 Eileen Kage and Leslie Komori also made up two-thirds of the taiko fusion trio, LOUD. Kage and 
Komori played taiko with electric guitarist Elaine Stef. The group currently operates as a duo, with Kage on 
taiko and Stef on guitar. See LOUD web site, http://www.taikoelectric.com/index2.html.   
247 Other members include Karen Falkenstrom and Rome Hamner of Odaiko Sonora in Tucson, AZ; 
Megan Chao Smith, former member of Sacrament Taiko Dan, Shidara, and other groups, now living in 
Minneapolis, MN; Naomi Guilbert of Fubuki Daiko in Winnipeg, Manitoba; and Jennifer Weir from Mu 
Daiko in Minneapolis; and myself. 
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which to rehearse for performances, players are asked to learn repertoire on their own—

or to learn very quickly. Queer studies scholars Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner 

imagine a queer world as “a space of entrances, exits, [and] unsystematized lines of 

acquaintance” and a space in which intimacies can develop in out-of-the-ordinary 

ways.248 Jodaiko’s provisional and temporary nature provides space for a type of queer 

intimacy by bringing people together across national and ethnic borders. 

Since 2006, Jodaiko has assembled in Vancouver for one weekend per year for 

two performances: the long-running Japanese Canadian gathering, the Powell Street 

Festival, and the more recently organized Pride-in-Art festival,249 a month-long curated 

series of queer performance that coincides with Vancouver’s LGBT pride celebration.250 

Although Jodaiko has performed at other events over the last several years, these two 

festivals constitute the bulk of their annual performances. These two festivals, to a large 

extent, define the group’s existence as an Asian/American/Canadian and queer women’s 

taiko group, despite the group’s openness to non-Asian and non-queer women. 

Particularly within the sites of Powell Street and the Pride-in-Art festivals, spaces 

centered around identity, the group’s members are legible as Asians, as women, and as 

queers. 

Jodaiko’s performances at a Japanese Canadian and an LGBT pride event offer a 

fruitful node through which to address the visibility and legibility of Asian 

American/Canadian queers. As theatre scholar Stacy Wolf writes, although sexuality and 

                                                
248 Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner, “Sex in Public,” Robert Corber and Stephen Valocchi, eds. Queer 
Studies: An Interdisciplinary Reader (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2003) 175. 
249 As of 2010, the series changed its name from Pride-in-Art to Queer Arts Festival. 
250 In 2006, Jodaiko performed only at Pride-in-Art, with Oshiro and Tamaribuchi making guest 
appearances at PSF with Mu Daiko. Since 2007, Jodaiko has performed in both venues. 
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gender expression are two different things, they are “mutually determining.”251 David 

Eng and Alice Hom begin their volume Q & A: Queer in Asian America with a story that 

demonstrates how race, gender, and sexuality are all co-determining aspects of 

representation and identity: 

Consider the following scenario: A short-haired, butch-looking Asian 

American lesbian is washing her hands in a public women’s restroom. A 

white woman enters. Startled, she checks the sign on the door and then 

loudly protests, “This is a women’s restroom!” The white woman, 

assuming that this butch-looking Asian American is a man, claims the 

restroom as a women’s space. Ironically, while it is easy for the white 

woman to see an emasculated Asian American man in this space of 

urinary segregation, it is difficult for her to envision a butch Asian 

American lesbian there.252 

As this anecdote demonstrates, race, gender, and sexuality are intimately bound up with 

one another and intersect at the site of Asian masculinity. The ease with which this white 

woman “saw” an effeminate Asian American man, even in the single-gendered space of a 

women’s restroom, attests to “the ways in which the Asian American lesbian goes unseen 

and unrecognized.”253 As Judith Halberstam writes, “what we call ‘masculinity’ has 

always been produced by masculine women, gender deviants, and often lesbians. For this 

reason, it is inaccurate and indeed regressive to make masculinity into a general term for 

                                                
251 Stacy Wolf, A Problem Like Maria: Gender and Sexuality in the American Musical (Ann Arbor: The 
University of Michigan Press, 2002) 41. 
252 David L. Eng and Alice Y. Hom, “Introduction: Q & A: Notes on a Queer Asian America,” Q & A: 
Queer in Asian America, David L.Eng and Alice Y. Hom, eds. (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1998) 1. 
253 Eng and Hom, 1. 
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behavior associated with males.”254 As the scenario above demonstrates, however, it is 

precisely the intersection between the lesbian’s female masculinity and her Asianness, 

always already figured as effeminate, that confuses the white woman. Eng and Hom’s 

scenario also raises another issue about visibility and legibility: that the very thing that 

made this Asian American lesbian illegible to this white woman—her butch gender 

performance—is the very thing that may make her legible as a lesbian in queer spaces 

and contexts.  

This chapter takes up the relationship between gender performance and queer 

spectatorship. To examine these connections, I use ethnographic research methods such 

as personal interviews and participant-observation (including my actual performance 

experience with this group), as well as performance analysis and archival research. 

Jodaiko, by contrast to this solitary experience of mistaken identity, functions as a site 

within which Asian American/Canadian lesbians, butch or otherwise, are not only seen, 

but also heard, and sometimes felt through the kinesthetic effects of taiko’s rhythms. I 

contextualize Jodaiko within the history of women’s taiko groups in the U.S. and Canada 

before moving into my analysis of the group’s performances at the 2009 Powell Street 

Festival and Pride-in-Art series. At the Powell Street Festival, the group’s collectively 

butch gender performance and their “power taiko” pieces insist on queer Asian visibility. 

Tamaribuchi’s solo “Odaiko” performance invites queer spectatorship in the context of a 

queer arts festival. 

   

Women’s Taiko, Queer Taiko 

                                                
254 Judith Halberstam, Female Masculinity (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998) 241. 
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Despite women’s wide participation in taiko, Jodaiko is one of only a few groups 

comprised exclusively of women. Although many women experience taiko as an 

empowering practice, gender inequities nonetheless persist within taiko groups. In some 

groups, all the songs are composed and choreographed by one person, often a male 

leader. In other groups, gender factors into which performers perform certain parts: men 

might be chosen to play powerful parts on the odaiko, or have the flashier solos. In a 

recent performance by the Japanese touring group, KODO, several talented female 

drummers played on smaller instruments, while men played on the larger drums and 

dominated the featured solos and virtuosic parts.255 In the U.S. and Canada, taiko groups 

that categorically exclude women are rare, perhaps even non-existent, but group 

dynamics often lead to gender inequities. 

Canada’s first all-women’s taiko group, Sawagi Taiko, formed in 1990. A year 

earlier, the female members of Katari Taiko256 were asked to perform at the Michigan 

Womyn’s Music Festival. Since the festival allows only womyn-born-womyn to 

participate, Katari’s male members were excluded from the invitation. According to 

Eileen Kage, current Jodaiko member and a member of Katari Taiko at the time, several 

Katari players (male and female) were uncomfortable with accepting gigs at which only 

women could perform. Kage remembers the reasoning was that “taiko is for everybody, 

not just women.” Nonetheless, several women from Katari went to Michigan, where their 

performance was “a big hit.” Despite their success and excitement about performing at 

Michigan, Katari Taiko decided as a group that if the women wanted to continue 

                                                
255 “KODO 30th Anniversary One Earth Tour 2011 North America” performance, 23 February 2011, Hill 
Auditorium, Ann Arbor, MI. 
256 Katari Taiko was Canada’s first taiko group, founded in 1979. Katari was also the group with which 
Rick Shiomi of Mu Daiko first began playing taiko. 
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performing in women’s-only spaces, they would not only need to do so under a different 

name, but also without using Katari Taiko’s performance material. (They could, however, 

use Katari’s equipment.) As a result, several women, including current Jodaiko members 

Kage and Leslie Komori, formed Sawagi Taiko, a taiko group for Asian Canadian 

women.257 Kage remembers that having to come up with new material was like “a 

blessing in disguise” because it resulted in more creativity, and Komori agreed that they 

saw it as an “impetus to write a bunch of new songs.”258 For unspecified reasons, Katari’s 

main composers had been one or two men, but Sawagi was proud of having more 

composers (male or female) than most groups at the time. Although the situation must 

have been contentious at the time, neither Kage nor Komori spoke of it as a lasting 

conflict. When I asked, Kage notes that many of the women who formed Sawagi also 

continued to perform with Katari.259  

The current configuration of Jodaiko is actually a second iteration of a group 

Tamaribuchi initially founded in 1987. In 1987, Tamaribuchi had only recently begun 

training with the San Francisco Taiko Dojo, commuting between her home in Sacramento 

and the dojo in San Francisco on a regular basis. Similar to Sawagi Taiko’s formation, 

Jodaiko formed as a response to both gender inequities within SFTD, as discussed in 

Chapter One, and new opportunities to perform at women’s events. A student at CSU-

Sacramento, Tamaribuchi was approached about performing at a Take Back the Night 

Rally on campus. She invited several other women from the Taiko Dojo to join her. They 

chose the name Jodaiko because one translation of “Jo” in Japanese is “women,” so the 

name means roughly, “woman taiko.”  
                                                
257 Eileen Kage, Personal interview, 31 July 2009. 
258 Leslie Komori, Personal interview, 2 August 2009. 
259 Eileen Kage, Personal interview. 
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Although many of SFTD’s accomplished performers were women, they were not 

routinely chosen to play the more coveted roles. For instance, SFTD’s signature song, 

“Tsunami,” features individual soloists taking turns playing on the large odaiko. It is 

placed center stage, with two players, profiles to the audience, each playing on a head of 

the drum. Initially, two drummers play a slow opening section with set rhythms. After 

this short opening section, the remaining drummers rotate onto the drum, playing solos 

on either side of the drum. With each new solo, the speed, intensity, and virtuosity builds, 

with the flashiest and most powerful drummers ending the song. When Tanaka himself 

performs, he as the sensei, takes the final solo. As Tamaribuchi recalls, women typically 

played the opening sequences, but rarely were they featured at the climax: “The hot stuff 

guys would come on at the end.”260 The “hot stuff guys” are usually those who not only 

play faster and stronger, but whose performances highlight their stamina and strength—

through facial expressions, sinking low to the ground with effort, and in some cases even 

using acrobatics to embellish their drumming. In this instance, the song structure values a 

performance of strength typically encouraged in male players, while the women are 

relegated to more somber, less physically demanding, parts. To a large extent, the 

emphasis on strength and power has influenced Tamaribuchi’s performance choices, but 

at the time, she and other women were excluded from fully participating. 

In our interviews, Tamaribuchi never called the SFTD practices sexist or 

exclusive, but she did point out that when she formed Jodaiko, it became “an opportunity 

for especially fellow drummers in the Taiko Dojo [SFTD] and other women that were 

interested in playing the strong parts—but never got the opportunity because all the guys 

                                                
260 Tiffany Tamaribuchi, Personal interview, 12 October 2009. 
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were playing in the Dojo—to get together and play power pieces and not be held back at 

all.”261 SFTD seems to have fostered an atmosphere that was open to women, but favored 

men, to the extent that women felt “held back” in regular rehearsals and excluded from 

playing the most impressive parts. Naomi Guilbert remembers performing with Jodaiko 

during the mid-nineties, and recalls that a performance at the 1994 West Coast Women’s 

Music Festival was a “brief reprieve from the regular tensions and restrictions” at the San 

Francisco Taiko Dojo.262  

About a decade after these first two women’s groups formed, two more emerged 

in Toronto and Denver. The Toronto-based R.A.W. (Raging Asian Women) formed in 

1998, and describe themselves as “a diverse collective of East and South-East Asian 

women carrying on the North American taiko drumming tradition and promoting social 

justice while making music.”263 Mirai Daiko of Denver, founded in 2002, is an all-

women’s taiko group, though their promotional materials do not indicate that the choice 

of being a women’s group is connected to any particular political stance.264  

 Although Tamaribuchi does not specifically exclude straight women from 

participating in Jodaiko, the core membership for many years has been lesbian and queer-

identified women. She explains that she usually does want to feature all queer performers 

for the Pride-in-Art event, and since it is easiest to perform a similar lineup there and at 

Powell Street, the group ends up with an almost exclusively queer membership.265 Other 

taiko groups are queer-friendly, but I am not aware of another group that is comprised 

                                                
261 Tiffany Tamaribuchi, Personal interview.  
262 Naomi Guilbert, Email to author, 22 September 2009. 
263 R.A.W. web site, 8 March 2011, http://www.ragingasianwomen.ca/index2.html.  
264 Mirai Daiko web site, 8 March 2011. http://www.miraidaiko.com/live/.  
265 There are exceptions to her queer-only preference at Pride-in-Art. Two straight female members of Mu 
Daiko appeared as guest artists in 2006, and in 2009, Tamaribuchi included two guest artists from Japan 
who do not identify as queer in the concert lineup. 
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mainly of queer people. Several taiko groups perform within LGBT sites, such as pride 

parades and festivals, or cabarets, as discussed in Chapter Two.  

Queer taiko players have carved out space for themselves within the North 

American Taiko Conference. For several years, taiko players Rachel Ebora and Dane 

Fujimoto have led a discussion session for queer taiko players called the “Curly Noodle” 

session. The name, “Curly Noodle,” is a playful way of describing a queer (i.e., not 

straight, but curly) Asian person, and in most years, the session’s blurb specifies that the 

group targets LGBT “Asian/Asian American/Asian Canadian participants.”266 The 2005 

description indicates that they planned to run concurrent sessions, one for people of color 

and another for white queers, with a joint drumming session at the end.267 At the 2009 

NATC, I attended the Curly Noodle session for the first time. The facilitators noted that 

at about fifteen or twenty participants, this had been the best turnout by far. They said 

previous sessions had attracted only a handful of people. The session was mixed in terms 

of race, gender, age, and geography, and consisted mostly of casual conversation about 

people’s experiences as queer people in taiko groups. At the end of the session, Jodaiko 

member Kristy Oshiro taught the group a new song she had composed specifically for the 

Curly Noodle attendees, with the intent that any willing queer taiko players would 

perform it during the following (2011) conference as a way to “create camaraderie and 

awareness.”268 Oshiro posted a You Tube video of herself and Ebora demonstrating the 

                                                
266 2001 North American Taiko Conference program, personal archive. See also 2003, 2005, 2007, and 
2009 programs. 
267 2005 North American Taiko Conference program, personal archive. Whether this division actually 
happened is doubtful, since the leaders report that overall attendance had been low until 2009. 
268 Kristy Oshiro, Email to author, 2 February 2010. 
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basics of the song so that others can learn and rehearse the song before the next 

conference.269 

Tamaribuchi’s revival of Jodaiko in 2006 happened wher Eileen Kage—after a 

long hiatus from taiko—secured professional development grant funds to learn traditional 

Japanese taiko pieces from Tamaribuchi. Since Kage is based in Vancouver, and 

Tamaribuchi had personal ties in that city, they began to look for places to perform. 

Tamaribuchi is the leader and the star performer in Jodaiko, someone with whom Jodaiko 

members are honored to be performing. When Tamaribuchi formed Jodaiko in 1987, she 

was essentially a promising beginner with little training under her belt. In the ten years 

between the first iteration of the group in the 1980s and 1990s and the second one that 

convened in 2006, Tamaribuchi had become a virtuosic, highly trained, and 

internationally recognized taiko performer. In 1989, she had founded Sacramento Taiko 

Dan, which celebrated its 20th anniversary in July 2009, a group with nonprofit status, a 

dedicated studio space, and a small paid staff. She trained and performed with several 

Japanese groups, including the internationally renowned Ondekoza. In the late 1990s, she 

began competing in Japanese taiko competitions, eventually winning first place in the 

All-Japan Odaiko competition in 2001.  

Tamaribuchi’s status as a master teacher, as well as her generosity in teaching 

traditional repertoire, have drawn Jodaiko members to work with her. Current Jodaiko 

members cite different reasons for performing with the group, but overall, the reasons 

most often center on the camaraderie with other women or queer women, and the 

opportunity to study with such an accomplished teacher and performer. Eileen Kage 

                                                
269 Kristy Oshiro, “Curly Noodle Song,” 8 March 2011, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zODqi8-
5_UM.  
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recalls when she and Komori spotted Tamaribuchi at a Regional Taiko Gathering in 

Seattle in 2000: “I remember saying to Leslie, ‘Hey that’s Tiffany.’ Like, [in an awed 

voice] ‘Leslie, that’s Tiffany.’”270 Kage recalls that, in part, Tamaribuchi’s extensive 

training in Japan had imbued her with an air of authority, as Seiichi Tanaka’s and Kenny 

Endo’s experiences in Japan had done for them. She was now a real expert, a sensei. 

Kristy Oshiro was a teenager performing with Kona Daifukuji Taiko,271 a youth taiko 

group associated with a Zen Buddhist temple in Hawai’i, when she met Tamaribuchi. The 

group’s leader, Reverend Tamiya, had invited Tamaribuchi to “teach workshops and 

provide a strong female taiko player to inspire” the group’s many young women. Oshiro 

and Tamaribuchi kept in touch over the years, and once Oshiro graduated from college, 

she joined Tamaribuchi’s group in Sacramento as well as Jodaiko.272 Before I had met 

Tamaribuchi or even see her perform, I knew her by reputation as a sought-after Odaiko 

teacher and, reportedly, as a lesbian.  

If Tamaribuchi is known as a master performer, she is also a generous and 

thoughtful teacher. Komori says, “I deeply respect her. And I’m grateful for all that she 

will share.” When I first took a workshop from Tamaribuchi, I had expected to be 

intimidated, having heard so much about and seen her masterful playing. But in the dojo, 

she is an attentive, kind, and funny teacher. Particularly when she is engaged to teach 

workshops with people she likes, she often runs overtime—a sign of generosity, rather 

than inconsideration.    

 

                                                
270 Eileen Kage, Personal interview. 
271 Due to a variety of factors, taiko in Hawai’i has had a somewhat different trajectory than on the 
mainland U.S. See also Big Drum: Taiko in the U.S. DVD. 
272 Kristy Oshiro, Email to author. 
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Queer Asian “Homo-Geneity”: Powell Street, Power, and Performance 

Thursday, 30 July 2009. I fold up my adult legs to sit on a tiny plastic child’s 

chair in a small, L-shaped room in the Britannia Ice Arena in East Vancouver. Still dazed 

from the day of travel between Austin, Texas, and Vancouver, I am glad to simply 

observe Jodaiko’s rehearsal for the weekend’s performances. Having expected cooler 

weather in the north, I am bedraggled from my few hours spent in temperatures in the 

high 90s, not a significant improvement over the Austin summer heat. After greeting me 

briefly, the women return quickly to the business of rehearsal. Four butch Asian 

women—Leslie, Eileen, Kristy, and Toyomi—stand behind gleaming wooden barrel 

drums set on polished wood stands, Tamaribuchi’s set of Asano drums on loan from the 

famous Japanese drum-makers. They talk through the particulars of the song they are 

rehearsing. Kristy, an experienced performer, assists the novice Toyomi with her stage 

presence: “If you look shy, it’s going to show. Look cool.” Kristy demonstrates shyness 

with a hunched back, and then coolness with a straightened spine and lifted chin. Tiffany 

bends over a table at the side of the room, writing and revising the lineup for the two 

upcoming performances. Her dark hair, to my surprise, is pulled back into a ponytail that 

hangs halfway down her back, a change from her usual short-cropped style. 

I pluck an orange roe-studded piece of grocery store sushi from a plastic tray 

Tiffany pushes toward me, and wish I’d brought earplugs to protect my ears from the 

booming taiko. In the between-song silences, I am relieved to hear only the cool shhh of 

hockey skates against ice, the slap of stick against puck, and the loud drone of a time 

buzzer marking the periods of the hockey scrimmage happening below us on the rink. In 

the cramped space of the rehearsal room, though, it is not only the sound, but the 
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percussive vibrations that overwhelm me. For a moment I want to abandon my 

ethnographic stance and simply perform. I long to swing my left arm into the air like 

they’re doing right now, to clatter out that satisfyingly fast Don ka-ra ka ka, don ka-ra ka 

ka on the rim of the drumhead. As I listen to and watch and feel the rehearsal, I begin 

moving unconsciously with the rhythms, tapping out the phrases on my thighs, letting the 

chest-rattling drumbeats set my torso in motion. Seeing this, Tiffany hands me a pair of 

bachi and nods at an empty drum, an invitation to play. I accept, of course, and later 

agree to play “Takoyaki” at Powell Street Festival, as my opening narration suggests. 

As I indicated in the introduction to this dissertation and this chapter, I am 

accustomed to feeling—or having others note—my racial difference from my fellow 

performers. After spending time with Jodaiko, however, my racial difference, though still 

obviously present, felt less salient to me than other differences. I was not excluded by the 

group in any way, and was often invited to join in rehearsals, performances, and social 

activities. I “belonged” to the group in certain ways, as a taiko player, a woman, and a 

lesbian. But I was also aware that as a white woman and a comparatively feminine 

lesbian, I looked different on stage. Taken as a group, these five women attain a certain 

uniformity in their gender expression: all except Tamaribuchi have very short hair, and 

none wear makeup or make other obvious attempts at a studied femininity. Toyomi 

Yoshida, whose appearance I would describe as androgynous, but not necessarily butch 

(and she agrees), says she feels decidedly not-butch within the context of Jodaiko. She 

says, “I feel like everybody (except you) in Jodaiko is butchier than me.” In fact, she 

says, “sometimes when I’m playing, Tiffany would laugh and say ‘Um…can you butch it 
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up a little?’” Recalling Kristy’s instruction to Toyomi to straighten her spine and “look 

cool,” perhaps confidence and bodily stance contribute to looking butch. 

Within Jodaiko, the discourse of “butchness” or “masculinity” (not necessarily the 

same thing) circulate as both inherent qualities and modes of performance. Here, “butch” 

is not a role played purposely against a “femme,” as in Sue-Ellen Case’s butch-femme 

aesthetic.273 Nor do any of these performers strive to pass as men in taiko performances. 

In my interview with Tamaribuchi, I mentioned the fact that I stood out from the group 

because of my gender expression. She bemusedly noted that she has not intentionally 

created a butch aesthetic for Jodaiko. Nor, in fact, does she cultivate one for herself: 

Everybody identifies me as butch. But . . . the thing that makes me butch is 

the fact that I’m just so not femme. I’m really just so not. I walk into a 

department store, and I walk through the women’s section, and I’m just 

like . . . No. And then I walk around and I see, you know, the guy’s 

section and I’m like, okay . . . I’d feel comfortable in that.274 

In our interview, Tamaribuchi repeatedly refers to herself as masculine, both in terms of 

the way she chooses to look—her hair and clothing—and her “bearing,” or the way she 

carries herself. Further, she notes, “All I know is one of the nicest things about having my 

hair long is that people don’t look at me funny when I go into restrooms . . . I don’t try to 

have a masculine bearing or presentation, but when my hair is short, all people ever see is 

‘guy.’” 275 This scenario echoes Eng and Hom’s anecdote about the invisibility of the 

butch Asian American lesbian.  

                                                
273 Sue-Ellen Case, “Toward a Butch-Femme Aesthetic,” The Lesbian and Gay Studies Reader, Henry 
Abelove, Michele Barale, and David Halperin, eds. (New York: Routledge, 1993) 302. 
274 Tiffany Tamaribuchi, Personal interview. 
275 Tiffany Tamaribuchi, Personal interview. 
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While a butch woman alone may be mistaken for a man, Jodaiko’s many butch, 

queer-identified, Asian/American/Canadian women make it difficult to mis-identify any 

single member as a man. The group’s “homo-geneity,” that is, their relative uniformity as 

a queer group, makes them legible as queer Asian women. I use the term “homo-geneity” 

as a playful reference to Lisa Lowe’s insistence on the heterogeneity within the category 

of “Asian American.” Lowe’s assertion that Asian Americans are “extremely different 

and diverse among ourselves” disrupts the hegemonic definition of Asian as simply 

“other” to American.276 Jodaiko’s members reflect this very heterogeneity—Tamaribuchi 

and Kage are mixed-race, some are Canadian and others American, and some members 

are white—but their queerness, or homo-geneity (with emphasis on the “homo”) unifies 

the group. While Asian ethnic diversity is reflected in many ensembles, some groups are 

organized around more specific identity categories: some around family connections, 

temple or church membership, age (for children’s groups), or gender. For Jodaiko—

organized officially around gender, but unofficially around sexuality—“homo-geneity” 

signals the political force of unity and strength, a type of “queer belonging,” rather than 

the erasure of difference the term usually indicates.  

Jodaiko’s performances at the Powell Street Festival and Pride-in-Art in particular 

allow the group’s overlapping identities to be visible and legible to audiences. Because 

both Asian Canadian and LGBT communities can and do attend both shows, these sites 

constitute a moment of overlap between these two identity-based communities. Kage and 

Komori are already known as performers with feminist, queer, and lefty politics from 

their performances with Sawagi Daiko, the guitar-taiko band LOUD, and other musical 

                                                
276 Lisa Lowe, Immigrant Acts: On Asian American Cultural Politics (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 1996) 66. 
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collaborations at the Powell Street Festival. Some audience members will understand 

Jodaiko as a queer group because of this knowledge, whereas others may identify them as 

such based on the visual cues the members’ gender performances provide. 

Vancouver’s Powell Street Festival has its roots Japanese Canadian community 

activism. In 1977, Sansei who had already been involved in creating services in their 

community (such as the senior center Tonari Gumi) were the coordinators of the first 

festival, part of a larger effort to re-claim the area surrounding Oppenheimer Park on 

Powell Street, a neighborhood east of downtown where many Japanese Canadians lived 

until they were evacuated and interned during World War II. The inaugural festival 

marked the beginning of what would become a long-standing Vancouver tradition.277 

Taiko has thundered from the Powell Street Festival stage since its early years in 1979, 

when San Jose Taiko performed, inspiring local Sanseis to form Katari Taiko, Canada’s 

first taiko group.278 Since then, taiko groups from within and outside Vancouver have 

performed regularly at Powell Street Festival.  

On the first weekend of August each year, white canvas tents dot the perimeter of 

Oppenheimer Park, where festival-goers sit spread on blankets, or wander through the 

festival’s offerings.279 As I walked through the festival, I passed food stalls lining one end 

of the park, offering yakisoba (fried noodles), takoyaki (octopus fritters), and other 

Japanese fare. Artisans sell cards, jewelry, t-shirts, and other wares from underneath 

tents. And in one corner of the park, on the dusty baseball diamond, sits the stage, 

                                                
277 Izumi, 40-41. 
278 Izumi, 39. 
279 Incidentally, the 2009 festival did not take place on Powell Street at all. Because of construction in 
Oppenheimer Park, the usual site, the 2009 festival was held in Woodland Park a few short miles from the 
festival’s home site. I did not notice much difference from when I had attended in 2006, but Jodaiko 
member Leslie Komori remarked about how weird it was not to be in Oppenheimer Park. 
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covered in red-and-white striped canvas, the words POWELL STREET FESTIVAL in 

bold black-on-white capital letters across the apron of the platform. Throughout the day, 

musicians, martial artists, minyo and butoh dancers animate this corner of the park, as the 

crowds watch, wander, and move through the festival.  

In contrast to the multicultural festivals critiqued in Chapter Two, the Powell 

Street Festival was founded as a way to contest the Japanese Canadian community’s 

exclusion from the wider Canadian culture. Festivals provide a concentrated time and 

space for celebration. Whether marking the presence of community, harvest, nationalism, 

cultural pride, or the survival of past struggles, festivals claim space both inside the city 

and outside its normal operations. Taiko groups often perform at festivals—obon, cherry 

blossom, and Dragon Boat festivals that celebrate Japanese and Asian American cultures; 

as well as food, arts, or multicultural festivals celebrating a given city’s (or nation’s) 

diversity. Taiko works well at festivals because it draws bodies together through its visual 

and sonic largesse, helping the festival do its work of uniting groups of people in a small 

space. The booming drums, loud shouts, and moving bodies draw spectators’ attention 

and often literally draw them closer to the stage.  

The performances that populate the Powell Street stage during the festival all 

celebrate or reflect Vancouver’s Japanese Canadian community in some way, for 

example, the Sakura Singers, a women’s choir, and Kokoro, a butoh dance group 

dedicated to social change performed earlier the same day. Other taiko groups, including 

Vancouver groups Katari and Sawagi Taiko, and out-of-town guest Kenny Endo, take the 

stage earlier in the weekend. It is significant too that this art form draws attention to the 
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strength and power of its performers who, in the case of Jodaiko, are queer Asian, Asian 

American and Asian Canadian women. 

To demonstrate Jodaiko’s performances of strength and homo-geneity, I focus on 

a performance of the song, “Kokorozashi,” a regular part of Jodaiko’s lineup. The piece 

exemplifies the kind of exciting and empowering performances for which Jodaiko is 

known. Tamaribuchi wrote the piece for Sacramento Taiko Dan (the other group she 

leads in California) in 1993 as a way to develop beginning taiko player’s skills. For 

experienced players, the piece is simple enough to learn in a single rehearsal, alternating 

basic patterns with 8-, 16-, and 24-count improvised solos, making it an ideal number for 

the ad-hoc group Jodaiko to perform. What began as a fun, easy-to-play song later 

transformed into a sort of anthem for several group members who struggled with breast 

cancer. Tamaribuchi often dedicates the song to her now-deceased Sacramento Taiko 

Dan member Adeline Hiura-Lawler, who kept playing taiko throughout chemotherapy 

and performed at the group’s anniversary concert while recovering from a mastectomy, 

against her doctor’s wishes. The piece became emblematic of Hiura-Lawler’s and other 

members’ “struggle . . . and the choice to not give up and to dare to thrive in the face of 

adversity.” Tamaribuchi notes that the message has become a more general one of being 

courageous in the face of adversity. 280  

The porous nature of taiko (not being an overtly narrative form) allows audience 

members to make their own meanings of any given piece. In the context of Jodaiko’s 

performances, “Kokorozashi”’s message extends to the experience of any individuals or 

groups facing adversity, including queers and communities of color. Each time I have 

                                                
280 Tiffany Tamaribuchi, Email with author, 28 January 2010. 
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seen Tiffany perform “Kokorozashi” with Jodaiko (or been part of the performance), she 

introduces the song at the microphone. Often she relays the story of her fellow women 

taiko players who had either succumbed to or overcome breast cancer, and ends by 

saying that the song is about overcoming adversity when the odds are stacked against 

you. In the context of Powell Street Festival, the spectres of internment and 

discrimination haunt the song.  

While the song’s introduction may be somber, the piece itself bursts with joy. The 

five drummers begin in a “ready” stance behind a wall of drums lined up across the apron 

of the stage “beta-style.”281  Five pairs of legs bend slightly at the knee, feet set wide 

apart. Ten arms slope toward the ground, mirroring the angle of the legs, bent slightly at 

the elbow. The drummers seem about to pounce, the bends in their knees and elbows 

signaling alertness and barely contained energy. Tamaribuchi is on the center drum, her 

dark hair tied back in a long ponytail. Everyone else’s hair is shorn up the back and 

spiking out above the blue hachimaki, or headband, of the taiko costume. In contrast to 

the high, bouncy ponytails many women taiko players wear, the Jodaiko performers 

adopt a more butch aesthetic. While it is not uncommon to see other female drummers 

with short hair, the uniformity of their “look” allows knowing audiences to read them as 

queer.   

Tamaribuchi raises one bachi above her head, and beats a short introductory riff 

on the two drums before her, pauses, and with a loud “Za!” the other four drummers raise 

their arms and join her: DON DON DON DON, tsu ten ten ten ten. DON DON DON 

DON tsu ten ten ten! They continue pounding out driving unison patterns, their faces 
                                                
281 “Beta-style” drumming refers to the drums being upright, one head facing the ground and the other 
facing straight up. The drummer strikes the drum straight up-and-down, as opposed to at an angle, as in 
naname, or slant-style, drumming. 
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alternating wide grins and fierce grimaces of effort. Short solos pop up among the unison 

patterns, first a row of short, eight-count solos, then sixteen counts, and later thirty-two. 

Kristy Oshiro keeps her back erect and her chest out as her fast hands fly over the drums 

during her solos. Leslie Komori’s arms move fluidly across the drums during her solo, 

swinging out in wide arcs as she rocks heavily from foot to foot. Her playing is confident 

and strong, but teeters on the edge of control. As each player takes her solo, their 

individual playing styles emerge; the improvised solos creating room for individual 

expression within the group dynamic.  

Another moment in “Kokorozashi” highlights the ways Jodaiko’s style allows for 

performances of excess. As the leader and virtuosic performer of the group, Tamaribuchi 

takes her solo last. She begins the solo playing her own set of drums in the center of the 

line, as is customary, but quickly moves out of her own space and drums her way down 

the line, nudging the other players out of their stances. It is a comic “bit” she does every 

time I’ve seen her perform this number, and it always gets a laugh and cheers from the 

audience. On one hand, it can be read as a performance of her status as sensei, a way of 

playfully using her prerogative to intrude on the other performers’ space. But anyone who 

trains and performs with Tamaribuchi knows that interpretation does not fit her humble 

nature. Rather, I read this moment as one in which this powerful woman refuses to be 

contained by the confines of even her own composition. The energy of the song is so 

buoyant and driving that it feels right for her to move into the other women’s spaces, to 

spread her energy further, to claim this line of drums, the stage, and the festival grounds, 

as collective space in which excess can be celebrated.  
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After Tamaribuchi’s final solo, the group returns to unison drumming, increasing 

in speed and volume, and letting go of precision and control. Faster and louder they 

drum, and just as the song approaches chaos—Doko Doko DON!—they end the song 

together, left bachi pointing skyward and the right pointing to the earth. The five players 

project strength and unity in the electric moments after the song has ended: their arms 

raised, almost as if in victory, feet still rooted to the ground, chests heaving with the labor 

of drumming. Through their performance at Powell Street Festival, Jodaiko claims space 

for queer Asian/American/Canadian identity. And the space is there for them: Powell 

Street is not, in my observations or the performers’ interviews, an unwelcoming space for 

queer people. But because the stage is a focal point of the festival, it draws attention to 

the bodies performing on it, and to the identities being performed. Performing at Powell 

Street provides a powerful, if fleeting, moment in which Jodaiko members claim their 

space in the city. 

For the two Jodaiko members who live in Vancouver, Powell Street Festival is 

like a homecoming. Komori and Kage are both Japanese Canadian lesbians who live in 

Vancouver. Longtime friends, both are in their early forties and have been participating 

in Powell Street as taiko players, volunteers, or participants since their teenage years. As 

I arrived at the festival with Komori, the many greetings we received as we made our 

way to the stand selling corn-on-the-cob attest to her long participation in Powell Street. 

Eileen Kage also feels at home at the festival. She says,  

It is an annual reunion of old friends and a place you can count on eating 

great food and seeing a diversity of folks . . . I grew up with Powell Street 

Festival. I have volunteered picking up garbage, worked as a festival 
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coordinator, served on the board of directors and various committees and 

consistently performed year after year with a number of different 

groups.282 

As the two Jodaiko members who live in Vancouver, Kage and Komori have the 

greatest stake in Powell Street Festival as a community gathering. For those who are not 

Vancouver residents, performing at Powell Street is something of an honor: to be 

included in the celebration, on a stage that has held so many taiko performances before 

them. As Kristy Oshiro writes in an email, “it always amazes me that so many people 

come to watch our performance considering that there are so many other taiko 

performances at the powell street festival. . . . i feel fortunate to be a part of the powell 

street festival because i'm not canadian nor from vancouver and the festival features 

japanese-canadian artists from vancouver. [sic]”283  

The overlap between the two festivals (Powell Street and Vancouver’s large 

LGBT Pride weekend) allows Jodaiko to conveniently play two performances in a short 

time period, but also creates a tension for those who want to fully participate in both 

events. The Pride-in-Art series, a queer performance festival curated in conjunction with 

the city’s larger Pride weekend, takes place in a small indoor venue, the 250-seat 

Roundhouse Theater. Eileen Kage notes that historically, Powell Street and Pride 

happened on different days of the same weekend. In 1996, Pride—a much larger, 

corporate festival—elected to move its day to overlap with Powell Street. She says, 

“Many of us who were Asian and queer had to decide what to participate in, negatively 

                                                
282 Eileen Kage, Email to author, 22 September 2009. 
283 Kristy Oshiro, Email to author. 
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[a]ffecting both events (Pride having less Asian visibility and PSF having less queer 

visibility).”284  

Tamaribuchi’s hope is that Jodaiko’s performances continue to bring the queer 

and Asian Canadian communities together, since both festivals feel like home for the 

performers. She says, “A lot of people who come to see the [Pride-in-Art] show are good 

friends and part of my network of extended/chosen family.”285 For Tamaribuchi, as for 

many other queer people, the queer community is a family of her own making. Toyomi 

Yoshida says of Pride-in-Art, “I feel like I don’t have to hold back as much of who I am. 

I often feel like I have to do that, living in a straight world. And I think queer audiences 

appreciate and understand the beauty of strong/butch/non-feminine women.” Both 

festivals, then, provide a type of “home” for Jodaiko performers. And Jodaiko’s 

performances, project a type of “homo-geneity,” or queer belonging, for queer, Asian 

American and Asian Canadian women. As Yoshida says, “It’s a hugely empowering 

experience to play with other strong, queer women . . . It’s like breathing in fresh air, or 

having experienced catharsis.”286  

 

Odaiko Solo: Pride-in-Art, Kinesthetics, and Queer Spectatorship 

In contrast to the Powell Street Festival’s outdoor temporary stage in an East 

Vancouver neighborhood, the Pride-in-Art queer performance series happens in a small 

indoor theatre space in the heart of downtown Vancouver. In moving from one festival to 

another, it is not only the geographical and community contexts shift, but also my focus, 

                                                
284 Eileen Kage, Email to author. 
285 Tiffany Tamaribuchi, Email to author, 23 January 2010. 
286 Toyomi Yoshida, Email to author, 21 January 2010. 
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as I move from considering the homo-geneity of Jodaiko as a whole to a drum solo by 

Tamaribuchi. In her work with Jodaiko, Tamaribuchi makes relatively conservative 

aesthetic choices: she teaches and performs a canonical repertoire, wears traditional 

Japanese costumes, and eschews radical experimentation in her original compositions. 

Nonetheless, Tiffany Tamaribuchi’s taiko performances invite queer spectatorship both 

through Tamaribuchi’s gender expression, and through the affective, kinesthetic 

relationship taiko drumming can produce between the audience and spectator. In this 

section, I shift from group performance to Tamaribuchi’s solo performances on the 

Odaiko in order to theorize queer spectatorship. 

My focus in this section is less on the performance of queer identity, but rather on 

how Tamaribuchi’s specific performance choices can be read as queer performance. I use 

term “queer” here in its most general form, to indicate a gay, lesbian, or otherwise non-

normative sexuality. Since the central performer-spectator relationship here is between 

two queer women (Tamaribuchi and myself), I often alternate between the terms “queer” 

and “lesbian.” Taking their cue from feminist performance theorists, Asian American 

performance scholars point to the spectator as a potential locus for creating meaning in 

performance (see Lee, Dolan).  

This section attempts to think through Orientalist and queer spectatorial practices 

together, as mutually constitutive elements of experiencing taiko performance. 

Ethnomusicologists Deborah Wong (2005) and Paul Jong-Chul Yoon (2002) have written 

about the potential for (white) American audiences to impose an Orientalist reading on 

taiko performance. But Wong also suggests that although “non-Asian spectators shift 

easily into the orientalist gaze,” the “strength, control, [and] loudness” of taiko works to 
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empower the Asian American, especially Asian American woman, spectator.287 I follow 

Wong’s lead in “locating an erotics of taiko”288 that subverts the Orientalist gaze, both 

through imagining alternative spectatorial positions and through analyzing a kinesthetic 

spectatorship that disrupts the one-way, objectifying gaze. In theatre scholar Stacy Wolf’s 

parlance, the “lesbian spectator” does not necessarily have to be a lesbian, but must 

simply be willing to view performance from a queer perspective. If a queer spectator 

need not identify as queer, then perhaps white spectators can also shift away from an 

Orientalist gaze while watching Asian/American performance. While I theorize queer 

spectatorship here from my own position as white and lesbian, I also want to suggest that 

Tamaribuchi’s performances hold the possibility for the circulation of queer desire 

between the performer and audience members from a range of identity positions.  

Scholarship on queer dance suggests that sexuality can become legible on stage 

through movement quality and spatial relationships. Dance theorist Jane Desmond writes, 

“How one moves, and how one moves in relation to others, constitutes a public 

enactment of sexuality and gender.”289 Dance historian Thomas de Frantz notes that 

typical ways to read queer in dance include pointing to “excessive strength by women 

who lift men; flamboyant costuming or fantasy; men without women for entire 

movements of ballets; women without men for entire dances.”290 Both Desmond and de 

Frantz suggest that one way spectators can “read” queerness on stage is through one 

dancing body’s relationship to another, through the subverting of gender expectations. I 

suggest that sometimes when “one moves in relation to another,” that other body might 
                                                
287 Wong, Speak It Louder, 216. 
288 Wong, Speak It Louder, 219. 
289 Jane Desmond, Introduction, Dancing Desires: Choreographing Sexualities On and Off the Stage, Jane 
Desmond, ed. (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2001) 6. 
290 Thomas De Frantz, “Blacking Queer Dance,” Dance Research Journal 34.2 (Winter 2002): 103. 
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be the spectator’s. Stacy Wolf also suggests that although sexuality and gender 

expression are two different things, they are “mutually determining.” If woman is alone 

on stage, not part of a couple, any “unconventional gender performance” can signify her 

lesbianness. A short hair cut, a slightly masculine walk, or un-feminine clothing are just a 

few examples of the types of codes that one trying to “read queerly” might look for.291 

As my earlier analysis of Jodaiko’s performances demonstrates, many pieces from 

the group’s repertoire lend themselves to a queer reading, but the focus of my analysis 

will be Tiffany Tamaribuchi’s performance of a solo piece titled “Odaiko.” I have seen 

Tamaribuchi perform on the odaiko countless times, both live and on recordings. 

Although I refer here, in a short ethnographic description, to being in the audience at the 

2009 Vancouver Pride-in-Art festival performance, my analysis is shaped by the other 

times I have seen her perform, whether from the wings as a fellow performer, or from the 

house as a spectator. Most often, I have seen her perform with the hair and costuming I 

have described below, but I have also seen her perform with long hair and wearing a 

happi coat. While my analysis is inevitably shaped by all of these performances, I base 

my detailed description of Tamaribuchi’s physical appearance on a video recording from 

2006, as well as on my ethnographic research from 2009.  

1 August 2009. I sit in the back row, house right, next to Leslie Komori’s sister, 

Lucy, also a taiko player. She is videotaping the performance. Despite being in the back, 

it is still a good seat in this small venue. We are in the overflowing Roundhouse Theatre 

in downtown Vancouver during gay pride weekend. Rows of folding chairs have been 

added in front and house right to accommodate more people. I would hazard that about 

                                                
291 Wolf, 41-42. 
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half the audience is queer: pairs of hand-holding women, wearing just the right shape of 

eyeglasses, hefty belts, or short, spiky hair; men wearing Pride t-shirts, or standing just 

close enough together to rule out heterosexuality. Just as performers’ stance and gender 

expressions identify them as queer, these audience members’ everyday choices of 

clothing, posture, and physical relationships with others serve as codes for queer identity. 

I would also identify about a third of the audience as Asian Canadian. We all sit together 

in the darkened house waiting for Tamaribuchi’s “Odaiko” solo to begin. 

To clarify briefly, the term odaiko has at least three meanings. First, it refers to 

the drum itself, a large barrel drum, the face of which is usually three to six feet in 

diameter, that sits sideways atop a tall stand holding the drum four or five feet off the 

ground. Second, odaiko refers to the way a performer plays this type of drum, usually 

with his or her back to the audience, facing the drum with arms stretched perpendicular to 

its face. (An odaiko workshop, for example, would focus on techniques needed to play 

drums in this configuration.) And third, “Odaiko” is the title of the solo Tamaribuchi 

performs in this concert. Having been the first American woman to win first place in the 

All-Japan Odaiko Competition in 2002, Tamaribuchi is closely associated with the 

odaiko style of drumming. This drum, as I have indicated in previous chapters, is largely 

associated with male performers. In this concert, Tamaribuchi performs the song 

“Odaiko” in the style of Ondekoza,292 one of the first professional taiko groups from 

Japan to tour internationally and with whom Tamaribuchi performed for two years in the 

mid-nineties. The piece is meant to highlight the virtuosity and stamina of the soloist: 

                                                
292 In this tradition, the soloist’s “Odaiko” is most often followed immediately by an ensemble piece called 
“Yatai Bayashi,” a song in which the soloist joins several other drummers who perform in a physically 
demanding sit-up position. Many taiko groups perform versions of these pieces, which are considered part 
of the public domain, but it is considered good etiquette to secure permission and training from sanctioned 
teachers before performing them. 
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depending on the performer, it can last anywhere from around five to twenty minutes. It 

is also meant to highlight the performer’s physique, particularly the musculature of his or 

her back,293 and Tamaribuchi’s performance follows that tradition.  

The song begins long before Tamaribuchi begins to play. The drum’s round, 

white face glows under the stage lights, perhaps three feet across. Its capacious, 

cylindrical body rests on a tall stand, several feet off the ground. Tamaribuchi faces the 

drum, her back to the audience. Her body is compact and fleshy. Her back and arms are 

mostly bare, except for the thick, criss-crossed straps of her Japanese worker’s apron. The 

ties that hold up her dark blue pants cause the flesh around her hips to bulge gently. Her 

hair is short, boyish, and dark. In her hands she holds a pair of bachi, or drum sticks, 

nearly the length of her arms, necessary for producing sound on such a large drum. She 

settles into a modified martial arts stance, her left leg slightly bent toward the drum, and 

her unbent right leg reaching behind her at a 45-degree angle. Her pelvis sinks toward the 

ground, and for a moment she holds both bachi together in front of her hips, parallel to 

the floor. She gazes at the drum for a moment, sizing it up like an opponent or a lover, 

and digs her feet into the ground, rooting herself into the position she will maintain 

throughout the solo. Then she lifts the bachi above her head, and in an instant takes one 

in each hand, and swings her arms down and apart, matching for a moment the angle of 

her legs. She tilts her face up toward the drum. Her arms slowly extend out, and up, as if 

tracing an extra-wide snow angel in the air, until they pause above her head—DO 

DON—and break the silence on the skin of the drum.  
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Even before she begins to play, Tamaribuchi’s body is already coded as queer 

because she defies gender conventions. Jane Desmond suggests that a “refusal of 

feminine spectacle” is one way into a lesbian or queer reading of dancing women on 

stage.294 When queer studies scholar Ann Cvetkovich performs as a backup dancer for 

lesbian rock group Girls in the Nose, she constructs her appearance in a way that will 

appeal to a lesbian crowd, but deflect straight male desire. While Cvetkovich “opt[s] for 

wackiness” in her performances to direct her audience’s gaze295 and Desmond suggests 

that a performer might actively refuse conventional trappings of femininity, 

Tamaribuchi’s butch gender performance has at least the effect of seeming natural. 

Tamaribuchi’s appearance, more specifically, departs from familiar tropes of a quiet and 

demure Asian American femininity, evoked by Deborah Wong in her question, “How 

many of us were taught to keep our knees together and speak softly?”296 

Purposeful or not, her bodily performance and the specific way she wears her 

costume mark her as a masculine woman. The haragake, or apron, that she wears is a 

fairly typical taiko costume that both men and women wear. Taiko players consider it a 

unisex costume, but it is clearly built for men’s bodies. While men can wear the haragake 

over bare chests, women typically wear sports bras or t-shirts underneath the aprons, 

which are too stiff and too narrow down the front to fully cover a woman’s breasts. But 

Tamaribuchi refuses the security of Spandex and wears nothing under her apron, 

allowing her breasts to remain barely visible from the sides. Without anything underneath 

it, the apron’s criss-crossed straps reveal a bare, muscular back and broad shoulders. 

                                                
294 Jane Desmond, Introduction, 19. 
295 Ann Cvetkovich, “White Boots and Combat Boots: My Life as a Lesbian Go-Go Dancer,” Dancing 
Desires: Choreographing Sexualities On and Off the Stage, Jane Desmond, ed. (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 2001) 333. 
296 Deborah Wong, Speak It Louder, 218. 
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Rather than highlighting the soft curve of a lower back or delicate neck and shoulders, 

Tamaribuchi wears her costume “like a man,” highlighting the strength in her upper back 

and the broadness of her shoulders. Still, her body exceeds the costume in a way a man’s 

does not: she allows a small suggestion of the feminine to disrupt her otherwise boyish 

appearance. While she might look masculine, in other words, she does not necessarily 

pass as a man. Taiko’s movements require her to take up space in ways that depart from 

ideal Asian American femininity. Her legs are spread wide apart, and her stance 

emphasizes the weight of her body. The movement of her arms against the drum 

highlights the work in her muscles and back, accentuating her strength and endurance. 

Her costuming, while still allowing her body to be “on display,” subverts an objectifying 

gaze by highlighting the strength of her body, rather than its shape.  

Queer spectatorship of taiko is not limited to Jodaiko. In 1975, the Japanese group 

Ondekoza introduced “Odaiko” into its concert lineup, and was performed by one of its 

star drummers, Eitetsu Hayashi. A few days into performing at the Espace Pierre Cardin 

in Paris, ticket sales were disappointingly slow. In an attempt to rectify the situation, 

fashion designer Pierre Cardin himself suggested a costume change for Hayashi’s 

“Odaiko” solo. Rather than wear the (no doubt) several layers of cotton like the rest of 

the group, Hayashi was to wear nothing but fundoshi, a loincloth worn by sumo wrestlers. 

The fundoshi covers the man’s genitalia, but has a G-string effect in the back, leaving his 

buttocks and the rest of his body exposed.297 After a few days with Hayashi performing 

nearly nude, gay men began lining up to see the performances, giving standing ovations 

                                                
297 After a recent KODO performance, my companions (one of them a white gay man) at the event all 
commented on the extreme and obvious eroticism of the “Odaiko” performance. 
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each night.298 Taiko scholar Shawn Bender contends that this costuming innovation (now 

customary for male Odaiko players) marks the moment the performers’ bodies became 

the central “means of expressing their guiding ideology and artistic vision.”299 With this 

costume change, the Japanese male body becomes literally more visible—and legible—as 

an object of desire, and it was gay male audiences whose presence in the theatre declared 

the costume a success. The gaze, in this instance, was manipulated for the queer 

spectator. This anecdote opens up possibilities for thinking about taiko and queer 

spectatorship, while it also reminds us of the difficult of wrenching out of a framework of 

colonialist display, in which “othered” bodies are laid bare for the edification of Western 

audiences. And yet, taiko—like dance—calls attention not only to the drummers’ body as 

an object to be consumed, but also as a fiercely drumming body in motion. It points to the 

enduring issue, as dance scholar Yutian Wong writes, of “the multifaceted relationship 

between the body that dances with agency and the body seen dancing.”300 

I return, then, to Tamaribuchi’s performance of “Odaiko.” Tamaribuchi’s Odaiko 

solo is decidedly climactic, even erotic. She plays several slow, even strokes, relishing 

each arm extension, flexing the muscles in her shoulders and back before quickening her 

pace and maintaining fast, repeating rhythms. After what seems like several minutes, she 

shifts to playing short licks on the drum, between which she pauses with her right arm 

straight above her bowed head. She is teasing her audience with this long series of 

rhythmic bursts and anticipation-filled poses. As she speeds up again, and her stick work 

becomes impossibly fast as her lower body becomes quieter, more focused on the speed. 

                                                
298 Bender, 134-135. 
299 Bender, 135. 
300 Y. Wong, 41. 
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Tamaribuchi elicits screams and whistles from the audience when she finally transitions 

back into a powerful frenzy. As the muscles in her arms and back work furiously, the 

lower half of her body sinks lower with effort, her knees allowing the slightest bounce as 

she plays. Two women in the front row raise their hands in the air, bouncing in their seats 

as if in the thrall of an evangelical sermon. Performers yell from off stage, encouraging 

her, as her fast, pounding rhythms reach a climax, then drop in volume and speed for the 

denouement, a short, slow crescendo. She pulls both arms back—“Soh!”—DO DON—

and ends the song to the wild applause of the audience.  

The potential for queer spectatorship in this performance not only depends on 

reading Tamaribuchi’s costumes as queer, but also relies on the erotics of the drumming, 

the kinesthetic relationship between the audience and performer. The performance 

practically overflows with erotic potential. While there is no narrative aspect to the piece, 

the largely improvised solo follows a typical dramatic structure, beginning with slow 

beats that gradually increase in speed and volume, until she finally reaches a furious 

climax and a brief denouement. Given the structure and the way it is meant to excite the 

audience, it is almost impossible not to invoke sexual imagery—the soft and teasing 

strokes, the pounding climax—when describing this encounter between two entities 

whose bodies and skin make up every taiko performance.  

Decoding queer performance depends on reading bodies moving in relationship to 

one another. Here, Tamaribuchi moves, and her audience moves along with her because 

they are moved by her performance. Particularly in a piece where the performer’s back 

faces the audience, much of the connection between the audience and the performer 

happens through the drum. The performance is a solo, but the other overwhelming 
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presence on stage is the drum itself, its round white face looming above Tamaribuchi’s 

head, its loud reverberations filling the chests of everyone inside the theater. Every 

movement Tamaribuchi makes is toward the drum. Her face and the front of her body, 

her bachi, and all her energy moves upstage toward its expansive surface. Asked about 

her relationship with the drum, Tamaribuchi answers, “It’s like having a conversation. 

It’s like arguing or having a fight. It’s like making love. It’s like dancing. It’s 

surrendering. It’s letting go and grooving.” The drum becomes the site upon which her 

desire is enacted, played out, and played with. It becomes the vehicle through which 

desire travels.  

The audience’s interaction with this performance of desire is where the potential 

for queer spectatorship emerges. Drawing on Jonathan Bollen, Ramón Rivera-Servera 

theorizes club dancing as a place where dancers “negotiate their identities and desires” 

through an “exchange of ‘kinesthetic resources.’”301 Although club dancing is clearly 

different from concert taiko performance, as dance forms they share a blurring of 

audience and performer, even if that blurring in taiko is only momentary. In the intimate 

space of the 250-seat Roundhouse Theater in Vancouver, the reverberations of the 

drumming elicit a kinesthetic response from the audience. In a space that small, every 

person can feel the drums pounding in their chests and vibrating through their seats. 

Audiences can experience to some degree what it might feel like to perform because they, 

too, can feel the drumming in their bodies. The raised hands and bouncing bodies of the 

women in the front row suggest that they couldn’t not move along with Tamaribuchi. 

Moreover, taiko performance can invite spectators to participate by yelling out (in what is 

                                                
301 Ramón H. Rivera-Servera, “Choreographies of Resistance: Latina/o Queer Dance and the Utopian 
Performative, Modern Drama 472 (Summer 2004): 279. 
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called ki’ai) to encourage the drummers during their performances. Usually only 

audience members who are “in the know” or who are performers themselves will dare to 

shout from their seats. But if the performance is exciting enough, as it was in this 

instance, audience members will respond with screams and catcalls as well as with 

applause. Taiko invites instances of embodied, participatory spectatorship that 

momentarily blur the lines between audience and performer. 

What does it mean for an audience to move along with Tamaribuchi, to yell 

encouragement, and to be moved by her presence on stage? If, to borrow Bollen’s phrase, 

“sharing . . . kinesthetic resources”302 does provide moments where identities and desires 

can be negotiated and perhaps re-arranged, then they also open up space for a queer 

spectatorship, or an Asian American spectatorship, that does not have to link up with 

bodily identity. Theatre scholar Jill Dolan points toward the utopic possibilities of the 

virtuosic body in performance. She writes, “Audiences often form community around a 

common present experience of love for a charismatic, virtuosic performer, not necessarily 

around their desire to be close to him or her, but through the performer, to be pulled into 

comfortable, more intimate proximity to each other.”303 This is not to say that 

performance homogenizes its audiences. It may hail Asian American men, queer Asian 

American women, or straight white women in different ways. But it might ask all 

spectators, with their multiple and overlapping identities, to respond collectively to queer 

performance. Whether or not the audience members are queer, they move along with 

Tamaribuchi in this moment, move along with a woman whose body refuses normal 

femininity, in order to move along with each other in their seats. 
                                                
302 Quoted in Rivera-Servera, 278. 
303 Jill Dolan, Utopia in Performance: Finding Hope at the Theater, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 2005) 31. 
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As a taiko player and a white lesbian spectator, when I watch Tamaribuchi’s 

performances, I am moved in several ways. Watching her play makes me want to perform 

and want to move in the ways she moves. It moves me to ki’ai, to yell my encouragement 

and appreciation for the work the performance requires. I am moved by the history of 

American taiko and its anti-racist impulses. I am also moved, even seduced, by 

Tamaribuchi’s charismatic performance, by the fast stick work and the dramatic build of 

the solo, by her bare back and muscular shoulders. I am moved because I can believe that 

her performance—her appearance, her costume, her affect—courts my gaze. It asks to be 

seen as something out of the ordinary. Through her virtuosic performance, her queer 

gender performance, and through the kinesthetic effects of the performance, Tamaribuchi 

hails—and momentarily creates—queer spectators.  

Queer spectatorship as a theoretical lens allows us to, as Deborah Wong suggests, 

“locate an erotics of taiko” in a way that does not simply exoticize the Asian female 

body, nor retreat to a pristine asexuality. Rather, to insist on the possibility for queer 

spectatorship is also to declare the existence of queer desires, and the existence of queer, 

desiring spectators. Peggy Phelan writes that dance “opens up an inquiry that passes 

through [itself] in search of something else.”304Tamaribuchi’s performance opens up, for 

me, an inquiry about my own desires, an inquiry that is both about the performance in 

front of me and about “something else” entirely. In other words, my suggestion that taiko 

performance holds queer possibilities is never only about the semiotics of the bodies on 

stage, but also about the bodies of those who watch, listen, and participate in the 

performance. 

                                                
304 Quoted in Desmond, Introduction, 23. 
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Conclusion 

 I recently saw the Japanese touring group KODO’s performance at the Hill 

Auditorium, a large University presenting venue, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, along with 

three friends who had never before seen the group perform. Even from our seats in the 

balcony, we all felt the drums’ vibrations thrum through our chairs and into our bodies. 

The concert included several new pieces I had never seen, but included among these new 

songs were the favorites that KODO always includes in its program, including the 

“Odaiko” solo. In KODO’s concert, the enormous drum stands atop a large festival cart, a 

large trailer on wheels adorned around the edges with glowing paper lanterns. Before the 

soloist begin to play, the cart is wheeled to center stage as several other ensemble 

members sing in ritual fashion. Once the cart is in place, the singers exit to the wings. 

The soloist’s back is to the audience, his entire body bare and visible, save for the strip of 

white fundoshi between his buttocks. The lighting is focused on the definition of his arm, 

leg, and back muscles, whose movements become mesmerizing after his nearly twenty 

minutes of drumming. Both the straight woman to my right and the gay man to my left 

commented on how highly erotic the performance was: not only was the man’s virtually 

nude body on display, but the rhythms were sonically and kinesthetically overwhelming, 

literally pulsing through our seats. And yet, the ritual beginning and somberness of the 

staging seems to eschew eroticism in favor of ritual purity, an element that echoed the 

Shinto ritual-based dance piece that opened the concert.  

 This seeming contradiction within taiko between ritual and eroticism is an 

ongoing tension in my practice and spectatorship. “Ritual” and “tradition” often stand in 
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for an Asia that is both ancient and unchanging. Eroticized Asian bodies on stage, on the 

other hand, often call up the taboos associated with Orientalist display and the 

demonization and feminization of all Asians as passive sexual objects. The move to 

embrace the tensions between eroticism and tradition is ultimately a humanizing one. 

While there is good reason to be skeptical about language that assumes a transcendental 

“human spirit,” ethnographer Dorinne Kondo points out that acknowledging the 

humanity of Asians and Asian Americans—who have often been maligned as inhuman in 

American contexts—is sometimes “strategically necessary.”305 Moreover, as Celine 

Parreñas Shimizu asserts, “If we limit understanding of racial sexuality within good or 

bad, abnormal and normal, or right and wrong we may also limit how we enjoy, 

appreciate, and more fully understand our own sexuality as Asian/American women.”306 

My analysis of queer taiko gestures toward a queer spectatorship that acknowledges the 

tensions among race, gender, and sexuality in performance.   

   

  

                                                
305 Dorinne Kondo, “(Un)Disciplined Subjects: (De)Colonizing the Academy?” Orientations: Mapping 
Studies in the Asian Diaspora, Kandice Chuh and Karen Shimakawa, eds. (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 2001) 32.  
306 Celine Parreñas Shimizu, The Hypersexuality of Race: Performing Asian/American Women on Screen 
and Scene (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2007) 5. 
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Conclusion  
 

Michigan Taiko, Anti-Asian Violence, and Performances of Hope 
 

“How could you not talk of identity when talking about music?” 
      --Josh Kun, Audiotopia307 

“It has been a dream of ours for many years to bring  
taiko drumming to the people of Michigan.” 

--Great Lakes Taiko Center program308 
 

A high school auditorium in rural Michigan seemed an unlikely place for what 

proved to be a moving and exciting taiko concert. On February 19, 2011, my partner 

Clare and I drove from Ann Arbor to Walled Lake, Michigan, to see a performance by 

the newly formed Raion Taiko, their students, and the internationally known Japanese 

taiko group, Hono-O-Daiko. The event marked the one-year anniversary for Raion Taiko, 

founded by white, Michigan-born Brian Sole and his wife Mayumi Sole, who was born 

and raised in Japan. Raion’s newest members, Eileen Ho and Larry An, are friends and 

former Mu Daiko members, and I was excited to see them perform. As we approached 

the auditorium doors, Eileen and Larry’s four children took our tickets and handed us our 

programs. The scene inside the auditorium felt more like a community event or recital 

than a formal concert, with children running up and down aisles and small groups of 

teenagers slouching in the back rows, texting on their cell phones. It was a marked 

contrast to the KODO concert I attended just days later in the lush and jam-packed Hill 

Auditorium at the University of Michigan.  

                                                
307 Josh Kun, Audiotopia: Music, Race, and America (Berkeley, London, and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 2005) 13. 
308 Great Lakes Taiko Center First Anniversary Celebration, Concert program, Personal archive, 19 
February 2011. 
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As I have been arguing throughout this dissertation, taiko groups constitute their 

own communities of people, often based in a common geography and organized around 

racial, gender, or sexual identity. As American Studies scholar Josh Kun argues in the 

epigraph of this chapter, music—and, by extension, performance—is inextricably bound 

to identity: “When you hear it, music makes you immediately conscious of your identity 

precisely because something outside of you is entering your body—alien sounds emitted 

from strangers you sometimes cannot see that enter, via vibration and frequency, the very 

bones and tissues of your being.” But rather than see this entrée as a multicultural utopia 

in which identities seamlessly merge in the listener, Kun argues, “All musical listening is 

a form of confrontation, of encounter, of the meeting of worlds and meanings, when 

identity is made self-aware and is, therefore, menaced through its own interrogation.”309 

Listening, like spectating, offers a lens through which to examine the contradictions and 

negotiations embedded in the performance process. This concert in which both amateur 

and professional, American and Japanese, and men and women of all ages performed 

opens up conversation about a number of issues explored in this dissertation, including 

the varied configurations of Asian American community and gender identity. Within the 

context of eastern Michigan, an area with a historically contentious relationship to Japan 

is fraught with the history of the state’s failed automotive industry in the 1980s and 

1990s, prompts further consideration of the stakes of Asian American and Japanese 

performance. 

Insofar as North American taiko has shaped and articulated different permutations 

of Asian American identity and community, Raion Taiko positions themselves as a group 

                                                
309 Kun, 13. 
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with transnational ties, rather than Asian American roots. The performing group and its 

classes operate under the name “Great Lakes Taiko Center,” and some information on 

their web site is listed in both English and Japanese kanji (one of the Japanese 

alphabets).310 The two founders’ online bios state only that they have received training in 

Japan and do not indicate any affiliation with other American or Canadian groups.311 

Raion’s connection to Japan, rather than the North American taiko community, is further 

emphasized by their choice of guest artists, Hono-O-Daiko, who were among the Soles’ 

teachers in Japan. In this way, Raion Taiko has indeed brought taiko to Michigan, in 

contrast to San Jose Taiko, for example, who frame taiko as something that emerged from 

within their community. 

Although this group may not be connected to a larger network of Asian American 

activism like the leaders of San Jose Taiko and Mu Daiko are, this performance has 

clearly called together an Asian American community, temporary and heterogeneous as it 

may be. Looking around the auditorium, it is clear that their small taiko community 

draws Asian American participants and spectators, even in an area with a small Asian 

American population compared to the national average. This community’s diversity was 

showcased in the first half of the concert: a group of children performed, followed by two 

classes referred to as the “ladies’” classes comprised entirely of local middle-aged 

Japanese American women, and another class of of high school and college age youth, 

both white and Asian American. Following all of this, the five-person Raion Taiko 

                                                
310 It is unclear whether this is because they want to be accessible to Japanese speakers, or because they 
want to highlight their connections to Japan more generally. 
311 “About Us,” Great Lakes Taiko Center web site, 11 March 2011 http://www.michigantaiko.net/about-
ue/.  
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performing group—itself mixed in terms of gender and race—presented a short set of 

their own songs.  

It is not unusual for North American taiko groups to have close transnational 

relationships with Japanese taiko groups. As I write, my Facebook page overflows with 

inquiries, hopes, and prayers for taiko players’ friends and families affected by the 

tsunami, earthquakes, and nuclear crisis in Japan. These, along with invitations to 

different taiko groups’ concerts to benefit Japan, attest to the intensely intimate 

relationships many U.S. and Canadian taiko players have forged with Japanese groups. 

More unusual is that the teachers sought would be women, as Raion Taiko’s are. Hono-

O-Daiko’s tour-de-force performance in this concert was a reminder that music 

comprises not only racial and ethnic difference, but a “meeting of worlds and meanings” 

structured by gender and sexual identity as well. 

As the intermission ends and we find our way back to our seats, I feel a little 

frisson of excitement about seeing Hono-O-Daiko. I have never seen them perform live, 

but a poster of the group has hung on my walls for years: a small Japanese woman 

pounding on a drum twice her size. As the house lights fade and the stage lights come up, 

the four women who make up Hono-O-Daiko sweep onto the stage in their bright red 

gauzy costumes and mesmerize us with their virtuosic performance. Rather than the 

happi coats, aprons, and tabi that many taiko groups wear, these performers wear tight-

fitting sleeveless tanks with thick straps that criss-cross in the back and red skirts that 

flare dramatically like long tattered ballet tutus when they take their wide, barefoot 

stances. The small but imposing women—two with short, spiky hair and two with hair 
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piled atop and spilling from their heads—stare out at the audience aggressively while 

their hands fly across the drumheads.  

Although I do not know anything about these performers’ identities, their 

performances certainly invite feminist and queer spectatorship. The drummers—two very 

feminine and two with androgynous looks—ooze sensuality, their torsos literally 

undulating as they took turns playing the large odaiko center stage. As I watch one 

performer arch her back impossibly far during a solo, I can see two girls who performed 

with the kids’ class in the front row, flinging their bachi into the air and swaying 

unabashedly along with Hono-O-Daiko’s thrilling performance. Beside me, Clare sits 

amazed, and whispers, “I’ve never seen anyone move like this before!” Like I always do 

while watching taiko, I groove a little bit in my seat, feeling my fingers curl around 

invisible bachi and imagining my arms, legs, and core muscles enacting the 

choreography.    

At the end of the concert, all of the drummers—children, elderly women, Raion 

Taiko members, and the inimitable women of Hono-O-Daiko—gather on stage for the 

concert’s finale. As the drummers ready themselves to play, Sole explains that the song, 

“Mushi Okuri” (“Send Away Bugs”), is played at Japanese festivals not only to “drive 

away bugs and other pests from crops before the harvest season,” but also to ward off 

sickness and other bad fortune. With one of the worst unemployment rates in the 

nation,312 Michigan is certainly in need of such a song. Sole says that all year, they have 

performed this song around the state, and tonight’s rendition of “Mushi Okuri” is 

                                                
312 “Unemployment Rates for States Monthly Rankings Seasonally Adjusted Jan. 2011,” Local Area 
Unemployment Statistics, Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor web site, 5 March 
2011, http://www.bls.gov/web/laus/laumstrk.htm. As of January 2011, Michigan’s unemployment rate was 
the fifth worst in the nation. 
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dedicated to “better times ahead for Michigan.” Things must be looking up, he explains, 

now that the state has its own taiko group. As he steps back to his drum, the stage comes 

alive with motion and sound—children diligently clicking their drumsticks together, the 

older students and Raion Taiko members in the back playing on the big drums. And in 

the front, the red-clad women of Hono-O-Daiko smile and encourage the audience to clap 

along with them. The moment is uplifting, and I find myself moved by the notion—

perhaps a naïve one—that the goodwill and energy of this diverse, transnational 

performance community can heal the state’s wounded economy. 

Driving home from Walled Lake, halfway between two formerly robust centers of 

the automotive industry, Detroit and Flint, I am reminded of how high the stakes of bad 

economies are for Asian Americans in the U.S. Almost thirty years ago and not thirty 

miles from the auditorium we had just left, two white, unemployed autoworkers beat the 

young Chinese American Vincent Chin to death with a baseball bat in Highland Park, 

Michigan. Ronald Ebens and Michael Nitz, believing Chin to be Japanese and therefore 

responsible for the failing American auto industry, were overheard saying to Chin: “It’s 

because of you motherfuckers that we’re out of work.”313 For this violent and racially-

motivated murder, these men received the paltry sentence of three years’ probation and a 

$3,780 fine.314 The incident was a call to arms for Asian American communities, 

inspiring vigils and protests among Michigan’s Asian American communities and those 

around the U.S. While the Vincent Chin case received media attention, it was also just 

one incident in a whole spate of anti-Asian violence during the 1980s and 1990s.315 

                                                
313 Takaki, 481. 
314 See Takaki, 482; Wei, 194. 
315 R. Lee, 217. 
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Chin’s murder underscores a number of familiar anti-Asian prejudices. Blaming Asian 

Americans for the loss of rightfully “American” jobs has an enduring legacy, beginning 

with anger toward the first waves of Chinese laborers in California in the 1880s.316 

Further, the dire consequences of Chin’s killers’ inability to distinguish among Asian 

ethnic groups and their casting of Asians as “perpetual foreigners” are grimly apparent 

here. Moreover, this incident disrupts a national racial framework that casts racial 

discrimination as a black-white issue, particularly in Detroit, a city whose primary 

narrative centers on “white flight” and black criminality.  

After Chin’s murder, many Asian American scholars and activists pointed to U.S. 

auto executives’ blaming of Japan for American job losses as an instigating force for anti-

Asian violence. These executives’ accusations were but another way to figure Asia as an 

invading mass, threatening to American livelihoods.317 While Raion Taiko makes no 

claims for their art as a form of racial consciousness-raising, their impulse to make 

Michigan a better place through taiko suggests that they believe performance has material 

effects on the world. While Raion Taiko may offer its Michigan audiences an alternative 

vision of Japan (alternative, that is, to its former status as economic threat), the area’s 

history of anti-Asian violence complicates utopian notions of increased Asian American 

visibility and harmonious global connections. 

The cover art for William Wei’s book, The Asian American Movement, depicts a 

single woman taiko player wearing all black clothing, save for the white hachimaki 

holding back her short dark hair. Her black clothing may well signal mourning, since 

behind her is spread a large banner with the words “Coalition to Commemorate Vincent 

                                                
316 Takaki, 483. 
317 See Takaki, 482; Wei, 194. 
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Chin” painted across it in block letters. Beneath the banner, a group of Asian American 

youth sit, kneel, and stand amid tombstone-shaped signs bearing the names of other 

victims of anti-Asian violence. The cover art is a black-and-white sketch of a photograph 

featured within the book’s pages, dated June 1992.318 In 2002, Asian American activists 

staged similar commemorative events, which were all the more urgent in the recent wake 

of September 11, 2001. The inclusion of this event on the cover of the only monograph 

about the Asian American Movement signals its centrality to post-1970s Asian American 

activism. Taiko groups often lend their talents to such occasions, helping to 

commemorate milestones in Asian American history, gathering communities to effect 

social change. Whether Raion Taiko sees it self as part of an Asian American genealogy 

of taiko, it is certainly not unconnected to larger histories of Asian people and cultures in 

the U.S.  

When I first saw Mu Daiko perform from the Southern Theatre’s lighting booth in 

Minneapolis, I was drawn to the power and simplicity of taiko, and to its expansive and 

rhythmic choreographies. I simply wanted to move like that. If I’m honest, I have to 

admit that I must have been seduced by the ritual, formality, and aesthetics that I 

associated with Asia. Or, I wanted to be like the women I saw on stage—powerful, 

energetic, and yes, different. Or, perhaps I was ready to leave the safety of the tech booth 

and climb on stage myself, to put my body on the line. All of these things, not just one of 

them, moved me to sign up for my first taiko class. When I reported for the first lesson, I 

could not have imagined the worlds, identities, and contradictions enmeshed within the 

practice and performance of taiko, nor the people and places I would encounter 

                                                
318 Wei, 167. 
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throughout my years of involvement with the art form. Taiko has been a major avenue 

through which I have come to better understand events like Vincent Chin’s murder and 

Japanese internment, and the role of performance in speaking against such atrocities. 

I opened this dissertation with a description of myself performing, surrounded by 

Asian Americans and Canadians, both beside me on stage and before me in the audience. 

Writing about this small slice of North American taiko and the myriad intersections with 

racial, gender, and sexual identities has been an act of witnessing, to return to Ann 

Cooper Albright’s parlance, my “response/ability” as a performer and thinker. I conclude 

here by casting myself as a feminist, queer, white Asian Americanist spectator, sitting 

among a group of people who have come, as Jill Dolan writes, “to share our attention, to 

acknowledge our pleasure, and to hope for our mutual, collective transformation.”319 

Clapping along with the rhythms of “Mushi Okuri” and watching the performers’ joyful 

movements in the Walled Lake High School auditorium, I believe at least for the moment 

that performance may indeed have the power to “send away bugs,” and to transform 

those who watch, listen, and move together. 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                
319 Jill Dolan, Utopia in Performance, 31. 
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Glossary 
 
 
atarigane: a small, hand-held gong played with a thin mallet (shimoku) made of bamboo 
and deer antlers. Also “kane” for short. 
 
bachi: drumsticks used in taiko. These come in an array of sizes, shapes, and wood types, 
to correspond with drum sizes and desired sound effects. 
 
chappa: small hand-held cymbals often used as auxiliary percussion in taiko 
performance. 
 
chu-daiko: “medium drum.” These are the medium-sized barrel drums used in taiko 
performance. 
 
daiko: “taiko.” When “taiko” is used with a prefix, sometimes the “t” changes to a “d” in 
Japanese pronunciation. Group names, styles, or drum types often use “daiko.” For 
example, “Mu Daiko” and “shime-daiko.” 
 
dojo: Literally, “the place of the way.” Usually refers to a studio or rehearsal space in 
which taiko is practiced, or conceptually to a group with whom one studies, as in San 
Francisco Taiko Dojo. 
 
fue: general term for flute. Often high-pitched bamboo flutes referred to as takebue or 
shinobue are used in taiko. 
 
happi: a short, hip-length coat worn open or tied with an obi, often part of a taiko 
costume. 
 
haragake: a workers’ apron worn as part of a taiko costume, usually indigo in color. 
 
Issei: first generation of Japanese immigrants to the U.S. 
 
ki: energy, also “chi” in Chinese. 
 
kiai: a shout or cry, usually meant to encourage other performers. 
 
Kibei – A Japanese American, usually Nisei, who was born in the U.S. but receives his or 
her education primarily in Japan. 
 
kuchi shoka: “mouth notes” or “mouth sounds.” The oral syllables that correspond to 
sounds on the drum. Also, “kuchi shoga” or “kuchi showa.” 
 
kumi-daiko: “group drum.” Refers to the relatively recent form of ensemble taiko and 
referred to throughout this dissertation simply as “taiko.” 
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momohiki: Pants, usually dyed indigo, worn as part of a taiko costume. These are tapered 
at the ankle and secured around the waist with ties.  
 
Nikkei: refers to people of Japanese heritage living outside of Japan. 
 
Nisei: second generation Japanese Americans, children of Issei. 
 
obi: sash worn around happi coats, part of a taiko costume. Obi of various sizes are also 
worn around kimono and other Japanese garments. 
 
obon: Japanese Buddhist festival celebrating the dead. Widely practiced in Japan and 
throughout Japanese American and Japanese Canadian communities. The festival features 
bon odori (festival dancing). 
 
odaiko: the largest drum in an ensemble. Also refers to technique used to play odaiko, 
and to a popular form of solo drumming, as in Chapter Three. 
 
okedo: rope-tension drums that come in a variety of sizes. Often played as “katsugi 
okedo,” worn on a shoulder strap. 
 
Sansei: third generation Japanese Americans, children of Nisei. 
 
sensei: teacher or leader. 
 
shime-daiko: small, rope-tied drum. Shime-daiko come in many sizes, but in this 
dissertation I generally refer to the small, high-pitched drums that are ideal for keeping 
the ji, or base beat. 
 
Shin-Issei: Japanese immigrants to the U.S. who arrived after World War II.  
 
tabi: split-toed Japanese footwear. Taiko players usually wear tabi with rubber soles, 
which keep feet from slipping. 
 
taiko: literally, “drum” in Japanese. I use it throughout the dissertation to refer to the 
contemporary practice of Japanese-style ensemble drumming. 
 
Yonsei: fourth-generation Japanese Americans. 
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